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PREFACE 

This report on cartographic generalization addresses the need for the National 
Ocean Service (NOS) to select a technical and operational solution to the problem 
of cartographic generalization within the scope of the Automated Nautical 
Charting System 11. 
because of our unique approach to digital nautical cartography. 
understanding of the issues in cartographic generalization, such as, feature 
selection, point simplification, feature aggregation, feature displacement, are 
essential for developing an optimal implementation strategy. 

Cartographic generalization is a most complex issue at NOS 
A thorough 

The specific objective of this project is to develop a global conceptual model, 
while selecting and testing techniques that can potentially contribute to the 
operational solution. 

This report was prepared by PAR Government Systems Corporation, June 1987, for 
the N O M  Charting Research and Development Laboratory, Charting and Geodetic 
Services, NOS, NOM, Rockville, Maryland 20852, under a N O M  Science and 
Technology Grant, N O M  Contract No. 40MNC700230. 
its entirety. 

This report is reprinted in 
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Automating Generalization: Fact or Fiction? 
"Generalization is difficult to define, explain or specify in Writing, or to restrict to bounds 

and limits." (A.M. Floyd) 

"Only he who is master over the matter and can perform with his hands what his mind 
wishes, is able to generalise well." (E. von Sydow) 

'The problems involved in practical generalization are so varied that it is virtually 
impossible to derive rules to cover all eventualities.'' (G.A. Montagano) 

". ..generalization depends on personal and subjective feelings," and therefore is "pan of 
the 'art' that enters into the map making process." (M. Eckert) 

"To a certain extent, generalization may be compared to the work of an artist." 
(A.J. Pannekoek) 

'I.. .the design factor in generalisation. can clearly be based only on the canogmpher's very 
personal, and themfore inherently biased, beliefs." (D.W. Rhind) 

I*. . .a largely undefined process and followed more or less the warm feeling of indjvidual 
subjective intuition." (J. Neumann) 

'I.. .it can be seen that goad generalization is, at least, a function of purpose plus objective 
evaluation.. .Since these arc human factors, requiring intelligence and judgement, 
generalization is likely to remain outside the realm of electronic insmenration." 

(D.E. Long) 

"One of the diffkulties.. .in an attempt to automate.. .is a consequence of the ambiguous, 
creative nature of the process which lacks definitive rules, guidelines, or systemization." 

0 . M .  Brophy) 

"...the automated generalization p r ~ c e d ~ r r ~  should not necessarily be modeled on manual 
procedures. (G. E. Lan gren) 

"Generalization algorithms exist at present, but m a  sophistication is needed." 
(D.R. Caldwell) 
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1 .O INTRODUCTION 

This document is the Final Technical Repart representing a summar), of the research 
performed for the Cartographic Generalization (CARTOGEN) study conducted by PAR 
Government Systems Carparation (PGSC). This report has been prepared for the National 
Ocean Service's (NOS) Charting and Geodetic Services (C&GS). This introductory section 
will present a background to the pkblems addressed by the study, acquaint the reader to 
the CARTOGEN effort, and will briefly discuss the organization of the rcpon. 

1.1 Background 

To provide a basis for discussing the development of a digital cartographic data 
generalization capability, we must first understand the trends toward the future which are 

prevalent throughout the Mapping, Chaning, and Geodesy (MCBrG) community. The 
transition towards large digital cartographic data bases to satisfy needs for multi-product 
exploitation, product flexibility, timely responsiveness to user demands, and loww 
production costs is a phenomenon familiar to all suppliers of canographic information. 
Advances in processing techniques have great potential for benefits to be gained by all 
members of the MC&G community. Nowhere are these benefits more obvious than in the 
exploitation of digital cartographic data to support the production of nautical and 
bathymemc charts and related products. 

The Nautical Charting Division (NCD) of the Office of Chaning and Geodetic 
Services LC&GS) within the National Ocean Service (NOS) has the mission of providing 
nautical charts, marine related publications, and infomation required for safe and efficient 
transit of the Nation's coastal waters and inland waterways. NOS marine products also 
directly support development of offshore resources and defense of the Nation's coastal 
anas. NOS developed and implemented an automated chart production system in 1978 that 
parrially supports various production requirements of nautical cartography. Although this 
computer assistance has enabled NOS to criminate certain repetitive tasks, more critical 
activities associated with the nautical chart production process have not benefited with 
current automated technology. For example, document assessment, data evaluation, and 
response to demands for new products still arc manual production efforts. 

The production programs of the National Ocean Service are. however, currently in 
a state of transition to all-digital, softcopy production capabilities.1 This transition includes 
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the establishment of uniform proceduns relating to the collection, screening, evaluation, 
editing, symbolization, retrieval, and exchange of digital source and production data. The 
NOAA Charting R&D Laboratory intends to procure an integrated system to include: 
computer hardware, commercially available software, custom software, and design and 
developmental support for system integration to facilitate the implementation of the 
Automated Nautical Charting System I1 (ANCS II).Z-It is the goal of the ANCS II 
acquisition to provide a comprehensive computer system which can effectively and 
efficiently maintain adata management subsystem of approximately 50 million extensively 
attributed cartographic fcatures as well as a chart production system of up to 3000 nautical 
chart panels which can be expressed in published graphic or digital form, and interactively 
display and provide full editing capability for both subsystems. There are six general 
categories of documents received by NOS for evaluation and application to the Marine 
Information Data Base (MIDB) and used as input to the ANCS II. These include: (1) 
letters; (2) blueprints; (3) Notice to Mariners; (4) Hydrographic Surveys; (5) Topographic 
Surveys; and (6) USGS Quads. About 16,000 documents are received each year, with an 
2vexage of 7,200 documents per year applied to the MIDB, from which about 2.2 million 
features are selected. The amount of features selected from a document will vary greatly 
depending on the document Given the number and size of documents to provide sufficient 
coverage for a production requirement, the size of this data base can be enormous. 

In order for NOS to optimally exploit the digital canographic data in the ANCS XI 
production environment, the physical and memory site requirements of the digital 
information must be reduced and, concomitantly, exploited to the fullest extent. Cumnt 
advances in digital storage technology (such as optical disk storage) allow large quantities 
of digital infomation to be collected and stored in limited physical environments. Even so, 
the large-area production requirements, and variety and types of information collected in 
digital form. cannot be stored in even the highest-technology storage media without 
icsorting to some form of data compression, data elimination, or data reduction. Even if it 
could be, the NOS cmnt ly  produces a variety of types, scales, and foxmats of products 
from the same data. As such, the cartographic information must k generalized to satisfy 
both the storage and scale constraints imposed by production requirements. 

The overall problem of cartographic gendzation as it relates to this report and the 
the ANCS II covers the entire range of the generalization process. This includes: (1) scale 



change; and (2) feature generalization-including selection, simplification, conversion, 
refinement, smoothing, and compaction. The effective use of a digital cartographic data 
base supporting multi-product exploitation dots present some technical challenges. By their 
very nature, cartographic data bases tend to be large for any coverage area of practical use. 
To be useful, the data must be of sufficiently high resolution; that is, the data must include 
all of the earth features (natural and man-made) of interest to a level of detail that will pcrmit 
accurate navigation, landmark recognition, and production of varied product types. 
Memory size limitations within mass storage devices, along with the need to decrease 
overall processing costs, requires that the overall cartographic data volume is reduced to 

support the production environment. 

' 

1.2 An Overview of the Cartographic Generalization Study 

The objective of this study was to provide an analysis of the cartographic reduction 
problem as it pertains to current and planned chart production systems at NOS. Approaches 
designed to yield high proportion data reduction for vector data were investigated. 
Implementation of these algorithms in a production scenario will allow for the 

generalization of the required cartographic data bases. A creative and well-engineered 
approach to this problem will provide a exciting exp1oitati.on of the MC&G data base. A 
project overview is presented below: 

Tusk 1. Requirements Identification-comprised of a short-term analysis 
concentrating on reviewing current NOS'S principles and practices. product 
specifications, and plans for the Automated Nautical Chaning System II ( M C S  
II). The specific scale-change processes and other applications of generalization 
were reviewed. 

Tusk 2. Cartographic Generalization R&D Review-concentrated on 
surveying the techniques, methods, standards, and requirements for cartographic 
generalization algorithms. This assessment served to: 1) categorize requirements for 
generalization; 2) determine the implicit and explicit relationships between the 
algorithms; and 3) evaluate the algorithms in terms of approach, operational issues, 
input/output, and suengths/weaknesses. 

Task 3. Solution -1dentification-concentratcd on identifying a global 
conceptual solution to the generalization problem. 

Task 4. Test /Demonstration of Contributing Tech niques-concen tra te d 
on developing an algorithm pexfoxmance system which operates on limited data sets 
to examine speclfc genaalization techniques. 



An illustration of the CARTOGEN Project Model is presented below. 
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To accomplish these tasks the PGSC project team pcrfoxmed a comprehensive 
literature search examining the application of camgraphic data generalization in disciplines 
such as cartography, image and picture processing, computer science, gcology, electrical 
engineering, and computer vision. Secondly, discussions were held with the research 
component of N O M ' S  Charting R&D Laboratory. And, finally, PGSC drew upon its 
superb staff to conduct the program 

1.3 Organization of this Report 

This report is organized into four (4) sections and two (2) appendices. The report 
proceeds from the general to the specific. In addition to this introduction, the material 
contained in each of the sections is highlighted as follows: 



Section 2, Overview of Cartographic Generalization, outlines the 
panicularly salient aspects of the generalization processes, including both scale- 
change and fearure generalization process rquircments and their impacts upon the 
current and planned cartographic production environment. A mqdel for an 
automated generalization procedure is presented. This section also describes many 
of the cartographic generalization techniques which were discovered through our 
survey effort. This discussion proceeds in a top-down fashion by describing major 
coding techniques (selection, simplification, compaction, etc.) and then outlining 
appropriate examples. 

Section 3, NOS Generalization Requirements, outlines some particularly 
salient aspects of the generalization processes at NOS, including both scale-change 
and generalization process requirements and their impacts upon the current and 
planned cartographic production environment. 

Seczion 4, Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations, synopsizes tile 
report and describes what factors should be addressed when expanding this work 
towards a production capability. 

Appendix A,  Bibliography, provides a comprehensive set of references for 
cartographic generalization; these sources were used in the preparation of this 
repon. 

Appendix B, Software Overview, provides a comprehensive review of the 
software test environment that was developed under this effon. 

1.4 Project References 

References used throughout the preparation of this report are cited in the appropriate 
discussions of the individual generalization techniques (procedures) as well as 
accompanying individual algorithms. The sources listed in Appendix A were used as 
general references throughout the pnparation of this repon. This list is meant to illustrate to 
the reader the type and variation of sources used to compile the enclosed information; this 
information providing a solid foundation upon which the recommendations were made. 

1.5 Terms and Abbreviations 

Terms and abbreviations used throughout the preparation'of this repon are defined 
below. 

CARTOGEN Cartographic Generalization project 
CG&S 
DBMS Data Base Management System 
MIDB Marine Information Data Base 
N O M  
NOS 

Office of Chaning and Geodetic Services of NOS 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
National Occan Service of N O M  



N O  Nautical Charting Division of the CG&S 
MC&G Mapping, Charting, and Geodetic Data 
PGSC PAR Government Systems Corporation 

1.6 Endnotes 

'Shea, K. Stuart (1987a). 
ZDepment of Commerce (1986). 



2.0 OVERVIEW OF CARTOGRAPHIC GENERALIZATION 

The following discussion pertains to cartographic generalization. More specifically, 
the generalization of vector-based Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy (MC&6) data will be 
examined. 

2.1 Introduction to Cartographic Generalization 
. .  

All charts are reductions of some part of the environment. It would be impractical, 
if not impossible, to portray the entire Earth at a 1:l scale. The reduction of the 
environment to a more comprehensible scale concomitantly yields a variety of ufidesirable 
consequences. These include: (1) a decrease in the distances separating features on the 
chart; (2) a loss of visual clarity due to overcrowding; and (3) a shift of visual importance 
from the specific to the general.] In order to depict the important aspects of the Earth's 
surface at a more reasonable scale, features must be reduced in sire and some detail of 
features must be omitted. Also, entire 'features might have to be eliminated, enlarged, 
combined, andlor displaced to fit within the graphic constraints of a typical chart. To this 
end, the cartographer must apply a series of manipulations to the chart data in order to 
depict the important infoxmation at the reduced chart scale. These manipulations of the chart 
data are commonly referenced under the collective topic of Curtographic 
Generulitufion. The generalization processes are important to both manual and digital 
cartography. 

The establishment of rigid guidelines for generalization has heretofore been a 
cartographic enigma. This has been evident for a number of years in manual cartography. 
and is characteristically shown by the inability of cartographers to merely define a 
ubiquitous definition of generalization. Regardless of the apparent disparity in the definition 
of the term, cartographic generalization will be defined here as the selection and simplified 
representation of detail appropriate to the scale and/or purpose of the chart? 

2.1.1 The Generalization Process 

Before a cartographer can begin the data modifications required by the 
generalization process, information must fvst be selected for ponrayal; the information 
being consistent with the purpose of the chart. Generalization, therefore, can be seen to 
operate in two stages: (1) selection of the data to be pomayed; and (2)  generalizarion of this 
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data with regard to the scale and format of the final product. Thus, selection is a necessary 
pre-processing step to generalization. 

Selection of information is merely a dichotomous query; either the information is 
required or it is not. No modification of the infonnation is required in the selection stage, 
and can thus be done without regard for chart format or scale. Selection, then, can be 
thought of as a sifting process; one which segregates out the information required for a 

yanicular product or to support a particular production requirement. For example, a digital 
M U G  data base might contain cartographic information to support the production of a 
variety of products, with data resolution possibly equaling the largest scale product in the 
data base, and data available for many geographic areas, not all of which may be required 
for a particular job. A sifting funcnon can determine whether to include or exclude chart 
infomation for a particular product or group of products, with a specific geographic area in 
mind. 

Subsequent to the selection process, the generalization of each set of data that 
constitutes the selected infomation can then be accomplished. These manipulations are 
commonly combined into four categ~ries:~ 

Simplification: The determination of the important characteristics of the data, the 
retention and possible exaggeration of these important characteristics, and the 
elimination of unwanted detail. 

Classification: The ordering or scaling and grouping of data. 

Symbolization: The graphic coding of the scaled and/or grouped essential 
characteristics, comparative significances, and relative positions. 

Induction: The application in cartography of the logical process of inference. 

Selection. along with the above four processes together combine to form the 

"Generalization Process." 

2.1.2 Automating the Generalization Process 

Manual generalization of chart features often collectively includes the separate 
processes of selection and Simplification all under the label of cartographic license. In a 
m e ~ c  sweep of a pen. a cartographer will select a fcam to be repxtsentcd on his chart and 
draft his "generalized representation" of the feature. The canographer's generalized 



representation will inherently retain those characteristics that he deemed necessary to 

delineate the feature with or without optionally exaggerating those characteristics, while 
also deleting the characteristics of the feature not required for his intent and pwposes. 

The not-serecent trend in cartography to a computer-assisted environment must 
address the same topics of chart generalization, yet each must be treated independently; this 
independence necessitated by the finite logic of a computer. The computer has made 
cartography faster, more consistent, and more accurate for many cartographic endeavors 
(such as projection tansformations), yet computer-assisted chart generalization has lagged 
far behind. 

Research in automating the generalization methods for cartographic data has yielded 
a plethora of papers, theories, and computer algorithms, emanating fiom such disciplines 
as Geography, Computer Science, Mathematics, and Engineering. Some of these 
algorithms, however, have been designed with little or no cartographic basis, with 
cartographers neglecting to apply logical cartographic principles. For example, many "line 
simplification algorithms axt frequently developed with little understanding of the quality of 
their output."4 

An obvious question is then: how is the concept of cartographic generalization 
instituted into computer-assisted cartographic practice?s This question must obviously be 
based within the framework of whether generalization in the digital domain will be fully 
automated, semi-automated, or highly interactive. If we view the generahition process as 
it truly h u b j e c t i v e ,  interactive, undocumented, idiosyncratic, and, yet still, holistic in its 
perception and execution-then we have run head-first into an undefinable problem. In 
turn, this means an unsolvable one. As such, the notion of completely replacing the human 
cartographer in the generalization process is a goal doomed to failure. The limits of existing 
computing technology cannot perceive the chart as a whole as docs the man and, 
therefore, cannot assess the impact of the generalization of one f e a m  on another f c a m .  

' 

If, however, we mmly  aim to aid the cartographer in the generalization process, 
we arc addressing a much more realistic and achievable goal. Our efforts, then, should be 
directed in that path; that is, on a path towards providing the cartographer with intelligent 
tools, rather than trying to emulate his intuitive chart-making knowledge. This docs not 
mean, however, that the generalization process needs to be entirely interactive; instead, a 
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semi-automated approach Seems both reasonable and within the grasp of current design 
sophistication and computing capabilities. Many generalization problem areas can be 
addressed today 'in a fully- or, at worst, semi-automated modes of operation. Line 
simplification routines, for example, are nearing an overall level of maturation and 
understanding that we can begin to apply the techniques with some assurance of success. 
Other areas, such as the rtfinement of disjoint line clusters to support scale duction may, 
indeed, be many years away from having practical algorithms developed. 

In the following pages, we will be discussing the generalization process in the 
context of Simplification , Com bination , Refinement, Conversion , Displacement, 
Smoothing, and CompPcfion of MC&G data!m7 Two types of operations can be identified 
in the Simpfifcution of data stored as vector coordinate strings.* They are: (1) Point 
Simplification and (2) Feature SimpWication. Point simplification operates on the principle 
of Coordinate removal, replacement, or reposition to provide a vector coordinate suing 
which represents the location of the original line. Feature simplification, on the other hand, 
is similar to a sifting process where entire features are omitted since their inclusion is not 
essential to retain the overall message and characteristics of the chart. Combinorion 

techniques will be reviewed as they relate to combining like features into new, yet similar 
features; for instance, the combination of two small lakes into a larger lake would fall 
within this category. Feature Refinement procedures will be reviewed as they relate to 
selecting a representative subset of features to depict at the duced  scale of the product. As 
an example, this would include the selection of a subset of piers on a coastline to depict the 
overall navigational characteristics of the region being mapped. Feature type Conversion 
deals with the modification of the geometric amibutcs of a feature to represent it in a new 
form at the reduced scale. An example here would k the collapse of an areal feature to a 
linear feature representation. Displacnnenr. or conflict resolution. techniques are used to 

counteract the problems that arise in feature confljct detection. The interest here lies in the 
ability to offset f e a m  locations to allow for the application of symbology. Smoothing 
operators would k applied to feams to create a more aesthetically pleasing product 
without violating the spatial accuracy. And, finally, data Compom'on will k reviewed as it 
applies to post-processing the vector feature data to reduce the digital storage 
nquirtmcnts.9 



2.2 An Automated Generalization Model 

In order to replace some portion of the human generalization process with 
computer-assisted algorithmic assessment, we must fust understand the generalization 
process in an Cutromured sense. Once we have modeled this process as rules or guidelines to 
follow, we can begin to understand where and how computers can provide processing 
assistance to the nautical cartographer. One significant problem that cartographers have 
encountered over the past two and one-half decades involves the development of objective 
Nles for automated generalization. This results h m  a very simple fact: Cartographers have 
never-and perhaps will never4eveloped objective rules for the generalization of data in 
manual mode. The pmblem of such subjectiviry is welldocumented in the literam and is 
discussed at length in a recent publication.10 In order to develop such objective rules, most 
probably decades of research into the cognitive aspects of generalization would be 
necessary. It might be possible, however, to, in part, bypass such detailed cognitive 
understanding with the development of comprehensive models of generalization. 
Ultimately, this would allow cartographers to bypass such studies and perhaps develop 
new control structures based entirely on digital methods. Before such an endeavor is made, 

a clearer undentanding of the rules of g e n d z a u o n  is rquircd. 

McMaster and Shea have postulated that the primary goal of generalization may be 
stated as follows, "TO maintain clarity with appropriate content at a given scale 
for a chosen map purpose and intended audience."" This, of course, requires 
some elaboration. 

' 

By Clarity, it is meant that the legibility or readability of the chart is maintained. It 
is not possible, under any circumstances, to reduce a chart scale and yet maintain the 
original level of detail. We can maintain such clarity by manipulating the mapped image 
using a variety of opcrators-oznission, simplification, displacement, agglomeration, 
aggregation, collapse, conversion, and smoothing4at  we ultimately wish to converf to 

computer algorithms. 

The amount of detail retained after generalization is obviously. a direct function of a 

change to a Given Scale. Unfortunately, at this time we still do not know the 
mathematical relationships between fcatuns retained and scale change. The extent to which 
details can k retained might k specfied with formulas similar to the uniform density law 



derived from T6pfer and Pillewizer to relate the number of features n j  on a chart at scale 
Mf to be rrtained from a source chart at scale Ma having na features? Yet their formula 
nj = n a m x d o c s  not directly address local f e a m  density, which relates more directly 

to chart clutter than does the aggregate number of featurcs. Although this introduces the 
problem of feature density, it assumes that feature types-do not change 8s a result of the 
scale change operation.*3 Cartographers know this to be untrue. In addition to the need to 
decrease the absolute numbers and/or density of features at a reduced scale, many of the 
representations of features may alter due to the scale reduction. Area features will collapse 
to tines and points, lines collapse to points, multiple point features aggregate to areas, 
multiple area features agglomerate into new areas, and linear and point distributions are 

refined to depict representative patterns. Fcanv~s need to be displaced and/or exaggerated 
to successfully communicate the intended message within the graphic constraints of the 

chan. 

A chan has a Chosen Purpose and Intended Audience, which is fundamental 
to the design. Starting with an initial digital data base at a given scale, the cartographer may 
wish to reduce the scale of the product. However, one intended audience may have an 
application for the product which is entirely different than that of another audience. The 
generalization of most features for thee two intended purposes would be accomplished 
with entirely different goals in mind. 

In an automated environment, the generalization process must be guided by three 
thoughts: (1) Why we generalize; (2) When we generalize; and (3) How we g e n d z e .  

GENERALIZATION 

Procedures of 
Cenetaliza tion 

(How?) 

The illustration above provides such a model based within the context of generalization 
requirements, general cartographic principles and practices in manual production, and 
knowledge of existing research and development in the uuzomuzed curtogrophy discipline. 



The following discussions will elaborate on each of the three areas:. Why, When, and 
How. 

2.2.1 Objectives of Generalization (Why to Generalize) 

In order to fulfill the requirements of the primary god of generalization stated 
above, cartographers must carefully consider a series of objectives subsumed within this 
major goal. These Objectives of Generalization can be thought of as W h y  we 

generalize. 

.. 

R””””””] 

2.2.1.1 Product Obiectives 

From a product perspective, a 
cartographer generalizes to meet the 
specific requirements of a product or 
group of products. To accomplish that 
god, h e  objectives of each product, as 
illustrated to the right, should be sought 
towards this purpose. 

The O b j e c t i v e s  of 
Generalization can be viewed from 
three vantage points as illustrated in the 
figure on the left. These objectives can be 
based upon: (1) very specific 
requirements of the produck or group of 
products, king developed; (2) general 
cartographic principles (that is, the 
intuitive or philosophical objectives of 
cartography); and (3) governed by the 
requirements levied by existing 
computing technology. 

1 Product Objectives I 
I =ty 

SCalC 
Map Purpose and Intended Audience 

A somewhat obvious, yet often overlooked, objective of generalization is to satisfy 
the specific requirements of the product(s) king produced. Cartographic feature data to be 
exploited by the processes required for the generation of products is organized in MC&G 



data bases. The structure of these data bases are commonly designed to maintain both 
feature attributes as well as the topological relationships between the features. This design 
ensures that feature relationships may be efficiently ascertained and still available for 
multiple-product generation. MC&G data bases contain a wealth of information for many 
products and for many geographic artas. Since many products do not require the complete 
set of this stored information, methods to ignore unneeded data for a particular product are 
necessary. This process of culling the data is referred to as data segregation, or, simply, 
sifting. , 

Chart # Chart Name 
12339 
12366 
12364 
12363 LI. Snd.-Westm Pan 
12300 
13006 
13003 

East River-Tallman Island to Queensboro Bridge 
L.I. Snd and E. River -Hempstead Harbor to Tallman Island 
L.I. Snd-N. Haven Hbr. Ent. & Pt. Jefferson to Throgs Neck 

Approaches to NY, Nantucket Shoals to Five Fathom Bank 
West Quoddy Head to NY 
C ~ D C  Sable to C ~ D C  Haneras 

Scale 
1:10,000 
1:20,000 
1:40,000 
1 : 80,000 
1:400,OOO 
1 :675,000 

1 : 1.200.000 

. 

Although each product listed above is a nautical chaxt, wale dictates the specific information 
required to support individual requirements of the harbor and coastal classifications of 
tach. On the other hand, this sarne data base might contain information to support the 
production of a completely different class of products such as: 



INK 18-121 N.YrOuter Continental Shidd& Bathymemc Chan I 1:250.000 I 
Here, not only is the nautical cartographer concerned with the selection of the information 
required for a given product scale, he also must be cognizant of the variety of products the 
data base will be used to prepare; that is, a knowledge of the product purpose. 

During the generation of a product from a digital MC&G data base, pan of the 
compilation process involves designating the products to be produced and the geographic 
area of the world covered by those products. In its most elementary form, computer- 
assisted feature selection depends upon feature codes that incorporate a ranking of features 
providing priorities so that a sufficient number of less important, or non-required, types of 
features can k suppressed to avoid cluttering the chart. A list of features must, then, be 
retrieved to support the generation of those products. 

Let's look at an example. A unique NOS production requirement states that four 
products be prepared by the production staff. The four products to be derived for a given 
geographic area are a large-scale Harbor Chart, a smaller-scale Coast Chart, an even 
smaller-scale Sailing Chart, and a large-scale Topographic/Bathymetric Chart. When 
comparing these products individually, one fact is readily apparent: not all features for one 
product arr needed in the other product. Funhermore, features stored in the MC&G data 
base might have feature codes which are entirely different from the individual product 
feature codes. These data base d e s  may k nlated to product d e s  by an association file. 
Using an association fde, sifting may be accomplished by mating a catalog of required 
features that satisfy the area requirements and match the required product feature codes. 
The catalog consists of the feature ID number of the features that are candidates for at least 
one of the products based on area and feature codes. If the required feature catalog is to be 
used, then the full MC&G data base must be available to support feature retrievals. 
Obviously, this is expensive in t t rms of data storage rquircmcnts and data retrieval times. 
An altanative is to usc this catalog to specify the features to populate a subset data base for 
a particular production requirement. Since this subset data base is smaller, storage b d  
rclrieval time requirements will carrrspondingly decnase. 

The p t i o n  of creating a subset may k implemented by either reducing a copy of 
the full MC&G data base or by building the subset data base from a null data base. In the 



first implementation, unwanted features are deleted from the copy of the MC&G central 
data base. In the sccond implementation, required features arc added to the initially empty 
subset data base. In either implementation, basic operations to add, delete, modify, merge, 
and breakup features (point, line and area) and topology (node, edge and face) are 
necessary. These basic operations arc available in most Data Base Management Systems 
(DBMSs) and are required to maintain the MC&G data base. Intrinsic to the basic 
operations is the validation of the MC&G data base. This software should guarantee that 
the smcturc of the M U G  data base is sclfconsistent after each operation. - 

A second product-specific objective arises when the data have been segregated out 
for a particular product but must now undergo a scale reduction. Here, many products 
differ in their "rules" of generalization. Take, for example, two products, both at a 
1:50,000-scalc, bat differing in their purpose and intended audience4 topographic 
product and a bathymetric product. Each of these may contain common features located 
near the shoreline; an example here could be the depiction of gas wells. If the scale is 
reduced to 1:250,000, the resultant generalizations of the gas well features can be quite 
different. In one instance, they may be aggregated and re-represented as an area feature 
with a label of "numerous gas wells." Alternatively, these wells may be dropped entirely 
from the other product at the reduced scale. Even though both products q u i r e  the same 
features, their handling of scale change, and its influence on generalization, arc quite 
dissimilar. 

Although both processes may k intuitively obvious, they arc nonetheless important 
steps in the generalization of cartographic information. The necessity for this data 

segregation process is reduced substantially if multiple, product-specific digital 
cartographic data bascs arc maintained. Far instance, maintaining separate data bases for 
General, Sailing, Coastal, Harbor, International, Small Craft, Canoe, Recreation, and 
Special Nautical Charts, along with others to support Coastal Topographic/Bathpetric, 
Outer Continental Shelf, and Smaller-scale regional Bathymetric charts, will allow quicker 
and easier sifting processes based merely upon geographic areas, without the added 
quirement for dctumining product type and purpose. Unf'ely, this also requires the 

duplication of many features and their corresponding amibutes between like pruiucts and 
scales. The storage overhead required far these multiple data bascs may then outweigh the 
benefits. The ability to support scale changtia radical gendzation-within a single 



product must consider those goals, or specific requirements, of the particular product, And, 
also handle any impacts of this scale reduction on the processes selected for accomplishing 
the generalization. 

2.2.1.2 philosonhical or Theoretical Obiectives 

From a philosop.hical or 
theoretical perspective, a cartographer 
generalizes to counteract the undesirable 
consequences of scde reduction. To 
accomplish that goal, six objectives 
should be sought towards this purpose.1s 
These objectives, as illustrated to the 
righs arc discussed below. 

~ ~~ 

Philosophical Objectives 

Reducing Complexity. For this purpose, complexity will be defined as the 
number and variety of phenomenon per unit area. Such complexity results, of 
course, as the scale is reduced and features become cramped together. This perhaps 
is the trickiest problem in all of generalization, for it requires that many of the 
p ~ e r a t o r ~  discussed previously be applied to the problem either iteratively or 
simultaneousIy. This may be demonstrated with a simple example using the 
Thousand Island region of upper New York State. 

As the name implies, between the U.S. and Canadian shoreline exists thousands of 
islands varying in sire, importance, and many other geomorphic and political factors. 
Along the shoreline arc numerous villages arid cities also varying in size. Threaded h u g h  
these islands is a critical shipping channel. Crossing the St. Lawrence River are numerous 
bridges. Imagine now taking a digital representation of this area collcctcd/pomyed at a 

nominal scale of 1:25,000 and reducing the data to a 1:250,000-scale representation. Many 
of the islands now collapse together-they must be either agglomerated, omitted, or 
displaced. Other islands have now collided with the shipping channel and must be omined 
or displaced. The river shoreline must be simplified at the reduced scale, yet the shipping 
channel must retain most of its geomemc-planimeni~~delity. Where bridges exist, 
bowcver, the shoreline may not be moved through simplification. Additionally, at this 
reduced scale, most feature boundaries will have to be smoothed in order to eliminate the 
sharp angularity imposed by digitization. Some bridges may need to be deleted. The 
transportation networks associated with these bridge locations will need to be altered. 



Geographic landmarks that sene as aids to navigation need to be maintained, but this 
must keep in mind the size, type, and/or location of the landmarks' associated features. 

This, of course, describes only a few of the spatial decisions which either the 
nautical cartographer, or in a digital mode, the algorithm, would have to make h producing 
a "generalized" chart. The decisions as to the order in which the operators arc applied is just 
as aucial as the selection of the operators and algorithms themselves. Significantly varying 
generalized versions of the original chart will be obtained through different ordering of the 
operators. Researchers arc, unfortunately, many years away from determining either the 
comect-let alone the optimum-ordexing of such operators or the parameters to use. The 
concept of complexity, then, and the methods that arc necessary in order to reduce 
complexity and yet fulfill the other goals of generalization, is the single most ambiguous 
area of generalization. Certainly, though, one fact is clear: without substantial 
psychological and cognitive testing, decisions regarding these issues will be Micult. 

Retaining Spatial Accuracy. The goal of retaining spatial accuracy is much 
more clear and measurable than the previous goal. Spatial accuracy can be directly 
related to displacement between the original and generalized features. Here, 
displacement rrfers to the planimetric difference and is measured with vector or 

displacement measunsm These arc well documented in the littram. Research 
goals for Cartographers over the next few years should include the evaluation of 
algorithms based on their displacement quality. 

Retaining Statistical Accuracy. The retention of spatial accuracy deals with 
what might be called geographical data-the points, lines, and arcas that build the 
data base. One must also consider the accompanying statistical or attribute data 
associated with these spatial data. This goal is, for the most part, purely 
mathematical in nature and involves both statistical analysis and classification. It is 
also a more major concern with thematic mapping that with general or topographic 
mapping. The overall objective here is to minimize the alteration of statistical 
attribution of the features. 

Maintaining Aesthetic Quality. The aesthetic quality of a chart-manual or 
digital4epends upon a multitude of factors, including the figure-ground 
relationships, overall balance, and layout. Design is a highly subjective and 
ultimately biased process that cartographers are just beginning to understand. 
Although specific rules for good design arc impossible to formulate, general 
guidelines are now king proposed. It must be recognized. however, that imposing 
absolute precepts upon cartographic design is synonymous with asking Picaso for 
mles to k used in painting. As is commonly stated in cartography; the art must be 
retained. Those involved in digital methods who feel that ultimately the entire 
process can be automated are doomed to failure. There are many exciting 
possibilities, however, for greatly improving the design of digital products. Some 



of these include: the proper implementation of smoothing algorithms and the 
antialiasing of raster images. 

One excellent example of maintaining the aesthetic quality of the chart is Elated to 
the duc t ion  of scale such that the size and extent of features is beyond b e  visual acuity of 
the eye. The reduction of objects in the chart space cannot be indefinite and must terminate 
at the limits of acuity of the human eye. Studies have shown that this relates to 
approximately 0.02mm at a distance of 30cm from the eye; any features smaller than 
0.2mm cannot usually be distinguished. It is, however, not realistic to reduce the objects 
on the chart to the barely perceptible because visual importance is diminished, and the 
effects of lighting and printing methods on the communicative efficiency of the products 
can be impaired. Scale reduction, that is, generalization, must weigh the relationship 
between what idnot shown with the overall complexity of the nsulting product. 

Maintaining a Logical Hierarchy. This may be considered a subset of the 
above goal. A clear mapped image must contain an ordering of the mapped fanuts.  
Large cities must be more prominent that smaller cities; interstate highways more 
prominent than country roads. This seems relatively straighdorward for a single 
class of features-roads-but becomes more difficult when dealing with the entire 
mapped image. Areal, linear, and point features must .be Considered in a holistic 
sense. The major dettrminant of the graphic hierarchy amongst the features is the 
chan purpose. 

Consistently Applying Generalization Rules. Many cartographers now 
working in the area of digital cartography truly-and somewhat naively-believe 
that automation of the process will enable the removal of subjectivity. Nothing 
could be fanher from the truth. The problems here are clearly illustrated with 
Monmonier's work on raster-mode generaliz&on.16 There is probably more 
variation in the selection and application of a generalization algorithm in digital 

' mode than in two manually drafted versions. In order to obtain consistent, 
unbiased, generalization, cartographers will have to determine three things: (1) 
exactly, which algorithm to use; (2) the order in which to apply these algorithms; 
and (3) the input parameters to obtain a given result at a given scale. Given that this 
information might be available (and must be obtained through additional research), 
a more unbiased and less subjective result is possible. 

In summary, few of the above philosophical or theontical objectives can k met 
with current computing technology. Of those goals that can k met, maintaining the spatial 
and statistical accuracies seem within grasp since these are essentially just computing the 
mathematical relationships between feature locations and/or attribution. The other 
objectives, however, can only k accomplished partially because of the bolistic perceptual 
processing that is rquired to make adequate assessments of goal achievement. Since 



perception is a highly individualistic response to a visual stimulus, the cognitive image of 
the chart will be idiosync~atic.~~ As a result, even though cartographers may be presented 
with the same generalization requirements, the individual generalizations will be both 
particular to, and characteristic of, each cartographer. Thus, trying to attain goals that are 
based within this perceptual realm, such as maintaining the aesthetic quality of the product, 
may yet be years away from being achieved. 

2.2.1.3 Tec hnoloeical Obiectives 

From a technological perspective, 
generalization is extremely important in 
the digital domain. Hen, a cartographer 
generalizes to balance the relationship 

Technological Objectives 

0 x 1  Effecrivenesr of Algorithms 
Minimum smgmc4nayRcquinmenu 

ktwccn sampling interval of data, data 
complexity, storage requirements, and 
CPU-needs. To accomplish that goal, the 
two objectives illustrated to the right 
should be sought. 

Cost Effectiveness of Algorithms. In digital mode, a significant goal is to 
reduce the infonnafion in a cost efficient manner. This, of course, is relatively easy 
to ascertain. For instance, in the generalization of line data, we arc reasonably sure 
that the Douglas Corridor simplification algorithm is the best mathematically, but 
one of the worst in terms of computation requirements. Thus, for precise mapping 
requirements-shorelines, for example-the Douglas routine is perhaps most 
appropriate. For different requirements, though, other, more computationally 
efficient routines are probably sufficient. Consider, for example, the fact that 
another linear simplification algorithm, the Lang tolerancing algorithm, is nearly as 
accurate as the Douglas algorithm but at a substantially reduced processing cost. 
Thus, the wcrall goal h c n  is to balance the cost of a computer algorithm against its 
"accuxacy" of gendkation. 

Minimum Storage/Memory Requirements. A similar consideration of 
generalization in digital mode is to reduce the data storage rquirements down as 
much as possible. This may be determined by three factors: (1) the final scale 
reduction of the chart; (2) the output resolution of the graphic device; and (3) the 
purpose of the chart. A detailed description of the relationship between these is 
provided in a fmhcoming publication.l* This can be achieved in two ways: ( I )  
teducing the coordinate numbers required to represent the spatial entities; and (2) 
reducing the data structure to more compact, less stomge-intensive, forms. Efforts 
b#e should be directed mwards maintaining maximum information with a minimum 
of storagc/memary size requirements. 



In summary, both of the above objectives can be met with cunent computing 
technology. Much of the current research in cartographic generalization has been 
formulated with these two goals in mind. In fact, the cartographic literature is pervaded 
with many exciting research efforts that have specifically addressed these areas. Much 
research is still required, however, to coordinate these activities . .  within the perceptual arena 
of cartography. A wiz-bang algorithm that performs some function of gcncraliration "in a 
flash" and reduces the data set to a exiguous partion of the original data set, is of no use to 
the cartographer if the end product is perceptually unrecognizable from the original data or 
does not satisfy the purpose of the chart. Therefore, the algorithm selection and efficiency 
assessment must be based, in part, within the perceptual realm of cartographic 
communication. 

2.2.2 Situation for Generalization (When to Generalize) 

In the above discussions, we have 
considered the Why component of 
generalization for formulating objectives 
of the generalization process. Next, we 

. will consider the situations in which 
generalization would be n q u i r d  Ideally, 
these arise due to the success or failure of 
the chart product to meet the stated goals. 
Here, we will view the W h e n  of 
generalization from the three vantage 
points illuserated to the lek 

The Cond itiw under which generalization pioceduns would k invoked would be 
based upon the JMeasureg by which that determination was made, and the Decisions or 
control of the gendzation techniques that will be employed to effect the change. 

2.2.2.1 Conditions 

Five conditions, that will occur under scale reduction, may k used to determine 
necessary genaalization.19 The conditions illustrated below each identify a problem area in 
gencratization and (~lrc described below. 



Conditions 
~ ~~ ~ 

Congestion 
coalcsccnce 
Canflia 
Complication 
Inconsistency 

Congestion. Congestion refers to the problem where too 
many features have been positioned in the same geographical 
space; that is, feature density is too high. 

Coalescence. Coalescence is a con& tion where features 
will touch as a result of either of two factors: (1) the 
separating distance is smaller than the resolution of the 
output device; or (2) the featurcs will touch as a result of the 
symbolization process. 

Conflict. Conflict is a situation in which the feature is in 
conflict with the background. 

Complication. Complication relates to an ambiguity in 
performance of techniques and order; that is, the results of 
the generalization are dependent on the iteration of 
techniques chosen to perform the scale reduction. 

Inconsistency. Inconsistency refers to a set of 
generalization decisions applied non-uniformly across a 
given chart. Hen, then would be a bias in the generalization 
between the topographic elements. 

It is the above conditions which require that some type of generalization process 
occur to counteract, or eliminate, the undesirable consquences of scale change. 
Unfortunately, these conditions are highly subjective in nature and, at best, arc difficult to 

quantify. Consider, for example, the problem of congestion. Simply stated, this refers to a 
condition where the density of features is greater than the available space on the graphic. 
One might question how this determination is made. Is it made in the absence or presence 
of the symbology? Is symbology's influence on perceived density-that is, the percent 
blackness covered by the symbology-the real factor that quires evaluation? What is the 
unit area that is used in the density calculation? Is this unit ana dynamic or fixed? As one 
can see, even a supposedly simple term, density, is a relative enigma. The other mmaining 
conditions-coalescence, conflict, complication, inconsistency-also can be highly 
subjective in their assessments. How, then, can one assess the state of the conditions if the 
quantification of those conditions is illdefured? 

It appears as though such conditions as expressed above may k detected by 
8PplMg a series of mensuration techniques to the Original and/or generalized chart to 
detcxmine a conditional state. Unfortunately, these techniques may indeed be quite 
complicated and inconsisunt between various products or even within a single product To 



eliminate these differences, therefore, the assessment of conditions must be based entirely 
from within a non-product viewpoint. That is, to view the chart as a graphic entity in its 
most elemental fom-points, lines, and areas-and to judge the conditions based upon 
an analysis of those entities.20 This can be achieved by providing simple tools that operate 
on these geomemc configurations and can be combined in some logical fashion to achieve 
the intended analysis.21 This is accomplished through the evaluation of conditional 
Measures. 

2.2.2.2 Measures 

Conditional measures can be 
assessed by examining some very basic 
geometric properties of the inter- and 
intra-feature relationships. Some of these 
assessments are evaluated in an singular 
feature sense, others between two 
independent features, while still others 
are computed in a multi-feature sense. 
These measures are summarized below. 

Measures 

Density 
k g t h  
Sinuousit y 
SbPc 
Distance 
Gtstalt 
Absvact 

Density calculations, as shown above, arc evaluated by using multi-features. 
Length and Sinuosity calculations, on the other hand, operate on singular features and 
might be appropriate for determining conditions requiring generalization. An example, 
here, could be the calculation of stream network lengths, or overall complexity of the 
network (based on, say, average angular change per inch) to select an appropriate and 
representative depiction of a distribution at a reduced scale. Shape calculations are also 
useful in the determination of whether an area feature can k represented at its new scale. 
Conditional measures may also be compartmentalized into Distance calculations between 
the basic geometric forms: points, lines, and areas. Distances between each of these forms 
can be assessed by examining the appropriate shortest perpendicular distance (SPD) or 
shoncst euclidean distaice (SED) between each form. In the case of two geometric points. 
only thrcc different distance calculations exist: (I) point-to-point; (2) point buffer-tepoint 
buffer; and (3) point-to-point buffer.22 These determinations can indicate if any 
generalhation problems exist if, for instance under scale reduction, the lim bufk  and areal 



buffer conflict. In addition to the geometric measures, other classes of measures can be 
computed. This includes Gestalt mcasurcs,B which indicate percepruol characteristics of 
the feature distributions, and Abstract measures, which rc'veal more conceptual 
evaluations of the spatial distributions. Below, a list of possible measures arc tabulated., 
Although this list is by no means complete, it dots provide a starting point h m  which to 
evaluate conditions within the chart which do require, or &ght require, generalization. 

DENSITY MEASURES (Point, Line, Area) 
number of point, line, u area features pa unit area 

. .. avwage density of point, line, or area ftaaucs 
number and location of cluster nuclei of point, line, or area features 

Total numba of c0ardin;Ues in line f e a m  u area fcaave boundary 
Total length of line feature u arm fmture boundary 
Average n u m k  of cooldinatcs per inch on linc feature u area bounda~~ 
Slandarddeviationof~~painchonlinefeaarreaareabounAan. 

Total angular change of line fcature Q area bwndary 
Avaegc angular change pa inch on line feaplre or ana baudary 
A~eangularchangepa~gleonlincfeaaueorarurbwndary 
Sum of positive or negative angles on line feam or area boundaty 
Total n u m k  of positive u negative angles on line feam or arm 
Total number of pasitive or negdvc ms on line featun or area boundary 
Total numba of runs on line feam or area boundary 
Mean length ofrunson line featmar areaboundary 

Arur of pins line. cu area features (unsymboWsymboked) 
Perimeter of point. linc. or area features (unsymbo1Wsymbolized) 
Centroid of point, line, or a m  fcawes (wymboWsymbolized) 
XmdY v ~ c s o f ~ f ~ ( ~ b o ~ s y m b o l i z ~  
CovarianceofX~YofareafeaMcs(unsymbolitad/symbol) 
Slandard~~onofXmdYd~f~ ( rmsymbol ized /symbol i ted )  

LENGTH MEASURES (Line, Area) 

SINUOSITY MEASURES (Line, Area) 

SHAPE MEASURES (Point, Line, Area) 

DISTANCE MEASURES (Point, Line, Area) 

poinl--point 
point-line curmid 
liab-iine 
line-line cenooid 
line buffer-line centroid 
line cenmid-uca aenrroid 
r r r a M c r ~ b l l f r c r  - buffer-uta edge 
mea cenuoid-arw d g e  

SbU 
poini+mint buffer 
point- centroid 
iina--line buffer 
line buffer-linc buffer 
line cenooi- buffer 
line eentroid-uca edge 
ma Mer-uea cmooid 
m cQ1ooid--QcB centroid 
mea edpa-srur &re 



poinl4inC 
point--aree buffm 
point buffcr-pint buffer 
point Mer- curtmid 
line+&m =mid 
l i n ~  buffer 
line buffer-area centmid 
line centroid-line centroid 

Each of the above classes of measures can be determined in a digital domain. Their 
interaction, however, is not as clearly kdentood. Exactly which of these conditions must 
exist before a generalization action is taken depends on scale, purpose of the chart, and so 
on. In the end, it appears as though many of the prototype algorithms may first be 
developed and then tested and fit into the overall framework of generalization. The exact 
guidelines on how to apply the measures designed above can not be determined without 
precise knowledge of the algorithms. 

point-line buffer 
point- edge 
point buffer--area buffer 
point buffcr--area edge 

line buffer- buffer 
line buffer- edge 

- edge 
. .  

2.2.2.3 Decisions 

Decisions 

procedure Connol 
Algorirhm Selection 

> I 

In order for the cartographer to obtain 
unbiased generalizations, three things need to be 
determined: (1) which algorithm to use; (2) the 
order in which to apply these algorirhms, and (3) 
the input parameters to obtain a given resuIt at a 
given scale. Thus, the decision process includes 
the factors on the right 

Obviously, an important constituent of the decision-making process is the 
availability and sophistication of the algorithms. Actually, algorithms is a rather ovenrsed. 



and somewhat misused, term. Instead, the algorithms should mon appropriately be called 
Controlled Procedures that requires access to Algorithms. Thus, the generalization 
process is accomplished through a variety of procedures--each attacking specific 
problems-which employ a variety of algorithms. In the case of line simplification, for 
example, the simplification procedure would access algorithms such as Lang, Douglas, 
Robage, etc. Concomitantly, there may be permutations, combinations, and iterations of 
procedures, each employing permutations, combinations, and iterations of algorithms. The 
algorithms may, in turn, be controlled by multiple, mayk even interacting, parameters. 

2.2.2.3.1 Procedure Control 

The control of generalization procedures is probably the most difficult process in 
the entire concept of automating generalization. The control decisions must be based upon: 
(1) the importance of the individual features (this is, of course, related to the product 
purpose and intended audience); (2) the complexity of fcaturc relationships both in an inter- 
and intra-feature sense; (3) the presence and resulting influence of chart clutter on the 
communicative efficiency of the product; (4) the need to vary generalization amouns type, 
or order on different features; and (5) the availability and robustness of generalization 
processes and computer algorithms. 

The necessity for sequential data processing requires the establishment of a certain 
squence of the generalization ~ C C S S  in order to avoid repetitions of processes and 
frequent conections. The squence is determined by the effects which result in lack of 
space or, alternatively, excess of space and locational changes of features caused by the 
generalization processes. On the basis of mutual interdependencies resulting from such 
generalization efforts of the individual processcs automatically carried out, a sequence of 
generalization processcs for the ANCS II is proposed below: 

a. Selection of point, line, and area ftatures 
b. Identification of regions not to be generalized 
c. Identification of regions to be gcnaalized 
d. Identification of features not to be gendizcd 
e. Identification of features to be genaalized independently 
f. Identification of features to be generalized by pairwise dependence 
g. Identification of fcaturcs to be genaalized by multidependence 
h. Evaluation of conditions for independent point, h e ,  and area feature 

genaaliration 

1. Independent and Dependent Generalization Requirement Evaluation 



i. Evaluation of conditions for pairwise pointnine, pointfarea, and lindiuca 
feature gendzation 

j. Evaluation of conditions for multiple point, h e ,  and area feature 
genwatization 

a. Point Features to Area Features 

a. h a  Feature outlines 
b. LineFcatures 

4. Feature Collapse 
a. Area Features to Line Features 
b. h a  Fcarurcs to Point Features 

5. Dismbution Rchcmcnt 
a. AzeaFeatures 

6. ArcaAggIomuation 
a. Anxi Fcatuns to Area Features 

7. FeaturcCollapse 
c. Line Fcatuns to Point Features 

8. Dismbution Refinement 
a. PointFeams 
c. Line Features (disjoint) 
d. Line Features (connected) 

a. h a  Fcanuc outlines 
b. LineFcatures 

a. Area F c a m  outlines 
b. LineFcatures 

a. k a  Fanut outlines 
b. LineFeatuns 

2. Point Aggregation 

3. Simplifcation (low-pass filter) . .  

9. Simplification 

10. Smoothing 

11. Compaction 

2.2.2.3.2 A tg orit hm Selection 

The selection of algorithms to support the generalization process must be based 
upon a variety of factors, not the least of which is proof of concept. The relative obscurity 
of generalization algorithms, coupled with a limited understanding of the generalization 
process, removes the selection process from merely conducting a cost-benefit analysts. 
Then just arc not algorithms to choose from. This means that many of the concepts need to 
be prototyped, tested, and evaluated during the design and development of the ANCS XI. 
The evaluation process is usually the one that gets ignored or, at best, is only given a 
cursory review. Algorithms should be selected based upon cognitive studies, mathemancal 
evaluation, and design/implementation tradeoffs.a Once a candidate set of algorithms ax 
available, they should be assessed in terms of their applicability to specific products. 



Finally, each individual product may require different algorithms depending on feature 
typc, scale, andor purpose of the CharL 

2.2.3 Procedures of Generalization (How to Generalize) 

As a final third of the automated 
generalization model, we must consider 
the component of generalization that 
actually pedoxms the processes of scale 
reduction. This How of generalization 
must be based within those areas of 
generalization techniques that have either 
arisen out of the emulation of the manual 
cartographer, or based solely on more 

In the generalization process, we 
have determined that five basic categories 
of procedures exist to effect the required 
MC&G data.changes to support the 
production requirements. These 
procedural categories are listed to the 
right 

mathematical effas. 

Procedures 

Lint simplifiim 
Faturc Type Conversion or Refinement 
Feme  Dispkmcnt 
Feam Smoothing 
Dam Compacrion 

Algorithms 
For many of these procedural areas, reviews of 

algorithms arc included. As was stressed above, however, 
the algorithms (and procedures themselves) arc affected by 
the factors listed on the right. "he order of application, 
frequency of application, and limits of the algorithms must 
also k considend in the automated generalization process. 



2.2.3.1 Line SimDlificatian 

MC&G data bases created as a result of the feature sekction process wiI1 contain 
only those features necessary to support the required products, to be presented at a nquired 
scale, with the minimum data storage requirements and data retrieval times. Even SO, the 
digitization processes used to collect this information emiloys a variety of scales and/or 
resolutions of input media. This, in turn, means that superfluous data exists for the 
individual f e a m  representations. In the digital domain, this means added execution times 
during processing, increased plotting times, and excessive data storage requirements. Some 
form of feature simplificution can reduce the number of coordinate points required for 
feanve representation. One of the more common uses of point simplification algorithms is 
their application to tinear data sets for coordinate removal. These algorithms are commonly 
referred to as linear simplification, or merely, simplification routines. Simplification 
algorithms operate on the principle of point selection or point rejection. 

Chan data that has k e n  captured by electronic sampling devices must undergo a 
variety of uansformations before it should be used as a digital representation of chan 
features. Data gathered by a sampling device such as a manual digitizer samples x,y 
coordinate pairs .in discrete locations, established by the resolution of the input device. 
These discrete locations can be tied together by vectors to create a digitized line. Common 
digitizer resolutions result in recording a surplus of coordinate data for the representation of 
lines. In fact, although human discemability of coordinate differences is only on the order 
of about 0.02 inches, it is not uncommon to find that most digitizing systems caprure 
coordinates at resolutions far beyond that (such as 0.001 inches). In addition, 
psychological and physiological mors arc induced in the digitization process which create 
induced detail in the lines. Also, glitches are produced from electrical impulses in the 
sampling device and mechanical impulses in the operator's hand. 

Ideally, a digitized representation of a linear chart fcaturc should be accurate in its 
representation of the fearure (shape, location, and character), yet also efficient in terms of 
retaining the least number of delimiting coordinate data points in storage. This profligate 
density of coordinates captured in the digitization stage should be reduced by selecting a 

subset of the original coordinate pairs, while retaining those points considered to be most 
representative of the line.s Glitches should be removed. And, finally, the line should be 



smoothed to produce a line with a mort aesthetically pleasing Simplification 
algorithms will select the characteristic, or shapedesaibmg, points to retain, or will reject 
the redundant point considered to be unnecessary to display the line's character.2' 
Inevitably, though, simplification algorithms produce a reduction in the number of derived 
data points, which are unchanged in their x,y coordinate positions. Some practical 
considerations in the elimination of redundant or superfluous data gathered in the 
digitization stage includes reduced plotting time, increased line "crispness" due to higher 
plotting speeds, reduced storage, less problems in attaining plotter resolution due to scale 
change, and quicker vector to raster conversion. McMaster cites that five major types of 
linear simplification algorithms can be found in the literaturc.~ They are: (1) Independent 
Point Routines; (2) Local Processing Routines; (3) Unconstrained Extended Local 
Processing Routines; (4) Constrained Local Processing Routines; and (5) Global Routines. 
Examples of each are discussed on.the following pages.29 



2.2.3.1.1 Independent Point Routines 

Independent Point Routines are those in which no mathematical relationships 
between neighboring coordinate pairs are assessed. 

N h  Point 
REFERENCE: . .  

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION: 
Tobler, Waldo R. (1964). 

After generating a random integer N, ranging from 1 to K (where K is the 
number of points in  the data set), the algorithm reads the input data file 
sequentially and retains only every N* coordinate pair. Larger values of h’ 
obviously yield greater simplifications. 

GRAPHIC EXAMPLE: 
Or 

In the figure above, a data set consisting of 20 coordinate pairs is being 
simplified based upon a selection of every 4* coordinate pair. In addition, the 
first and last points have been retained. Note how the original line has k e n  
reduced to a simplification containing only 6 points, an extreme savings in 
storage, yet the character of the line has changed considerably. 

Computationally one of the fastest line simplification routines and, therefore, 
one of the cheapest to run in terms of time and money. Simple to program and 
very straightforward in its operation. 

Straight lines are over represented, and critical points are not necessarily 
retained. It does not take distance between points into account. Therefore, the 
algorithm totally ignores the fact that some points are spaced closely while 
others may be far apart. As a result, the shape of the line derived from this 
simplification routine will depend entirely on what point in the feature is 
considered as the staning point-because it is here from which the counting of 
the N* Point will be initiated. Modifications commonly applied to the algorithm 
includes retention of the first and last coordinate pairs (as in this example), 
regardless of the N* position. 

ADVANTAGE: 

DISADVANTAGE: 



Independent Point Routines (continued) 

Random 
REFERENCE: 

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION: 
Robinson, Arthur H., et al. (1978). 

After generating an operator-selected number of random integers N, the 
algorithm reads the input data file sequentially and retains the fist coordinate 
pair, and then only the coordinate pairs that fall on those random positions 
within the file. Finally, the last coordinate pair is saved, regardless of whether it 
fell on one of the random positions. 

GRAPHIC EXAMPLE: 
Original Line Simplified Line 

K=8 K=4 
N=2 

In the figure above, the original line contains 8 coordinate pairs. Assume that 
the canographer has specified that only 2 random coordinates (N) and the end 
points of the original line are retained. A random generation of two numbers 
between 2 and 7 (since 1 and 8 are already retained) yields 2, 3. The 
simplification has been reduced to only 4 coordinates. 

Computationally one of the fastest line simplification routines and, therefore, 
one of the cheapest to run in terms of time and money. Simple to program and 
very straightforward in its operation. The start and end points of a line will 
rcmain intact. 

This procedure has no cartographic basis and, therefore, important 
characteristics of the line may be lost in the simplification. It does not take 
distance between points into account. Therefon, the algorithm totally ignores 
the fact that some points arc spaced closely while others may be far apan. As a 
msult, the shape of the Lint derived from this simplification routine will depend 
entirely on what points arc retained. This will change each time because of the 
xandom selection of wordinate pairs. 

ADVANTAGE 

DISADVANTAGE 



2.2.3.1.2 Local Processing Routines 

k a l  Processing Routines arc those in which the characteristics of immediate 
neighboring coordinate pairs arc used. 

Line Width 
REFERENCE: 

ALGORITHM DES-ON: 
Tobler, Waldo R. (1965). 

The algorirhm reads the input data file and retains the fmt coordinate pair as an 
anchor point. Then, reading sequentially through the coordinate file, the 
Euclidean distance is calculated between the anchor point and the next point. If 
the Euclidean distance between the two points is closer together than the width 
of the plotted line, the second pair is rejected. The algorithm then iteratively 
reads successive coordinate pairs until it finds one that falls outside of the 
distance determined by the line width. That point is now retained, it becomes 
the new anchor point, and the search for the next coordinate pair continues. 
Finally, the last coordinate pair is saved, regardless of whether it fell on outside 
of the selected tolerance. 

GRAPHIC EXAMPLE: 
Original Line Simplified Line 

K=6 K=5 

Poinu P2 md €9 

pca widrh 

P1 

In the figure above, a sample line contains 6 points. Points P2 and P3 art closer 
together than the width of the line and, as a result, only the fust point 
encountered of these two points (P2) will be retained. The original line is 

Easy to program and fast computationally. Retains end points. 

Algorithm bears no cartographic logic and is subject to the same disadvantages 
as were identified in the NI point algorithm 

reduced to 5 points. 
ADVANTAGE: 

DISADVANTAGE: 



Local Processing Routines (continued) 

Euclidean Distance 
REFERENCE: 

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION: 
McMaster, Robert B. (1983a). 

The algorithm reads the input data file and retains the fvst mordinate pair as an 
anchor point. Then, reading sequentially through the coordinate file, the 
Euclidean distance is calculated between the anchor point and the next point. If 
the Euclidean distance between the two points is less than a pre-selected 
tolerance, the second pair is rejected. The algorithm then iteratively reads 
successive moniinate pairs u n a  it finds one that falls outside of the preselected 
distance. That point is now retained, it becomes the new anchor point and the 
search for the next coordinate pair continues. Finally, the last coordinate pair is 
saved, regardless of whether it fell on outside of the selected tolerance. 

GRAPHIC EXAMPLE: 
Original Line Simplified Line 

K=8 K=7 

In the figure above, a sample line contains 8 points. Points P6 and P7 are closer 
together than the Euclidean distance specified. As a result, only the fvst point 
encountered of these two point pairs (P6) will be rttained. The original line is 
now reduced to 7 points. 

Easy to program and fast computationally. Retains end points. 

Algorithm bears no cartographic logic. 

ADVANTAGE 

DISADVANTAGE 



tocal Processing Routines (continued) 

United States Geological Survey - A 
REFERENCE: 

A L G O W  DESCRIFTlON: 
United States Geological Suntcy (personal communication). 

Comdor algorithms operate by specifying a disbnce either side of the data line, 
as a comdor, for point rejection or retention. A vector joining points PI and P2 
is extended as a projected straight line. The perpendicular distance from this 
extended line to P3 is calculated. Points are accepted if this distance is greater 
than a pre-tolerance T1. If the pcrpcndicular distance is less than the tolerance, 
the pins in question is njected. 

GWI- I lC  EXAMPLE: 
Original Line Simplified Line 

original point 
P3amiaed 

In the figure above, point P3 would be eliminated since it is wirhin a threshold 
tolerance Tl from an imaginary vector drawn between Pl and P2. After P3 is 
rejected, the imaginary vector is again drawn through P1 and P2. The 
perpendicular distance of P4 from that line is greater than the to!erancc, and as 
such, will be retained. 

Fairly fast. Easy to program. 

Docs not take distance between points into consideration. 

ADVANTAGE: 

DISADVANTAGE: 



Local Processing Routines (continued) 

United States Geological Survey - B 
REFERENCE: 

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION: 
United States Geological Survey @crsonal communication). 

A sccond vcnion of this algorithm operates on uiads of points. A vector joining 
the first and third points in the triad is projected as a straight line. The 
perpendicular distance h m  this projected line to the middle point is calculated. 
This middle point is accepted only if this,distance is greater than a pre-selected 
tolerance. If it is accepted, it bccomcs the new anchor point, the third point now 
h o m e s  point 2, the next successive point (point 4) is read in as the new point 
3, and the process repeats. If the distance is less than then specified corridor, 
the middle point is omitted, the third point now becomes the middle, and the 
next successive point (point 4) is read in as the new point 3, and the process 
repeats. 

GRAPHlC EXAMPLE: 

In the figure above, the distance of P2, from a computed vector drawn between 
P1 and P3, is greater than the selected tolerance. As such, P2 will be retained. 
Point P3 is now tested for its perpendicular distance from the computed vector 
drawn between points P2 and P4. This distance is less than the selected 
tolerance and, as suchS P3 is rejected. 

Fairly fast. Easy to program. 

Dots not take distance between points into consideration. 

ADVANTAGE: 

DISADVANTAGE: 



Local Processing Routines (continued) 
Angle of Change 

REFERENCE: 

ALGORITHM DESCRIFIION: 
Tobler, Waldo R. (1964)PO 
Algorithm compares the anguIar change between vectors connecting the first 
and second coordinate pairs, and the first and third courdinate pain. A tolerance 
angle is selected by the cartographer and points are rejected if their angle is 
greater than the tolerance angle specified. Processing is repeated from this point 
to the next two points. 

GRAPHIC EXAMPLE: 
Original Line 

Point P2 t;csred 

Poiat P2 aecepred 

Intermediate Line 
Point P3 tested 

Origiaal point P3 rejaxd 
p q s i f i e d  6 3  Line 

P2 0mCC 

In the figure above, a sample line consists of 4 points.31 Angle e', the angular 
change between points P2, P1, and P3, is greater than the tolerance angle e. As 
such, P2 is retained. The angular change 8' between the next successive three 
points (P3, P2, and P4), is less than the specified tolerance of e and, as such, 
point P3 will be Ejected. Simplified Line is then reduced to thrtt coordinates. 

Good thtoretical basis for point selection. Retains end pints. 

Complexity of program dependent on the computer's resident function. Pure 
angle algorithms take no account of distance between coordinate pairs; this may 
have a detrimental effect on the curvature of the resultant line in that large gentle 
curves may be eliminated and replaced by straight line sections. 

ADVANTAGE 

DISADVANTAGE: 



Local Processing Routines (continued) 

Distance and Angle 
REFERENCE: 

AISORITHM DESCRWIION: 
Jenks, George F. (1980) personal communication. 

Three parameters are specified: (1) a minimum allowable distance between 
points 1 and 2 (MIN1); (2) a minimum allowable distance between points 1 and 
3 (MIN2); and (3) the maximum allowable tolerance angle between a line drawn 
through points 1 and 2, and 2 and 3 (ANG). If the distance from point 1 to 
point 2 is less than MINI, or the distance from point 1 to point 3 is less than 
MIN2, point 2 will be rejected. If both distances are larger than the minimum 
allowable distances, the angular is calculated. If the angle is larger than the 
tolerance angle ANG, the point is accepted; if it is smaller, the point is rejected. 
Thus, points will be rejected if they arc within the minimum distances or if their 
angle is less than the specified angle. 

GRAPHIC EXAMPLE: 
Original Line Simplified Line 

In the figure above there arc three examples of this algorithm. In the top 
example, point P2 wil l  be eliminated because it is closer to P1 than the tolerance 
distance MIN1. In the second case, P2 will be eliminated since the distance 
between PI and P3 is less than MIN2. In the final example, the distance from 
PI to P2 is greater than MINI and the distance from P1 to P3 is greater than 
distance hxn MIN2. The angular change from the two vectors connecting the 
three points (e') is greater than ANG. Therefore, point P2 will be rttained. 

Combines the processing speed of a sequential algorithm and, using the sound 
basis of angular selection algorithms, this algorithm also incorporates a distance 
measurement. 

High computational time relative to other sequential algorithms, yet lower than 
camidor algorithms; a good altanative to both. 

ADVANTAGE: 

DISADVANTAGE 



Local Processing Routines (continued) 
Field of View 

REFERENCE: 

U O R I T H M  DESCRWIlON: 
Jenks, Gcorge F. (1980) personal communication. 

Algorithm evaluates each point according to whether or not it lies within a "field 
of view" from the previous point. This field of view angle is pre-selected, and 
sets the orientation of two lines either side of the vector joining two coordinate 
pairs. If the point being sampled lies within this field of view, it is rejected and 
processing continues, computing angles and lines to the next point. If the point 
i s  outside of this field of view, it is accepted. When a point is accepted, it 
becomes the new anchor, or base, point and the procedure repeats again. 

GRAPHICEXAMPLE: 

Origi 

Point P4 is rejected 
since it lies within Poini P3 is accepted 

mCt j1 lies ouls,dc of 

since ir lies within 

In the figure above, a angular threshold of 8' has been specified on etch side of 
the Field of View direction. From P1 to P2, the Field of View docs not inciude 
the next successive point P3, and as such, P3 will be retained. Consuucting a 
field of view now from P1 to P3 includes P4 and it will therefore be eliminated. 
Because PS is the end point it will be retained (as was Pl). The simplification 
now consists of 3 coordinate pairs. 

All angle algorithms present a good theorcncal basis for point selection. Retains 
end points. 

Somewhat complicated 90 pgmq the complexity of the program dependent on 
the resident functions available on the panicle host computer. Pure angle 
algorithms take no account of distance bctwcen coordinate pairs--this m a y  have 
a detrimental effect on the curvature of the resultant line in that large gentle 
curves may be eliminated and replaced by straight line sections. 

ADVANTAGE: 

DISADVANTAGE 



2.2.3.1.3 Unconstrained Extended Local Processing Routines 

Unconstrained Extended Local Processing Routines are those in which the 
characteristics of neighboring coordinate pairs are used and in which the search region is 
expanded to sections of the line and not limited to the immcdiau neighbors. 

Reumann-Witkam 
REFERENCE: 

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION: 
Reumann, K. and A.P.M. Witlram (1974). 

This algorithm searches the immediate neighboring coordinate pairs and 
evaluates sections of the h e  by using two parallel lines to define a starch 
region. After calculating the initial slope of the search region, the line is 
processes sequentially until one of the edges of the search conidor intersects the 
line. 

GRAPHIC EXAMPLE: 

In the figure above, a search region is recalculated based on the last intersection 
point. A point is inserted where the curve crosses out of the band or the last 
input point contained within the band is selected to k retained. The algorithm 
continues until the last point and its tangent arc used. Here, this figure shows all 
the calculated tolerance bands for the original line. The final simplified line is 
depicted as a dark band and the retained coordinates as circles. 

ADVANTAGE: 

DISADVANTAGE 
very fast. 

Docs not operate well under severe simplifications. Requires calculation of the 
tangent to a digitized cu1ye. Choice of the direction tangent is not wclI calculated 
where a suaight line is drawn between the last two (2) poinu and used to derive 
the direction. 



Unconstrained Extended Local Processing Routines (continued) 

Roberge 
REFERENCE: 

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION: 
Roberge, J. (1985). 

This algorithm is a modification of the Reumann-Witkam. His enhanced strip 
algorithm provides: (1) a more rigorous definition of the critical h e ;  (2) a test 
for vertical critical lints; (3) a check for inflection points; and (4) an extension 
factor which enables extended critical lines to bc constructed. 

GELL!HIC EXAMPLE: 
None provided. 

ADVANTAGE 
Extension factor proves advantageous for reducing cuwes with slow rates of 
cuwaturc. 

DISADVANTAGE: 
Dots not o p t e  well under severe simplifications. Requires calculation of the 
tangent to a digitized cuxve. 



2.2.3 .I .4 Constrained Local Processing Routines 

Constrained Local Processing Routines an those in which the characteristics of 
neighboring coordinate pairs are used and in which the search region is expanded, yet 
rcsricted, to some sections of the line. 

Lang Tolerancing 
REFERENCE: 

ALxiORITHM DESCRDTON: 
Lang, T. (1969).32 

A tolerance is spccified as the nominated drawing accuracy for the plotter. 
Points arc removed if they lie within the tolerance distance from a line drawn 
between an initial point and the end point being considered. If the specified 
tolerance is exceeded, the plotted line is drawn to the next end point assuming 
that these points satisfy the tolerance check. A modification to the algorithm 
differs in that only points that were distant from from the last plotted point by 
gnater than the specified distance D were used for plotting. 

G W H l C  EXAMPLE: 
Original Line 

I 

Simplified Line 

In the figure above, a line connecting endpoints P1 to P7 is projected. If the 
perpendicular distance from this line to intervening points exceeds a specified 
tolerance, the line is repositioned from points P1 to P6 and the distances are 
again checked. Here, the distance from P5 to the vector drawn between points 
P1 and,P7 is greater than the tolerance. The vector is now drawn between P1 
and P6 and point P5 still lies outside of the specified tolerance. As the vector is 
moved to between Pi and PS, all the distances are within the tolerance and are 
deleted (points P2 through P4). The imaginary vector is now drawn between 
the new beginning point P5 and the end point P7, and a test of all intervening 
points is again computed. Since P6 is within the specified tolerance it is omitted 
and the simplified line now contains only three points of the original line. 

The second algorithm is much faster than the first, but still rtlaavely slow. 

Slow. Algorithm produces acceptable results on relatively smooth CUNCS but 
docs not detect the best representation points on sharp curves. 

ADVANTAGE: 

DISADVANTAGE 



Constrained Local Processing Routines (continued) 

Johannsen Tolerancing 
REFERENCE: 

ALxiOlUTHh4 DESCRIPTION 
Johannsen, T. (1973). 

Of all the data points in a line, points are extracted which npresent the 
maximum cuxvam after low frquency c w c s  arc suppressed. This algorithm 
processes by moving a chord of given length (1) along h e  lint, by steps of a 
known distance (D). For each chord position (Di) all of the points between the 
start (Ai) and the end of the chord (Ei) are evaluated and summed. This is 
calculated as a function over the arc length to derive the extreme points. These 
are only extracted if they are maximum in relation to a set number of 
neighboring coordinate pairs. 

GRAPHIC EXAMPLE: 
All points berween 
AiandEiannunmed 

Ai = sun Point 
Ei = End Point 
D = Stcp Dinanu 
move cbord along 

' 10 
, he 

In the figure above, an example of the Johannsen tolerancing algorithm is 
presented. A chord of length L is extended from the initial point Ai to some 
point, Ei, along the arc. All intermediate point between Ai and Ei arc summed 
and compared to the total arc length to evaluate the total distance krwecn the arc 
and the chord. If extreme points exist, the ration of distance to total arc length 
will k high and those points will be eliminated. Small distances compared to 
arc length imply relatively minor peturbations in the line and no points are 
removed. 

ADVANTAGE 
None. 

DISADVANTAGE: 
CPU-intensive. 



Constrained Local Processing Routines (continued) 

Opheim . 
REFERENCE: 

ALGOR.ITHh1 DESCRJPTION: 
Opheim, H. (1982). 

The search region is restricted or constrained. by a minimum and maximum 
distance check, much like the DistancdAngle algorithm. After the initial search 
region is set which is similar to the Reumann-Witkam, any point within the 
minimum distance are eliminated. However, as won as the line "escapes" from 
the search rcgion on any side, including distance maximum, a new search 
comdor is established and the last pint within the region is saved. 

GRAPHIC EXAMPLE: 

In the figun above, points 3,4,5, and 6 are eliminated since they fall within 
the search region tolerance band. Point 7 b m e s  part of the simplified line 
since it is the last point to fall inside the search region. 

None. Not well analyzed yet. 

If line makes any sudden bends within the maximum distance search region the 
Critical point of the bend will k eliminated 

ADVANTAGE 

DISADVANTAGE 



2.2.3.1.5 Global Processing Routines 

Global Processing Routines are those in which the entire line is examined in a 
holistic sense and not processed sequentially as in all the other classifications. 

Douglas Corridor 
REFERENCE: 

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION: 
Douglas, David H., and Thomas K. Peucker (1973).s3 

This algorithm opcratcs globally on a data set, processing an entire line at a 
timc..The algorithm begins by defining the fmt point in the line as an anchor. 
and the last point as a floating point position. These two points are now 
connected by a stmight line segment. Intervening points along the line are now 
examined to detennine the one with the greatest perpendicular distance between 
it and the straight line defined by the anchor and floater points. If this maximum 
perpendicular distance is less than a maximum tolerable distance, the straight 
segment is considered suitable to represent the entire line. In cases when the 
distance condition is not met, the point lying funhest away becomes the new 
floating point, and the process continues until all points in each segment lie 
within a given tolerance. 

In the figure below, a diagrammatic example of the Douglas Algorithm 
operation is provided. This description is provided since the Douglas algorithm 
is probably the most CanographicalIy-sound linear simplifkation algorithm. As 
such, it is an excellent choice for implementation. 

The following discussion details the operation of the Douglas algorithm on a 
sample line containing 31 coordinates (reference the figure below. A). 

Tol~mnce Bmd is wlected by a un~mer, shown ms a shaded area on the figure k l o u .  
B. This tolerance band ir the computed distance in lengrh cilher ride of the line 
consmered between the cmmt mchor point md the noam point. In this c u e .  the 
anchor in P1. rhe floater L P31. 
Push P1 011 mchur ruck. 
Push P31 on n o m  suck. 
Calculate perpendiculu distance to dl intamediary poinu &om the imaginary vector 
d r a m  between mchor Pl md Iloata € 9 1  (reference the figure below, B). 
Son for muimwn pcrpndicula disunce. In h i s  cur. P12. 
Push P12 on floater 8uek. 
Calculate prpendiculu distmce to dl intamedily poinu &om the imaginary vector 
d r a m  betwecn anchor P1 md f l o w  P12 (rcfaence the figure below. e). 
Son for muimum prpendiculu distance. In this cue. P6. 
Compare muimum pupendiculu distance to tolaurce. Disrmcc t p t c r  h n  d e r m c c .  
Push P6 on Qoam ruck. 
Cllculak pcrpcndiculu di-ce to rll mtamcdiq poinu from the imrginu). vector 

Son for muirnum pcrpendicula distmce. Zn this cue. P3. 
Compue muimum pcrpndiculr dhlmce to tolmnce. Dintance in p t a  chrn mlermcc. 
Push P3 on flow ruck. 
Cdculat~ perpndiculu dirrmce to dl i n ~ a m c d i q  poinu &om &e imrginly vector 
drawn betwcar mchor P1 md bun F3 (refcrmce the figure below. E). 
Son for muimum perpcndidu dirrmec. In &is cuc. P2. 

drawn betwaen mchar P1 md flo.tm P6 (fefermcc the figure below. D). 



GRAPHIC EXAMPLE: 
Original Line 

Si 
Compare muimum pcrpendiculu disunce to tolerurce. Dirtmcc is gum than tolerance. 
Compare muimum prpndiculu disunce to tolarncc. Distance is less fhm tolerance. 
Pop last po in~ P3, off flo- ruck. 
Push P3 mu, Anchor ruck. 
Cdculrtc prpcndiculu distance to dl intnmedipy points &om the imrginlry vector 
drawn kcween new mchor P3 md floater P6 (ref- h e  figwe above. F). 
Son for muimum prpcndiculu disuncc. In this CUI P4. 
Compare muimum prpndicular disunce to rolmmc. Distance is k s  dam rolcrmcc. 
Pop lur pin& P6, off f l o w  #tack. 
Push P6 onto Anchor ruck. 
Cdculru perpendicular dirtmce (0 dl in~amedi.y poinu hm rhe h r g i n v y  vector 
drawn b c c w ~  new mdKn P6 md floater P12 (refaarec the i i p e  rbove. G). 
Sort far muimum papndiculm disrmce. In lbir cue. P9. 
compuc muimum perpndiculo dirlmcc 10 tolcrmcc. DiauKc b p a l m  thm tolerurcc. 
RuhP9onnwanwt. 
Cdculrrr pcrpndiculu dirtme to dl intermcdiq poinu hm &e i m r g i n ~ y  vector 
&awn kwtn mchm P6 md noaler P9 (ref- tk figure above. H). 
Son far muimum pupmdiculm diarmce. kr thb cmc, PI. 
Compue muimum prpndiculm d i L ~ c c  00 tolerance. Diatanoc ir bu (hm dermce. 
Pop lut  pin^ F9. off floucr n u k .  
Ruh P9 onm Anchor nrL. 
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Cdculrte prpendiculu dirtrncc 10 dl inlmnediuy poinu bom the imrginuy vector 
& a m  between new anchor P9 rnd noam P12 (reference the figure h v e ,  r). 
Son for maximum perpendicular distance. In lhb cue. P10 or P11 (equal). 
Compue muimum perpendicular distance to lolermce. Distance is less lhrn tolerrnce. 
Pop last poinf P12, off ~ O A I U  ruck. 
Purh PI2 onto Anchor ruck. 
Rocerr is now complete for all coordinates lying between poinu P1 mnd P12. To 
tanhue, the above mqucnce of cvcnu would be followed for rll poinu lying bctwem 
P12 md P31. 

ADVANTAGE: 
Perhaps the most highly respected linear simplification algorithm developed; it 
is based upon sound cartographic principles. The DougIas algorithm has proven 
to be both mathematically and perceptually significant.% In fact, it has been 
shown that the algorithm most closely replicates the human generalization 
process in terns of retaining critical points on the line? These critical points 
can be rclatd to the physical characteristics of a h e ;  or those nlatcd to man- 
made or perceived positions of imponance. 

Requires a large mount of processing time since it continually works through a 
line several times until all portions of it have been examined. However, this 
increased processing time can be considered a trade-off since the Douglas 
algorithm achieves such ideal shplSed representations of the line. 

. 

DISADVANTAGE 



2.2.3.2 Feature T-me Co nversionRefinement 

As a chart is a reduced representation of the Earth's surface, and as all other 
phenomena are shown in relation to this, the scale of the resultant product largely 
determines the amount of information which can be shown. As a result, the generalization 
of cartographic fmtures to supporf scale reduction must obviously change the way features 
look in order to fit them within the constraints of the graphic. 

The infarmatian that is contained within the graphic has two component+location 
and meaning-and generalization affects both. As the amount of space available for 
portraying the cartographic information decreases with decreasing scale, less locational 
information can be given about features, both individually and collectively. As part of this 
requirement for feature type conversion, or feature refinement process, the graphic 
depiction of the features changes to suit the scale-specific needs. The transformation 
processes here include: (1) AggregatiodAgglommtion; (2) Combination; (3) Collapse; and 
(4) DisuibutiodNetwork Refinement. Each.of these  ut discussed Mow. 

Point Aggregation. There arc many instances when the number or density of 
like poini fearures within a region prohibits each from being portrayed and 
symbolized within the graphic. Still, their importance, both from a landmark and 
military significance, require that they be portrayed. To accomplish that goal, the 
point features must be aggregated into a higher order class feature-mas. One of 
the best examples of this requirement is the aggregation of a feature like gas wells 
into an Bnal outline that is labelled as ' h u m u s  gas wells." 

Area Agglomeration. This type of generalization is extremely important when 
portraying features such as hydrography. Through combination of individual 
features into a larger element, it is often possible to m a i n  the general characteristics 
of an area despite the scale reduction. For example, a region containing numerous 
small l a k e c a c h  too small to be depicted separately+ould with a judicious 
combination of the mas retain, very closely, the original chan characteristic. One 
of the limiting factors of this process is that there is no f u r 4  rule for the degree of 
detail to be shown at various scales; the end-user must dictate what is of most 
value. 

Line Feature Combination. If the scale change is substantial, it may be 
impossible to preserve the character of individual liner features. As such, these 
linear features must be combined. As an example, both divided highways and 
railroad yards arc narmally rcpnsented as two adjacent lines, with a separating 
distance betwecn them. Upon scale reduction, these two lines require that they be 
combined into one positioned approximately halfway between the original two. 



Area and Line Feature Collapse. As scale is reduced, many features shown 
as areas must eventually be symbolized as points or lines. The decomposition of 
line and area features to point features, or area features to line feature, can also be 
thought of as a generahation process. Settlements, airports, rivers, lakes, islands, 
and buildings, often portrayed as a n a  features on large scale charts, can became 
point or line feahvrs at smaller d e s .  Arcal tolerances guide this transfannation. 
Point Distribution Refinement. In many cases, areas that are encountered 
containing similar point features that an either too numerous or too small to show 
to scale, no attempt should be made to show all the points. Instead, a representative 
pattern of the symbols should be added to cover the area, augmented by an 
appropriate explanatory note. Here, the point features should be thinned out; 
however;-the general pattern of the features must be maintained with the features 
shown in their correct locations. This typification process retains the general 
characteristics of the points at a reduced complexity. 

Line Network Refinement. In many cases, areas that arc encountered 
containing similar line fcawes that arc either too numerous, too srnaI1, or too close 
together to show to scale, no attempt should be made to show all the lines. Instead, 
a representative pattern of the symbols should be added to cover the area, 
augmented by an appropriate explanatory note. Here, the line features should be 
thinned out; however, the general pattern of the features must be maintained with 
the features shown in their correct locations. This typification process retains the 
genaaf characteristics of the lines at a reduced complexity. 

’ 

Area Polygon Refinement. In many cases, areas that are encountered 
containing similar area features that arc either too numerous, too small, or too close 
together to show to scale, no attempt should be made to show all the areas. Instead, 
a representative pattern of the symbols should be added to cover the area, 
augmented by an appropriate explanatory note. Hen, the area features should be 
t h i ~ e d  out; however, the general pattern of the features must be maintained with 
the features ,shown in their comet locations. This typification process retains the 
general characteristics of the arcas at a nduced complexity. 

2.2.3.2.1 &Qrithms for ConversiodRe finement 

On the following pages, a sample of the types of algorithms that could k used for 
various aspects of the feature type convenionErefmement procedures arc discussed. This 
section dots not provide designs for new algorithms; instead, it merely reports on existing 
dgorithms within the cartographic literature. It will be immediately obvious that existing 
research in these areas of generalization lag far behind that of line simplification discussed 
previously. It should be noted that the follwoing algorithms can be applied to different 
features than they wen originally intended for. For instance, a derivative of the Drainage 
Network Refinement procedure could be used to support a typification process to select a 
xeprcsentative pattern of piers, pien in ruins, 01 some other disjoint new& fcam. 



Building Combination 
REFERENCE: 

AISORITHM DESCRWIION 
Lichtnn, W. (1978). 

The generalization of buildings can be seen to operate in stages: (1) selecting 
and emphasizing the small buildings; (2) simplifying the building outlines; and 
(3) combining the buildings. Lichtner suggests that buildings be combined by 
ascertaining if the distance between the buildings falls below a minimum 
distance and, if so, then attaching the smaller building to the larger and 
combining the individual outlines to crtate a new larger building symbol. The 
basic principle in the combination of buildings is to move the smaller to the 
larger buildings. To achieve this goal, all buildings within some "generalization 
area" are sorted according to increasing size. Beginning with the smallest 
building, the immediately adjacent buildings are found, and the smallest gap to 
an adjacent building is found and compared to the gap limit imposed by the 
algorithm. If it falls within that limit, the smaller building is moved to the larger 
one. If several buildings are situated too close to the original one, they are 
moved against the adjacent building with the smallest gap distance, 

Settlement Selection by Population/Location 
REFERENCE: 

ALGORITHM DESCRETION: 
Peucker, T. (1973). 

Many algorithms exist to automatically select settlements from a data base to be 
shown on charts. Poiker's (then Peucker) algorithms operates by fvst drawing 
an imaginary circle around each town whose radius is inversely proportional to 
the population of that town. Thus, a small town has a large radius and a large 
town has a small radius. No other tom may intrude into the area of this circle. 
Settlement density is controlled by an exponent a. The selection process begins 
with the largest settlement, adding to it the other settlements one by one, largest 
to smallest, which do not fall within the radii of any of the previously selected 
settlements. The foxmula used to compute the radii is: 

reference radius. reference city population 
d u s O = (  population (I) 

Settlement Selection by Nearest Neighbor 
REF€RENCE: 

AlxiORITHM DESCRFIION 
Peucker, T. (1973). 

The Nearest Neighbor Index (R) is normally used to estimate clustering or 
dispersion processes in a distribution to select an appropriate areal distribution 
of settlements. R is computed for the five largest settlements, and recomputed 
as settlements arc added to the distribution in order of decreasing size. A 
decrease in R denotes 'increased cluttering, hence, a settlement is selected only if 
its introduction to the distribution increases or causes no change to R. 



Uniform Density Law 
REFERENCE: 

ALxjORITHM DESCRIPTION: 
Ttipfer, E and W. Pillewizcr (1966). 

The extent to which details can be retained might be spccificd with formulas 
similar to the uniform density law derived from Topfer and Pillewizer to relate 
the number of features n j  on a map at scale Mj.to be retained from a source map 
at scale Ma having na features. Yet their formula n j  = namTf docs not 
directly address local feanvc density, which relates more directly to map clutter 
than does the aggregate number of features. 

Drainage Network Refinement 
Catlow, D.R. and D. Du (1984). 

Drainage networks, because of their interaction with many of the other 
geomorphological characteristics of the region being mapped, must retain their 
basic geographic characteristics at the reduced scale. Catlow and Du introduced 
a Data Rationalisation, Stream Ordering, and River Generalization to refine 
drainage networks. First, each river segment is joined into a topological data set 
to ensure continuity of the linework. Next, each river segment is divided at a 
point where neighboring items overlay or touch it. This now sets up the 
drainage network such that the number of river data items corresponds to the 
number of river segments, and each river confluence is defrned by a data node. 
A smam ordering method-such as that proposed by Strahlcr (1952b-i~ then 
used to place a s m  order code and a catchment am code on each data item. 
A data point is then inserted at the mouth of each drainage network, and the 
connecting river segments to these secd points arc then identified. Satam orders 
an now calculated based upon the number of linking items. 

REFERENCE: 

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION: 

' 

Although selecting all stream urder 1 streams is a simple method of distribution 
refinement, it does not produce an acceptable product because drainage 
networks are considerably reduced in length, while single river systems without 
headstream tributaries are automatically omitted. Thus, it is necessary to 
consider the more important of the stream order 1 rivers, whether they form 
simply a single-river system, or whether they area pan of a larger drainage 
network. The generalization process is, then, best paformed by selecting not 
only on the basis of socam order, but also on length of order 1 segments, 
islands on the basis of area; and lakes on a combination of area and their 
relation to riven in the drainage network 

. Polygon Refinement through Epsilon Filtering 
REFERENCE: 

ALGORITHM DESCRIPI'ION: 
Chrisman, Nicholas R. (1983). 

This algorithm, developed as part of the ODYSSEY system for geographic 
infoxination processing at the Laboratory for Computer Graphics (Cambridge. 
MA), is similar to the work of Julian Pcrkal(1965). The pmgmm starts with a 
topologically structured file of polygonal boundary lines and uses a geomemc 



search strategy of divide-and-conquer to limit search requirements. Clusters 
form while examining line intersections in which a cluster groups all points that 
can be linked together by a chain of epsilon tolerances. Point selection to depict 
the arca boundary is accomplished by selecting the point within epsilon of most 
other points. Once the points arc selected, some lines arc moved to become 
congruent. This allows double-line feature (rivers, inlets) to be converted to 
single-line features, and also suppons the attachment of small islands near 
shares to become part of the mainland 



2.2.3.3 Feature D i sdacement 

Feature displacement, or conflict resolution, techniques are used to counteract the 
problems that arise in feature conflict detection. The interest here lies in the ability to offset 
feature locations to allow for the application of symbology. The graphic limits of a chart 
make it necessary to move features from what would otherwise be their true locations. If 
every feature could realistically be represented at its true scale and location, this 
displacement would not be necessary. Unfortunately, however, feature boundaries are 
often an infinitesimal width; when that boundary is represented as a cartographic line, it has 
a finite width and thereby occupies a finite area on the chart surface. These conflicts need to 
be compensated for by shifting the features fiom their true locations, modifgrlng the 
features, or deleting them e n k l y  from the graphic. 

In the following discussion, conflict detection and cartographic cost resolution are 
the processes rquired to automatically detect and resolve conflicts between symbolized 
topological entities in graphic products. Product specific rules, standard rtlles, special 
feature404eanut rules, and general cartographic rules are utilized to define and determine 
what constitutes a conflict, as well as how to resolve a conflict. Conflict detection and 
resolution rules are used to: (1) determine the candidate conflicting feature types; (2) define 
the pairwise conflicts between features based on coincidence, overlap of symbols, or 
proximity of symbols; (3) provide further definition of complex conflicts involving 
structural relationships between objects in pairwise conflicts; and (4) for each conflict 
defined, provide the resolution strategies possible, and the cost of each resolution strategy. 
The cartographic cost of a resolution strategy is defrned here as the degree of reduction in 
chart accuracy, information contenr, and quality as a result of affecting a specific resolution 
strategy. 

2.2.3.3.1 Conflict Detection 

Conflict conditions requiring detection and resolution include cases of (1) 
Proximity; (2) Overlap; (3) Special Cases; (4) Coincidence; and (5) Exceptions. 

Proximity. Two topological entities are proximatrial if their separation at any point 
is < x mm, where x is product specific and variable with scale. Entities can be 
described as coalescing, too close to plot, etc. 



Overlap. Two topological entities overlap if their associated symbols intersect and 
their centerlines do not This cast is also rcferrcd to as an overprint. Overlap cases 
may be acceptable in specific examples or unacceptable and rquhing cartographic 
cost resolution. 

Special. Includes special conflict conditions or geometric patterns such as parallel 
lines and sandwich effects. 

Coincident. Two topological entities coincide ifthey'share the same topology. 

Exception. Under certain circumstances the listed conflict rule docs not apply and 
the exception is invoked 

2.2.3.3.2 Conflict Resolution 

The baseline for resolution of cartographic conflicts between symbolized 
topological entities can be comprised of a rule set and a hienuchical listing of symbolized 
features according to their value to the product and the end user. "he rule set is defined as: 

General Rules. These rules provide general guidance in the formulation of the 
chan product. 

. 

Product Specific Rules. Product specific rules are tailored for a particular 
prod,uct(s). Items of interest for the chart producer are offend here detailing any 
special m t r a t n t  requirements for symbology, exceptions to standard rules, and the 
identification and guidance for treatment of required or critical information and 
features. 

Standard Rules. Standard rules are those mles generated when no specific 
product oriented rules ut available to rtsolve a conflict. 

Special Feature-to-Feature Rules. These rules are invoked to determine if a 
conflict exists for a pair of features when no specific rule addressing the two 
feanuts is available. 

In order to select the best resolution strategy for implementing a rule a means is 
needed to assign a relative cost to a particular binary conflict resolution action. Candidate 
resolution strategies include displacement, deletion, symbol alteration, intemption, 
=placement or special symbolization. Each method of resolution can be associated with a 
set of cartographic costs for the features involved. In deletion, a feature symbol that would 
have appeared on the chart in the absence of a conflict is removed. This creates a reduction 
in the chart's infoamation content The degree of information content reduction is related to 

the deleted feahulc's impanance. A ftaturc displacement hierarchy which rtprcscnts a view 
of features' relative imparrance may m e  as an initial ranking. In feature deletion, ctnain 



featurrs, such as key landmarks, may never be deleted. For these features a deletion cost 
that is prohibitively high would be assigned. Conversely, certain feature's inclusion in the 
chart may be optional (that is, they may be removed if they are locatd in a congested area). 
These featurcs could receive a deletion cost of zero to indicate no cost associated with 
deleting such a feature. . .  

When the centerline of a feature (and therefore its symbology) is moved or 
displaced fiom p u n d  auth, the accuracy of the chan is reduced. The degree of reduction 
in accuracy is a function of the overall amount of movement as well as the specific feature 
involved. Certain features, such as spot elevations, may never be moved. These features 
would therefon be assigned a very high cost of movement. Less important features when 
moved may have a lesser impact on the quality of the chart and would thercfoxt be assigned 
a lower cost of movement. Cost of movement would consist of the weight of a features 
importance multiplied by the overall distance of displacement. For line features, the 
displacement distance would be the summation of the individual movement distances for 
each node. 

The other resolution methods, including symbol change or alteration, intemption, 
and scaling have a less well defined impact on the quality of a chan. Used properly, these 
methods, since they retain the feature symbol in its proper location, may not have any 

negative impact and may be assigned a zao cost of resolution. 

For each of the resolution strategies that affect cost a quantitative weight is 
generated to bc applied to each feature included in the product. This weight, based on the 
feature hierarchy, the rules, and other information, will be a measure of a specified 
featun's relative impact on chart accuracy and quality when subjected to displacement, 
deletion, symbol change, ctc. The following illusuation contains three categories of factors 
related to the chart product, which individually could have a weight assigned to assist in 
determining the impact of the mst of conflict and its nsolution to the o d  accuracy of the 
product 



cost of 
Resolution Strategy 
Cost for Alteration 
Cost for Deletion 
Cost for Interruption 
Cost for Movement 
Cost for Scaling 
Cost for Rotation 
Cost for Displacement 
Cost for Replacement 
Cost for Exceptions 
&si for No Action Taken 
Cost for Chanp 

Cost of 
Resolution Factors 
FeatunType 
Distance 
Total Number of Displacements 
Method of Resolution 
Total Product Fcahlrts 
TypeConflict 
Condition of Conflict 
Known Factors 
Unknown Factors 

Conflict Cost 
Requirements 
Horiamtal Accuracy 
VaticalAccuracy 

With the weighting of the factors presented above, the cost of resolution of a 

conflict can be mathematically determined The conflict cost requirements @ d u c t  accuracy 
requirements), will set the ultimate goal of acceptance of the product. Analysis of known 
factors as well as unknown factors will be the next step in the process of determining the 
exact method which can be used for determining cost. 

A determination of acceptability accuracy tolerances far the chan product entering 
the Conflict DctectiodResolution phase of finalization must be determined. This 
determination must reconcile the goal state of generating a product with a 100% accuracy 
rating, with the reality that the other phases in the cycle of product generation take away 
from the ideal situation of 100% accuracy and requite conflict rrsolution to bring the 
product up to acceptable accuracy tolerances? 

The detection and resolution of cartographic conflicts arising from the need to 
portray real-world features at a greatly reduced scale while maintaining chart midability is a 
task traditionally dependent on cartographers' skill and judgement. In this analysis it is 
demonstrated that it is feasible, for a specifc chart product, to define a comprehensive set 
of requirements for conflict detection and resolution. These quircmcnts ,  organized in 
matrix fam, can bc used to quickly determine if two chart fcahlrrs can c m t e  a conflict due 
to the overlap, proximity or coincidence of their symbology. Given that a conflict does 
exist, the concept of cartographic cost represents a means to select the best (least costly) 
conflict resohion strategy. Although more work is needed to complete the requirements 
far all problems these results demonsaate that this approach is a practical one. 



2.2.3.4 Feature Smoothing 

Once a set of cartographic features have had the shape-, or boundary-describing 
points reduced to a minimum, the lines can be adjusted to produce more natural-looking, 
smoother lines. Smoothing Algorithms are a major category of algorithms which aperate on 
a line by physically moving point coordinate locations. Essentially, these algorithms 
produce a derived data set, which has had a cosmetic effect appkd 16 it. Hen. coordinates 
arr shifted h m  their digitized locations. This is accomplished by diminishhg variations in 
direction and Educing angles. In general, smoothing operators do not remove coordinates 
from the data fde, they merely readjust their locations. The context of this section will be to 

view how smoothing algorithms can k applied to MC&G data once all the required 
features for a given product have k e n  selected and simplified. Four major types of linear 
smoothing algorithms can be found in the literature. They are: (1) Averaging; (2) Epsilon 
Filtering; (3) Arc Substitution; and (4) Waveform Processing. Examples of each are 
presented on the following pages. 



2.2.3.4.1 Averaging 

Averaging Routines are those in which a local number of coordinate locations are 
summed and averaged to provide a new location for some n* coordinate in the set 

Simple Averaging 
REFERENCE: 

ALGORITHM DESCNPTION: 
Koeman, C. and F.L.T. Van der Weiden (1970).36 

Averaging is a means of smoothing sequential x,y coordinate data by taking an 
average value for a set of recurring values along a line. These arc generally 
referred to as moving averages, as the average is computed while processing 
along a string of x,y coordinates. A simple moving average will derive points 
for plotting by taking an unweighted mean of the positions of every N stored 
points, when N is an integer specified by a cartographer. 

GRAPHlC EXAMPLE: 
Original Line ps Smootbed Line 

P2 

P3' is the result 
n i c h e  ofaveraging 

rvtraging 
P Esuhof mp3, Bi P4 

In the figure above, a sample lint contains 5 coordinate positions. Point P2 is 
replaced by the average position of the mad of points P1, P2, and P3. A new 
 ad of points is examined, and P3 is now replaced with the average position of 
points PZ', P3, and P4. The process continues until the smoothed line contains 
five modified coordinate positions (points P1, P2, P3', P4, and P5). 

Straightforward programming. Algorithm can be modified to retain the starting 
and ending points of a line. 

Algorithm is influenced by starting point Tends to distort peaks and uoughs. 

ADVANTAGE: 

DISADVANTAGE: 



Averaging (continued) 

Weighted Moving Averaging 
REFERENCE: 

ALGORlTHM DESCRIFI'ION: 
Tobler, Waldo R. (1966).37 

The moving average is augmented by weightirig. The method assigns weighting 
values to each point in the calculation in order to increase or decrease its 
influence on the final point position. Generally, the central point in the set is 
weighted most heavily since it is the point being moved and moving it too far 
could seriously affect the character of the line. The weighting factor and the 
degrte of smoothing bear an inverse relationship, with higher weighting factors 
resulting in lower smoothings. The weighted average coordinate positions 
(using a weighting factor W) an computed as follows: 

XI + wx2 + x3 y =  Y ]  + WY2 + Y3 
Il= w + 2  w + 2  

GRAPHIC EXAMPLE: 
Original Line 

Smoothed Lines ...-....... W=2 (severe) 
W=S (minor) 

In the f i g w  above, an original line has been shown as a solid line connecting 5 
coordinate pairs. In addition, two smoothed lines are represented. The 
combination dashddotted line represents a minor or moderate smoothing of the 
original line, based upon a weighting factor of 5. The dashed line has had a 
weighting factor of 2 applied to it and, therefore, results in a more severe 

Data can be repeatedly smoothed by subsquent applications of this algorithm. 

Influenced by its starting point. Distort peaks and troughs, but less than simple 
averaging. Places more emphasis on the middle points being averaged. 
Smoothing level is dependent on weighting factor. 

Smoothing. 
ADVANTAGE: 

DISADVAhTAGE: 



Averaging (con tin ued) 

Forward-Look Interpolation 
REFERENCE: 

ALxiORITHM DESCRETION: 
Boyle, A.R. (1970). 

Algorithm was designed to be applied to the data at the plotting stage. Plotting 
begins from the fust point in a line segment (start point), with the plotter being 
driven towards the Na point along the line (end point), where N is an integer 
specified by the cartographer. Plotting is halted when l/X distance is reached 
along this line. The direction is recomputed to the next end point and plotting 
continues. As a rtsult, a series of small vectors arc created which vary from one 
another by only a small angle. 

Original Line Simplified Line 
GRAPHIC EXAMPLE: 

In the figure above, a sample line contains 7 coordinates. Assuming that we are 
employing a four-point forward look interpolation, plotting will commence, 
aimed four points down the line, and continue until it reaches 1/4* the distance. 
At this point a coordinate position is accepted and planing is redirected towards 
the next point down the line. Note how the simplified line is displaced 
substantially from the original line. 

ADVANTAGE 
None. 

DISADVANTAGE: 
The computer is required to compute the distance from the stan point to the end 
point every time the procedure is repeated-its application at the plotting stage 
will slow down plotting time considerably. In addition, the resultant line will be 
displaced somewhat from the original line. The caricature of the simplified line 
is highly dependent on the amount of forward look (such as 4 point versus 10 
point). 



2.2.3.4.2 Epsilon Filtering 

Epsilon Filtering Routines are those in which an e-generalized zone is created 
around a linear feature by rolling a ball along the linear edge to eliminate regions of 
divergence. 

Epsilon Generalization (Perkal's Rolling Ball) 
REFERENCE: 

AEORlTHM DES(3UPTION: 
Perkal, 1. (1965b). 

Perkal examined difficulties of length measurement and proposed a simple 
concept for linear generalization with the use of a circle of diameter epsilon L. 

Here, the degree of generalization (smoothing) is defined by a real number E 
which represents the length of a line segment. This line segment is considered 
to be the diameter of a circle rolling along a line. If the line as considered to be a 
hard surface, and the circle a wheel rolling on that surface, the circle would ride 
over the n m w  ruts in the surface. Those points, or indentation, which are not 
covered or touched by the edge of the circle are eliminated. Points that are 
touched by the circle ak retain& 

GRAPHlC EXAMPLE: 

In the figure above, note that within a region D, some points P included within 
the region have the property that there exists a circle of diameter E which lies 
entirely within D and which contains the point. There are, however, points Q in 
D, such that no circle of diameter e can contain the point. The use of a larger ball 
(that is, a larger e) would result in greater divergence and thus greater 
genaalization. 

Reasonable approach for line smoothing necessitated by scale duction. 

Can be applied to both sides of a line and to produce two lines known as the e- 
genclalized-boundary. The area between these two lines can be nprcsented by a 
"heavy line," which would be aesthetically displeasing. Secondly, some 
features would be mom simplified than others, and no provision is made for the 
graphic exaggeration of important features. 

ADVANTAGE: 

DISADVANTAGE: 



Epsilon Filtering (continued) 

Epsilon Generalization (Brophy's Rolling Ball) 
REFERENCE: 

AIXiORTTHhl DESCRIPTION: 
Brophy, David M. (1973). 

Formulated after Perkal, is a complicated, interactive algorithm designed to 
affect scale, line width, generalization levels, and exaggeration or elimination of 
features. Line smoothing algorithm is based on systematically moving each 
point toward the center of curvature along the radius of curvature. This is 
guided by the curve being represented by approximating polygon of known 
vertices location. The program consists of operatorcontrolled components: 

1. ktmninrtion of a  bet of o q d y  rprced poinu dong the line on the basis of scale 
reduction. 

2. Re-definition of b e  curve by connecting the toordinarc pairs u a series of tangent 
points of finite width md qual to Ihc line weight of the rimplified line. 

3. Selection of optional control poinu to reuin nitid points. 
4. Elimination of unwanted features. 
S. Systematic rmoorhing or exaggeration of non-ruught rsctions of line. 
6. Generation of plotting commurds. 

The smoothing operator (I), is affected by cuwature. Each individual point is 
processed sequentially. Every N* data point fiom the point under consideration 
defines a polygonal c w e  which approximates the actual curve. Around the 
point under consideration. A. a mangle is formed and an inscribing circle is 
placed within it. Simplification is achieved by moving the point toward the 
center of the intangent circle of the triangle. This amount of movement is 
proportional to N, and specified by the operata as the level of generalization. 

GRAPHIC EXAMPLE: 
A 

Original Line 

A-N 

In the figure above. an example of Brophy's smoothing algorithm shows point 
A being moved towards the center C of the intangent circle. 

Theory is based on sound mathematical and geographical reasoning. The 
interactive mode of operation is highly desirable. 

Very complex and high computation time. 

ADVANTAGE: 

DISADVANTAGE 



2.2.3.4.3 Arc Substitution 

Arc Substitution Routines are those in which a mathematical representation of the 
ariginal line replaces the original line. 

Pseudo-Hyperbola 
REFERENCE 

Vanicck P, and D.F. Woolnough (1975). 

The algorithm works on the principle of expressing generalization by a theorem 
applicable to any arc. Essentially, the digitized line is replaced by a series of 
segments or arcs of known radius. More specifically, the parameters of the 
CUNC are transformed into a set of pseudo-hyperbolae. Chiginally developed as 
a mathematical packing method, each digitized line is transformed into linear 
segments, such that no point lies outside of a given tube of tolexance epsilon (E), 
surrounding the original c w e .  The coefficients of the pseudo-hyperbolae are 
determined using a set of x and y coordinates of line data, input and output 
scales, digitizer increment and the final required plotting accuracy L. The 
equation for the coefficients of pseudo-hyperbolae may be expressed as y = 
f (cl + c~)/(x + c3). By taking the average direction of the first three points in a 
stream of coordinates, successive points are selected until they fail to lie within 
a tolerance of width f8e.  Using the beginning and ending points of this segment 
for pmper direction, a check is made to determine if the internal points lie within 
a f l e  corridor. A new pseudo-hyperbola from this last point is defined in the 
direction of the previous segment, and sampling for the next segment proceeds. 

GRAPHIC EXAMPLE: 
None pmvidtd. 

ADVANTAGE: 
Will pack coordinates to a minimum number required for a given resolution. 

DISADVANTAGE: 
The longer the segment lengths, the fewer the segments, and consequently the 
greater the reduction in the amount of data stored. Thus, the packing procedure 
produces two coordinate points and an interlying segment for storage. It will 
pack coordinates for curves which are to be reproduced at the same scale too. 
There may be more than enough points on the c m e  to reproduce it with a given 
resolution and, if so, this program will reduce the number of points to the 
minimum nquired for any given resolution. Will not work far closed loops. 

U O R I T H M  DESCRIPTION: 



Arc Substitution (continued) 

Polynomial Curves. 
REFERENCE: 

Breward, R.W. (1972). 
ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION: 

A polynomial is an algebraic expression having more than one term that has 
received a lot of attention in shape description. Shapes generally cannot be 
equated with single value functions, and are commonly represented in 
parametric form; this is where a two-dimensional shape is represented by a set 
of parameters t for each coordinate of a point location (x,y). Each coordinate of 
a point is represented by a function of one or more parameters. The line is 
represented by a series of polynomial equations, where the coefficients of the 
fitted polynomial and end coordinates of the contour section arc stored. 

GRAPHICEXAMPLE: 

'h. X 

In the figure above, an example of a paramepic polynomial curve is shown. 
Here, each point on the original line is represented by the coefficients of a 
polynomial. In this case, the c w e  shown can be represented by a polynomial 
equation defrned by: 

ADVANTAGE 
Can save 85% in storage. To obtain the original coordinates, the polynomials 
arc simply evaluated at successive positions along the line. 

Computation time is significant. Furthermore, the choice of criteria for 
terminating the process and the means of splitting the contour into sections is a 
problem To terminate, Breward suggested that the procedure be stopped when 
the k* order polynomial provides a worse fit than the k-1 order equation. 
Splitting the contour is done by a segmentation which has optimized the savings 
in storage versus the possible loss of accuracy. 

DISADVANTAGE 



Arc Substitution (continued) 

Bezier Curve 
REFERENCE: 

AlxiORlTHM DESCRDTION: 
Bezier, P. (1971) in Clark, J.H. (1974)Y 

A Bezier Curve is a method of curve description that is associated with the 
vertices of a polygon defining the curve shape. The c w e  can be defined by an 
open polygon, only the fmt and last vertices of which actually lie on the cuve, 
other vertices describe the order and shape of the curve. Changing the veniccs 
of this polygon will alter the curve shape in that area of the came. Thus, the 
user can vary the came shape and order by controlling the input parameters until 
the desired shape is reached. The mathematical basis of the Bezier Curve is a 
polynomial blending function which interpolates between the fvsi and last 
vertices, and operates globally on a curve. 

Original Line - 
Smoothed Line - 

GRAPHJC EXAMPLE: 

In the figure above, a Bezier Curve has been generated for the 10 coordinate 
points on the line. 

ADVANTAGE: 
None. 

DISADVANTAGE 
Two characteristics of Bezier Curves limit their flexibility. First, there is no 
local control of the curve; if one point (polygon vertex) is altered, the curve 
changes shape throughout its length. Second, the number of polygon venices 
specified fixes the order of the resulting polynomial which describes the curve. 
So, the only way to reduce the order of the curve is to reduce the number of 
vertices and, obviously, the only way to increase the order of the curve is to 
incrcase the number of vertices. 



Arc Substitution (continued) 

B-Spline 
REFERENCE: 

AtGORITHhl DESCRIPTION: 
Riesenfeld, R.F. (1972) in Clark, J.H. (1974)?9 . .  

B-Spline theory is a spline function associated with the vertices of a polygon 
defining the c w e  shape. The CUNC can be defined by an open polygon, only 
the first and last vertices of which actually lie on the cum. This theory operates 
in a non-global, or local, realm. Each vertex of the polygon defrning the curve 
affects the shape of the curve only over a range or parameters s~~ound ing  it. 
The B-Spline also allows the order of the resulting c u m  to be changed without 
changing the number of defining polygon vertices. Similar in theory to the 
Bezier Cwes .  B-Splines arc mathematically based on a polynomial blending 
function which interpolates between the vcrtices of the defining polygon. 
However, here the blending function is formulated differently. A B-Spline 
curve is a weighted averapre of the vcrtcx COOTdinates with the basis functions as 
weights (each\enex is as-dated with a unique basis function). 

GRAPHIC EXAMPLE: 
Ori~lsd Llsc - 

Smoothed Liar - 

In the f i g m  above, a B-Spline W e  has been generated far the 9 coordinates. 

B-Spline CUNCS are more desirable for geographic data than Bezicr Curves 
because they opuatc locally and will smooth a line morc gently. 

No cartographic basis. There is little local control of the curve; if one point 
(polygon venex) is altered, the CUNC changes shape throughout its length. 

ADVANTAGE: 

DISADVANTAGE: 



2.2.3.4.4 Waveform Processing 

Waveform Processing Routines are those in which the line is treated as a repetitive 
waveform that can be decomposed into a series of harmonic constituents with known 
amplitude and frequency; smoothing operates on these constituents. 

Fourier Analysis 
REFERENCE: 

ALGOFUlHM DESCRIPTION: 
Anstey, N.A. (1965). 

The basic concept is to fitting sine waves to a C U N ~ .  The principle behind 
Fourier analysis is thar a line can be decomposed into its harmonic constituents. 
Thus, any repetitive waveform can be viewed as the addition of sine or cosine 
waves whose frequencies are integral multiples of that basic repetition. The 
basic repetition is called the fundamental, and the frequencies which are "x" 
times the fundamental, are called the harmonics. The algorithm, then, can 
analyze a line and break it down into a series of waves of known amplitude and 
frequency. For smoothing, once the harmonic constituents are calculated, the 
smallest can k eliminated and the others recombined to create a new line; the 
smallest being considend as insignificant, or noise, in the data s e ~  

G w m c  EXAMPLE: 
Original Line Decomposition Simplified Line 

qJfQ 2.g 
In the figure above, an example of Fourier Analysis is shown. Here, the 
original line (curve) has been decomposed into 3 sine waves. The smallest 
frtquency sine wave, C, has been omitted as noise. Sine waves A and B are 
recombined to produce a smoothed version of the original c p e .  

ADVAhTAGE: ' 

None. 
DISADVANTAGE: 

Operates globally on the whole line at a time and therrfore takes much time (and 
also more money) for computation. The major problem with the procedure is 
that it cannot cope with a line that doubles back on itself. It can only process 
sine 'waves, where for every location on the x-axis there is only one y-value. 
Removal of noise may, in fact, be destroying the characteristic, or shape- 
describing, inflections in the line. 



Waveform Processing (continued) 

Hysteresis Smoothing 
REFERENCE: 

ALxiORlTHM DESCRIPTION: 
Ehrich, R.W. (1978). 

Algorithm operates by passing a hysteresis cursor, or tolerance band, of known 
width along a line to decrease the amplitude of the peaks and troughs in the 
wave. The tolerance band should have a width at least qual  to the longest peak 
or valley IO be removed, As the cursor is moved along the line fie cursor looks- 
ahead, and peaks and valleys whose amplitudes are smaller than the cursor size 
arc eliminated. 

GRAPHlC EXAMPLE: 
Hysteresis Cwsor 
I pcak eliminated 

because it is less 
than hvaeresis cursor 

less 
, N S O T  

In the figure above, an example of Hysteresis Smoothing is shown. As the 
Hysteresis cursor, or tolerance band, is moved along the line, peaks and valleys 
whose amplitudes art d e r  than the cursor size arc eliminated. 

Simple and relatively fast method of removing minor fluctuations or noise from 
a random line. Has an advantage over linear or global filtering in that it can 
=move small  waveform fluctuations without reducing resolution. 

Can not function on lines which double back or on lines that arc extremely 
sinuous, thus its utility for most cartographic lines is limited. 

ADVAhTAGE 

DISADVANTAGE 



2.2.3.5 Data Compact ion 

Once all the cartographic features have been smoothed to produce more 
aesthetically-pleasing representations, the digital data is now ready for its fmal stage of 
reduction. Compaction algorithms operate on the storage structure of the information and 
address the physical data formats of the logical data. Issues at this level include the degree 
io which logical structures are computed or encoded 

h general, compaction operations do not remove coordinates from, or adjust 
coordinates within, the data file. The context of this section will be to view how 
compaction algorithms can be applied to MC&G data once all the required features for a 
given product have been selected, simplifiad, and smoothed 

Vector digitization results in the collection of large volumes of data. The 
development of coding schemes for vector data has hinged primarily on the need for data 
compression, with specific concan to the type of data captured and stored, as well as the 
techniques utilized 10 process and manipulae the data The most common data s m ~ m  for 
cartographic applications is the linear list" The most prevalent linear-list substructure in 
cartographic use today is chain coding. The chain code is a slope-intrinsic representation of 
a shape that has been used extensively for representing CUNCS or sequences of points. 
Although many other types of compaction algorithms can be found in the literature, only 
the Chain Coding type is discussed because of its prevalence. Chain coding can have many 
variations, and examples of each arc presented on the following pages. 



2.2.3.5.1 Chain Coding 

Chain Coding algorithms produce a compressed data set, which has had a 
compaction applied to it to nduce the amount of storage r e q u i d  to represent the feature. 

Basic and Differential Chain Coding 

Frteman, Herben (1961)? 

The simplest way to describe a c u m  is to record x,y coordinate pairs for each 
point on the curve. This method of storage is inefficient, however, and can bc 
improved by recognizing that any single point in a rectilinear array has only 8 
possible nearest neighbors. 

T h e  chain coding scheme records x,y coordinates 
relauve to a previous location in terms of direction. 
An entire curve can be described by an initial x,y 
position followed by a sequence of directions to 
adjacent points. If the n* point of the curve is at 
position (ij), then the chain element carresponding 
to the change in position &om n* point to the (n+lY* 

Several variations of the basic chain code have been offered to improve 
efficiency. One of these is a differential chain code where points are represented 
by a difference between two successive absolute points. The number of 
directions is the same as the basic chain code but are given the values; 0, +1, 
f2, f3, f4. For smooth curves, the values 0, f l  occur more frtquently. This 
makes it possible to utilize a variable-length encoding scheme with the 
differential chain code. Pavlidis has found that such an encoding usually 
rquins no more than two bits per point on the average. 

GRAPHIC EXAMPLE: 
None provided. 

ADVANTAGE: 
Simple and relatively fast method of compacting data 

DISADVAKTAGE 
Plotting times arc increased since data quires  decompaction. 

REFERENCE: 

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION: 

4%. 

6 
5 

' point is shown in the figure to the right. 



Octant and Quadrant Chain Coding 
. REFERENCE: 

Baudelair, P. and M. Stone (1980). 

Two additional variations on the differential chain code have been described. 
The first one is based on the concept of quadrants and uses two bits to represent 
the differentia1 increment. This scheme divides the eight possible curve 
directions into four quadrants represented by 0, 1, 2, or 3. Within each 
quadrant then are thm possible directions or inmments which 8n assigned the 
values 1 to 3. The encoding of a c w c  would start with the quadrant number (0 
to 3) followed by the increment codes (1 to 3) and terminated by a 0. The 
second scheme divides the set of eight possible directions into eight quadrants. 
Within each quadrant there are only two possible directions which can k 
represented by one bit. Two bit streams are used: one indicates the Octant 
followed by the number of one-bit increments; the second holds the actual one- 
bit increments32 

GRAPHIC EXAMPLE: 

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION: 

In the figure above, an example of Basic Chain Coding is shown. In normal 
Cartesian coordinates, this linear feature of 8 points would be represented as 
(2,3), (3,4), ( 3 3 ,  (4,5), (4,4), (341, (5,2), (6,2). In basic chain coding, the 
same line would be (2,3)1206670. Using the variable-length differential chain 
code, the same line would k represented as +1, +2, 0, -2, -2, -1,O (which 
would be encodd as 0101 11001 11 101 11 101 10). 

This basic chain code scheme only rcquircs 3 bits to s t o n  the direction, thus 
providing substantial savings in storage and is computationally efficient. The 
octal method offers the advantage of understanding the behavior of a c w e  by 
examining the octant codes alone. The higher order chain codes appear to 
provide potential advantages to cartographic data because of improved 
efficiency in storage, smoothness, and reduced processing times. 

Since the chain code is a slope intrinsic representation, it is not rotation 
invarient In fact, rotating a curve can even change the length of the chain code. 
Highcruder chain codes arc man camplex to encode.. 

ADVANTAGE 

DISADVANTAGE 
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3.0 NOS GENERALIZATION REQUIREMENTS 

Automating nautical chan production raises critical issues related to generalization 
including scale change, data selection, single versus mulriple data bases, accuracy 
presentation, the role of spatial data structutes, and many others. In comparison to typical 
mapping applications, the nautical charting situation represents a part i~uI~ly  problematic 
area for automated generalization and related issues. Nautical charts cover a wide range of 
scales, even over the same area of interest. Paragraph 2.2.1.1 of this report provides a 
classic example for a section of Long Island, New York, in which seven ('7) differently- 
scaled charts ranging born 1:1O,OOO to 1:1,2OO,OOO include the same geographic coverage. 
As stated in the Nautical Chart Manual-NOS'S documentation governing all future 
nautical chart productiok-chart "accuracy of position, legibility, and uniform consistency 
in selection and placement of charted features, names, notes and other details are the chief 
requirements in nautical chart compilation."¶ Unfortunately, these criteria may be 
conflicting and necessitate trade-offs between them and other criteria such as production 
time and cost. 

3.1 Accuracy Constraints on Generalization in Nautical Charting 

Reserving accuracy is particularly critical for nautical charts because of the need to 

cnsm the safety of navigation by the accurate m y a l  of navigationally critical elements 
such as physical hazards, aids to navigation, and hydrography. The nautical charts 
produced by the NOS arc premia examples of highly accurate and dependable products. 
NOS'S unique approach to cartography, high accuracy standards, and product liability, 
makes them an anomaly in the mapping community. Since the nautical chart has such a 
unique requirement for detailed and accurate portrayal of the coastline and water forms, it 
must be considered the preeminent argument for accuracydriven product generation. As 
such, the generalization process, when applied to nautical charting, obviates a need for 
increased awareness as to the influence of generalization on accuracy degradation. All 
farms of generalization, including the most radical fmn-scale change-must limit their 
influence on the accmte portrayal of fcams, both positionally and in attribution. 

Limiting generalization's influence on accuracy presavation is not a trivial problem. 
Cbar~ arc reductions of sty; gcnualization, therefore, is inherently part of the nautical 
charting process. The manual production of charts present many situations where 

* 



generalization occurs. For example, NOS'S guidelines rquire that for line data, the 
compiled or engraved/Scribed line be within 1/2 the symbol lineweight (not to exceed 
0.1Smm) of true position of the line. Similar requirements exist for point data and 
soundings. Digital chart production, however, raises the generalization process to a more 
critical level. The representation of cartographic information as digital entities creates an 
illusion of independence h m  scale. Mathematical transformations can ma te  many 
differently-scaled products from a single digital data base, but these processes are not 
independent from the influence of generalization. The meaning of charted features, the 
graphic representation of features, and the characterhion of features is not scale h e .  The 
unique accuracy requirements for NOS products constrain the ability to (1) achieve 
maximum legibility across scales and (2) make use of a single or small number of source 
digital charting data bases to support the wide range of required scales. In a digital 
production environment, such as that envisioned in the ANCS II, how then will 
generalization afftct the chaxting process? 

3.2 Proposed ANCS II Generalization Processes 

The ANCS II Draft Specification contains a high-level concept of aperations for the 
digital compilation of a chart. Generalization requirements can be extracted from this 
discussion. For example, a generalized coastline is used as a background display for 
Source Data Index File retrievals. More directly related to chart production is the process 
that creates and uses the Chart Edit Packet or Work File. For the area of interest identified, 
the Chart Edit Package contains the data base feature records along with appmpriate header 
information. This data file is then processed to create vector nautical charting symbology. 
The resulting reformatted Chart Edit Packet is used to generate a Chart-Specific Edit Packet 
for the first chart to be produced. Prior to this step, the symbol coardinates arc oansformed 
into the x,y-coordinate system of the largest-scale chart within the work axe& 

For line features and others indicated as being modifiable, a point elimination 
routine will be applied to delete excessive points contained in the source data base. In 
addition, features represented as closed polygons that coalesce at the chart scale under 
consideration will be automatically comrcntd 00 a suitable point symbol representation. The 
Chart-Specific Edit Packet for the largest-wale chart may k used as a model from which 
selection is madc for dcvcloping Cban-Specific Edit Packets for smaller scale charts. Thus, 
an iterative procedure is envisioned in which processing is canid out for sucassively 



smaller scale charts based on the results of the previous processing and resulting Edit 
Packet. 

This conceptual processing flow for chart production clearly utilizes generalization 
and also makes use of some implicit assumptions regarding scale change and 
generalization. One assumption that may be made is that'there exists a single source data 
base for the features to be portrayed on all charts. This source data base incl~~des a single, 
centerline representation of features at the full level of detail, resolution, and accuracy 
obtained during source data collection. This data is then extracted for a defined coverage 
area and symbolized in vmor format. At this point, no generalization has o c c d  and the 
work file is product- or chart-independent. (Note: this assumes identical symbclization 
rules for all charts.) 

The conceptual chan production flow then begins to create Chart-Specific Work 
Files beginning with the largest scale chart(s) to be produced within the coverage area. The 
use of a hierarchical, incremental generalization procedure has many attractive aspects and 
is appealing 'as 8 logically simple approach to the problem of producing charts at a variety 

of scales in the same area of interest However, it also raises some questions. For example: 

For a given coverage area, will the entire area be symbolizdprocessed at the 
largest chart scale within the area? In other words, if a few isolated pockets of 
a very large scale coverage area is required, would the entire work fde area be 
processed at that scale? If yes, much extra processing will k required. If no, 
the conceptually appealing simple iterative processing flow is impossible. That 
is, at any given step in the process the source work fdes for a particular chan 
scale may exist at different scales. 

Is the process of generalization strictly monotonic and incremental? In other 
words, is it possible that some features may have been correctly eliminated or 
generalized during processing for a large-scale chart and docs this mate 
problems during processing for a smaller-scale chart? It may k the case that in 
converting the work file for a 1:40,00(lscale nautical chart to the 1:80,000-scale 
chart, some features have been eliminated or convened from polygons to point 
symbols. However, in producing a 1: 100,000-scale topographic/bathymetrk 
chart of the same area, the eliminated feature is required or the f e a m  convened 
from area to point needs to k shown as an area. The ANCS II processing flow 
assumes total scale dependence for all generalization processes; funher analysis 
is needed to determine if this assumption is correct or is a good one. There may 
be some imponant product dependencies which are somewhat independent of 
Scale. 



In certain generalization algorithms and applications, it may be beneficial to 
retain the most detailed version of the feature to create accurate generalized 
vasions of the feature. The incremental approach may make this possible. 

Does this approach to scale change assume incorrectly that the same 
generalization algorithms/processes that are appropriate in, for example, 
converting a 1:10,000-scale work file to a 1:2O,oOescale work file, arc also the 
most suitable for converting a 1:675,000-scale work file to a 1 : 1,200,OOO-scale 
wark file. The optimal techniques to apply at each of the scales may differ. 

Docs this approach assume that the source data base, for a specified coverage 
area, exists at a single level of detail/resolution/scale? If not, different 
generalization requirements will exist over the coverage area creating a more 
complex processing situation than that described in the ANCS II Specification. 

Re-generalization, one-time symbolization. It may not be appropriate for the 
scale-change/generalization processing to operate directly on symbolid data. 
Will the original centerline data be available? In many case generalization will 
lead to changes in symbolizations; why not symbolize following the creation of 
Chan-Sptcific W& Files? 

3.3 Discussion 

As one can surmise from the discussion so far, the NOS is faced with a significant 
problem in tcrms of automating this generalization process in the ANCS XI. Variations in 
the precision and detail required to satisfy the needs of different users give rise to a 
requirement far a variety of chart scales. Nautical charts vary in d e  with the impomnce 
of the geographic area, the purpose far which the chart is designed, and the necessity for 
showing clearly all dangers within that area. The NOS has the specific task of publishing 
and maintaining over 9001~~tical charts for the safety of navigation in the coastal waters of 
the United States and its possessions. The nautical charts produced by the NOS are 
respected worldwide as an excellent display of accuracy and dependability. Any 
generalization proctss must obviously limit the degradation of that accuracy. 

3.3.1 Shorelines-A Generalization Example 

To limit the discussion of generalization nquircmcnts to fit within the scope of this 
cffon, one feature type was selected for examination: Shorelines. Of the many features 
that appear on NOS products, the shoreline is the most prominent line on the chart. This is 
evident fo) a number of reasons, not the least of which is that it foxms one of the most 
obvious dangers to waterborne navigation. Safe navigation of our coastal arcas and harbors 

' is, in pan, based upon the accuracy of shoreline portrayal. ' h e  long coastline of the United 



States totals over 100,000 miles of tidal shoreline that presents many and varying problems 
in coastal geography. Add to this a vast may of extensive intracoastal waterways, bays, 
and harbors, it is obvious that shoreline portrayid represents an important constituent of 
modem nautical mapping. 

By definition, a shmline is the intenection of the land with the water surface. The 
shoreline on charts represents the line of contact between the land and a body of water at a 
selected water elevation. The exact location of the shoreline depicted depends, in part, on 
the vertical dabm upon which the chart is based. This dividing line between land and water 
is refemd to as the "Shoreline Plane of Reference" (SPOR). In areas affected by tidal 
fluctuations, this line of contact is usually the Mean High Water line. In confined coastal 
waters, where there is diminished tidal influence, a mean water level line may be used. The 
shoreline on charts of interior waters (rivers and lakes) is usually based on a specific river 
or lake datum 

The shoreline's charted position, because of its importance to navigation, must have 
high positional accuracy. In most cases this is m e .  but accuracy degradation is allowed in 
others. For example: 

7'he accurately d e t e d c d  shoreline reveals the physical geography of uhe 
shore. It reflects effects of prevailing currents, wave fronts, and storms. 
The shoreline delineates the seaward limits of both marsh and swamp areas, 
for to the mariner this limit appears as the visible shoreline ... The seaward 
extent of marsh is accurately surveyed, but the inshore boundary may be 
generalized, as the ragged indentations into the fast land are of little 
importance on the nautical chart.. .The vegetation of swamp land makes it 
appear as fast land to the mariner, knowledge only of its general location is 
sufficient for charting." 

How then can generalization of the shoreline be conmlled? 

3.3.2 Suggested Approaches to Shoreline Generalization 

Line Simplification routines, such as the Douglas (1973) corridor or the tang 
(1969) tolcrancing algarithms, arc particularly useful for =moving unnecessary cOOrdinates 
from digital files. The resulting simplified npnsentations of the shorelines will have 
minimal vector and areal displacement from the original lines. These routines =quire 
modifications, though, to account for the specific representations of shortlines the NOS 
employs. For example, &arclines arc broken far soundings in narrow rivers and mbutaxies 



where the sounding units would otherwise be obscured by the shoreline. Although this is a 
manual production step, the ANCS II system may use this typc of digital encoding scheme 
for shoreline representation. 

In support of scale reduction for multi-product exploitation from a single MC&G 
data base, line simplification routines offer some, but not all, the requisite techniques. For 
small scale changes, these routines provide an appropriate method for removal of 
superfluous coordinates to support the scale reduction; for larger scale changes, however, 
little work has been done to determine the effects of scale change on simplification. Other 
routines, then, such as the epsilon fdtering routines discussed by Perkal (1965). Brophy 
(1972), and Chrisman (1983), show promise for large scale ductions but nfinexx?ents are 
needed to optimize their pcrfoxmance. 

The NOS must undertake a serious study determining the sptcifrc requirements of 
generalization for all features, for all charts, for all circumstances, in their envisioned 
production scenario. The ANCS II is a promising chart production and maintenance system 
but to fully exploit its capabilities, more work is needed in the arcas of data base smcturc 
design and data base management. Once a decision is made as to the question of separare 
data bases-single product versus single data base-multiple products, a better appreciation 
for the role of generalization within the system can be gained. The ability to generate 
multiple products from a single data base is obviously a desired approach but current scale 

change routines are not sophisticated enough to outweigh the overhead costs of carrying 
multiple scale coverages. This report, however, pointed out some of the techniques, and 
provided a framework within which a complete gencralizatiodscale-change system could 
be designed. 



3.4 Endnotes 

1U.S. Department of Commerce (1986), p.2-119. The Nautical Chart Manual is intended 
to provide a comprehensive dqcumentation of cartographic standards, procedures, and 
policies for use within the National Ocean Service in the production of nautical charts. 
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4.0 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, & RECOMMENDATIONS 

There are a wide variety of generalization procedures and.algorithms available for 
vector data processing. These arc derived from many different disciplines and, as such, do 

not necessarily comply with the specific requirements of geographicaVcartographic data. It 
was shown in this report that "generalization" is a cornplek'concm that must be addressed 
by NOS to reduce the size and complexity of an MC&G data base and to support scale 
reductions for multi-product exploitation of a single data base. An integrated approach to 
transforming the input data+xisting digital data bases, raster-scanned maps, cham, and 
images, as well as new lineal digitized data-into "duced" data sets can be realized given 
an understanding of the techniques available.] This report has accomplished uhat. 

This Section of the report will fmt provide a brief summary of the topics considered 
to be of importance when evaluating the effectiveness of the various algorithms for the 
entire range of the data reduction process. 

4.1 Summary-General Observations 

A number of general considerations should k d e  when judging &e effectiveness 
of all generatiation algarithms. For example: 

The ability of chart generalization to mimic manual methods is not essential; 
manual methods merely provide a baseline to evaluate the automated methods.2 

The generalization practice cannot, and should not, be canied out without 
adquate accompanying information to aid in the determination of the proper 
generalization procedures to select. This obviously raises some serious 
concerns in an automated- or semi-automated production environment that is 
involved in only the product finishing stages of production. A thorough 
knowledge of the original distribution is required in order to accurately perform 
the generalization; it is inadvisable to base one generalization upon another. 

Omission of features based simply upon size is likely to be erroneous. The 
physical character of an area may k expressed by the domination of many like 
featrpcs. If smaller f c a m  w ~ t  arbiuarily eliminated the xesultant genralization 
would indicate a completely different character. Thus, the m e  geographical and 
geomorphological characteristics of areas need to be maintained, even if it 
r q u k s  combination, exaggeration, and displacement. 

Automated generalization routines should mimic manual methods only in terms 
of selecting the same characteristic. or shape-Crincal, spatial relationships that a 
cartographer, OT most cartographers, would choose. 



Topological relationships should be retained even after the generalization in the 
went that the data is used for analytical pn>cesses. 

e 

e 

Different types of features may require diffehg generalization routines, or the 
same mutine with diffcrrnt levels of generalization tolerances applied. . 

Each technique has an associated impact on data set intcgrity-techniques either 
(1) retain all data; or (2) result in the loss or modification'of data. 
Implementation of a particular generalization algorithm must acknowledge this 
underlying concern by farecasting the expected usage of the data set If the data 
is to be used for navigation and guidance or some other accuracy-critical 
function, then the technique must not cause any significant data loss that will 
impair the functionality of the corresponding system. This, of course, must be 
within the context of the scalechange required to support a particular product. 
On the other hand, data used for merely visual reference can undergo limited 
loss or modification of the data as long as these changes arc not at the expense 
of the visual integrity of the data. 

Following the assumption that some amount of data loss is inevitable (whether 
intentional of not), the visible affects of data reduction, either through heuristic 
observations or based upon statistical and quantitative support, must not be , 

detrimental to the intended use of the product. 

Each technique has some statistical accuracy associated with the generalization 
process-evaluation of this supporting statistical data is warranted if data 
accuracyisimpwt 

The balance of generalization between different features needs to be carefully 
controlled. Thus, features which are related in m e  fashion-such as the form 
of the land suface and &ainage+nust be considered together. 

The temptation to under-generalize where there is available space, and to over- 
generalize where features are crowded together, must be avoided; that is, 
generalization should be consistently applied ~crross the c h m  

Processing times, as previously noted, arc limited in the production 
environment. Some techniques that have an almost perject generalization at a 
significantly llcduced processing cost over the pevecz technique might be a more 
logical choice. 

There ah some instances where the selection of one technique may be more 
appropriate over another technique even within the same data type. For 
example, sounding data compression for display purposes obviously can 
undergo more significant ductions than CM sounding information used for 
navigation purposes. 

The order of processing for tach of the techniques is an 'kea that requires much 
more knowledge than is cumntty available today. There is little indication that 
there is an "avenge" generalization pmccss, or even nquircmcnt, so developing 
a standard procedure within a serial computer cnn d y  solve a limited set of the 



problems. The drive here is to solve os many of those problems with a limited 
number of techniques. 

Generalization can be performed in software, hardware, firmware, etc. The 
advantages and disadvantage of each of these should be evaluated against initial 
and replacement costs, implementation timelines, processor speeds, and any 
other factors that Muencc a makehuy decision. For example, are there any 
examples within the current market place? How cost effective B T ~  they? What 
are their nIiability factors? 

One must consider how data base management strategies affect the selection of a 
particular technique. For example, do sector mapping strategies, update smp 
sizing trade-offs, and indexing scheme complexities affect the generalization 
process. 

How does the selection of particular data structures affect the generalization? 
Will the selection of one over another aid or hinder the generalization process? 
For example, will the selection of topological data structures' usefulness 
outweigh the overhead costs of carrying the mpological pointers? 

What type of data base indexing scheme is most appropriate for storage and 
retrievals; that is, is an R-tree, KDB-tree, Quaduee, B-tree, or some other 
indexing scheme most appropriate for all, or some, of the data? 

4.2 Summary4pecific Observations 

Simplification. When evaluating the effectiveness of simplification algorithms, 
the following factors should be considd:3 

Simplification algorithms should ideally reduce a data set to a minimum of 
points, by rejection of redundant points, or through the selection of significant 
points. 

Simplification algorithms should operate within the imperceptible realm, 
whereby map readers can perceive no difference in the line bcfon and after 
simplification. 

Featun locations should not deviate significantly h m  their correct locations. 

Features are generalized, not lines. This implies that inter- and intra- 
relationships between various feature sets must be considered in the 
generalization process. 

Small irrrgularities should be rcrnovcd from the lines, however, the character of 
the line should be maintained 



Combination. Many cartographic feanvcs will need to be combined to support 
product- or scale-change objectives. The effectiveness of combination algorithms must 
address the following: 

Combination of like features must obviously combine only those features that 
can be combined accarding to the specific product quirements. 

The combination of features must take into account the nature of the physical 
separation between features. If the attribution is simply a classification of a 
major element-such as small areas of forest combining into one because the 
forest and intervening spaces characterize different aspects of the land 
surface-then they can be grouped together. On the other hand, if small features 
are separated by different physical elements-small island (land) with 
intmcning water-they should not generally be combined. 

Features that would otherwise be deleted from the product because of scale 
implications must .only be combined to suit the needs of the chosen chart 
purpose. 

The new spatial depiction of the combined feature must k a logical extension of 
the individual entities p u p d ;  that is, the gcncral form of the features (such as 
shape) should be maintained. 

The measuredarea of the combined area should remain roughly the same as the 
am of the individual components. 

.e The implication of the combination must be assessed before the features arc 
grouped. For instance, will the agglomeration of numerous small lakes into a 
single body of water violate political ownership and resulting depiction on the 
graphic. 

Refinement. Distributions of cartographic features will need to be refined to 
supporr scale-change objectives. The effectiveness of refinement algorithms must address 
the following: . In general, the original character, form, size, and spaces of the fcanucs should 

k maintained despite dccrtasn . g number. 

The generalization is not only the deletion of features but also the graphic 
rtpnscntation of the m e  distribution by fewer and co~fser means. 

As less infarmation is shown locationally, it becomes increasingly important for 
the symbology to reflect the important characteristics of the feature. This 
requires an understanding of the real geographic features involved. For 
example, during scale reduction it is not possible to shown all meanders of a 
river in the true locations, but the fact that the river is characttri~ by meanders 
should not k lost. 



Spacings between features, shapes of the original features, and oritntations 
should k maintained as closely as possible in the reduction; that is, vhe general 
impression of the black-white ratio and distributional character should be 
consistent b e e n  the original and d u d  scales. 

Features of landmark significance must be omitted from the refinement 
procedure so as not to lose that signifcant characteristic. 

Conversion. The geomeuic depiction of many cartographic features will need to 
be convened to support product- or scale-change objectives. The effectiveness of 
conversion algorithms must &ss the following: 

In the collapse of features, centerlines should bc mainataincd 

Conversion of like featuns must obviously convert only those featuns that can 
be converted according to the specific product requirements. 

Conversion of like features must examine the specific aruibution of the features 
to ensure that only exact features be converted. 

The conversion must not detract from the individual importance of any 
Significant feanulc. 

Relationships with other features must be assessed and evaluated against the 
conversion result; that is, will the aggregation of two houses into a larger house 
violate the topological relationships of a road that runs between them? 

Features that would otherwise be deleted from the product because of scale 
implications must only k converted to suit the needs of the chosen chan 
purpose. 

The new spatial depiction of the converted feature must k a logical extension of 
the original feature or features; that is, the general form of the fearuns (such as 
shape) should k maintained. 

Displacement. Due to the symbolization step of product finishing, many 
cartographic features will need to be displaced in order to fit within the graphic constraints 
of a chart. The effectiveness of displacement algorithms must addrcss the following: 

Feanvl~ associations must k considemi. This is especially important in f a w e  
displacement, knowing what the spatial relationships of the features are. 

' 0  The displacement must dIow not only for the printing resolution of features on 
the graphic, but also the visual acuity of the map readers. Features will tend to 
blend into othcrs. 

The bponance of features must guide the displacement process; that is, less 
impanant features must k dsplaced away hxn more important ones. 



The impact of displacement on other conflicts must be determined. 
Displaccmancnt propagation needs to be evaluated. 

The creation of labelling conflicts due to feature type conversion must be 
addressed in the symbolization stage, not in the type placement surge. 

Featwes that arc associated with one another (such as a road and railroad going 
over the same bridge) must be displaced the same. relative to other features. 

conflicts with the chart background necd to be eliminated. 

Smoothing. Vector data set manipulations should not cease with the simplification 
processes. Instead, these data can be further manipulated through effective exploitation of 
linear smoothing algorithms. The effectiveness of linear smoothing algorithms must 
address the following: 

Smoothing algorithms operate before and/or after simplification, and produce 
smoother, more natural-looking linear features which have been modified in 
their spatial locations. 

The algorithms should operate within the barely-perceptible realm, whereby 
map readers can perceive no major difference in the line before and after 
smoothing. 

The requirement for smoothing operations when dealing with raster-graphic 
display devices may not be warranted depending on the resolution and typc of 
the display monitor. Raster displays will render smoothing operations 
ineffective due to aliasing effects. Vector-based gmphic displays, however, can 
k improved with smoothing operations. 

Compaction. The following considerations should be addressed when evaluating 
the effectivmess of autmnated linear compaction algorithms. 

If a compaction technique is chosen, speed is of the essence in the 
decompaction.process in the production process. Compaction, on the other 
hand, is not as time-critical. Yet, then are implicir/explicit relationships between 
the compression and decompression processes. These need to k considered in 
the selection of a particular technique. 

Tbe highest compaction ratios that can be expected €ium a particular approach 
are not necessarily the ideal selection. This compression ratio must k balanced 
with the overall encoder/dtcodcr axnplexity. 

Compaction algorithms should ideally reduce the overall memory, uansmission, 
and storage requirements of the data set without resulting in any obvious 
associated increase in processing times due to the compaction algorithm 
selection. 



Besides compressing the data sets, the compaction routines should make the 
processing of the data more efficient by removing the unnecessary, and 
sometimes arbitrary, level of detail. 

Compaction encoder complexity must consider the associated decornpaction 
decoder complexity. A n-fold decrease in storage reQuircmcnts is not an 
appropriate selection if then is an n-fold increase in decoding processing time 
or decoder complexity. 

Linear digital data sets can be compacted using a technique such as Chain 
Coding. It is not appropriate at this time to forecast a percentage change in the 
storage requirements, however, because this "increase" or "decrease" will be 
dependent, in part, on the overall complexity of the source material. Large 
numbers of point features obviously will not be affected by compaction 
routines. On the other hand, a greater number of linear and/or areal features wil) 
result in an associated denease in storage using compaction routines. 

4.3 Conclusions and Recommendations 

Preliminary recommendations for set of integrated techniques that could together 
meet the requirements require that vector data sets undergo some form of cartographic 
generalization to reduce the overall data base size. This should k an integrated process of 
feature selection, simplification, combination, conversion, refinement, displacement, 
smoothing, and compaction to support the generation of scale-, application-, or function- 
specific data bases. Selection should be based upon the intended use of the productldata 
base. Simplification should be k canographicall y-sound using a linear simplification 
algorithm such as the Lang Tolerancing or Douglas Corridor selection. Feature 
Conversion, Combination, Refinement, and Displacement must k pcrfoxmed with respect 
to the individual product rquinrnents, while still maintaining the characteristics of the 
original information. It is here that the level of current automated generalization 
maturity+r, more appropriately, immaturity-must be most evident. Smoothing of the 
linear digital data files should k consistent with the type and resolution of the graphics 
display. Here, a simple weighting function should suffice. Finally, some form of 
compaction, such as Chain Coding, should be applied to all linear data fdes. 



4.4 Endnotes 
~ -~ 

1"Reducd" data in this sense indicates the end-result, transformed data bases that have 
undergone the entire range of reduction manipulations-comprtssion, generalization, 
simplification, compaction, and coding- reduce the storage, memory, and transmission 
requirements. 
a ldwe l l ,  Douglas R., et al. (1984). 
%inear simplification of vector-based data is still an c i rg ing  research topic. Even so, the 
canographic community maintains that its development cycle has passed its infancy stages 
and is now at an overall level of sophistication whereby these techniques can be effectively 
applied to linear digital data sets to support the data reduction processes. At present, 
simplification algorithms, such as the Lang Tolerancing and Douglas Corridor, are 
considered to be the most cartographically-sound for point removal. The Lang algorithm is 
an excellent choice as an initial "cleaning" or low-pass filter, while the Douglas algorithm is 
more appropriate for those features requiring more stingent generalization. Both choices 
should be considered in the development of the ANCS II production system. 

' 
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Appendix BCoftware Overview 

B.l Introduction 

As part of the CARTOGEN program, PGSC designed and developed a Line 
Simplification Shell to support the test and perfoxmance of various software algorithms 
for line simplification, smoothing, and measurement. The shell allows for cycles of 
simplification, smoothing, and measurement to be performed (and their results evaluated) 
repeatedly until the Qui t  option is selected. It was developed and programmed in C and 
consists of 2783 lines of executable code.1 The Shell runs on Sun workstations under 
Sunview's windowing environment. 

The shell is invoked by entering the linesimp command at the UnixlM C shell 
prompt. After initialization, the shell's icon is displayed in the upper left comer of the 
screen. "Opening" this icon by selecting it with the left (selection) mouse button brings up 
the shell's Control Panel, which allows for the interactive selection of the shell's various 
algorithms and options. The Control Panel is explained in detail in Appendix B.2 of this 
report. The shell also provides a Display Window to graphically present the original 
(input) line and the modified (output) line. The input line can be drawn fkom scratch using 
the mouse. This window is funher explained in Appendix B.3 of this rcpon. Finally, a 
Coordinates Window is provided for actual line coordinate data, which can be 
examined and saved to a f i e  and, in the case of the input line, entered manually or loaded 
&om an existing file. This window is fully explained in Appendix B.4 of this report. 

B.2 Control Panel 

The basic event flow f a  the Line Simplification shcll is as follows: 

Select or verify the cOOrdinate data for algorithm execution. If desired, enter or 
load new data into the input coordinates side; 

On the Conml Panel, select an algorithm to be performed for simplification, 
smoothing, of measwemenr, 

Execute the algorithm and examine its xesults. 

The following f i p  explains the con001 Panel. 



B.2.1 Algorithm Selection Using Pop-up Menus 

The curnntly sclecttd methods far simplification, smoothing, and measrPcmtnt are 
displayed in bold face on the control panel. To change an individual setting, bring the 
mouse pointer to point to any of the following: the method bunon (shown in oval on the 

left), title (in the middle), or current name (in boldface on the right). Then press and hold 
the right (menu) mouse button, which pops up the top-most menu for that method set (see 
figure below). 

Processing * 
Unconstrained Extended Local Processing 10 
Constrained Local Processing * 
Global Processing * 

Any item on the menu which has a right unow at its right indicates the existence of 
a subordinate menu for that item. These "pull-right" menus tue then displayed by-while 



still holding down the mouse menu button-moving the mouse pointer over to the right 
mow until the pull-right menu pops up, as in the figure below. 

Independent Point Processing 
Local Processing 4 "c 

These subordinate menus may have pull-rights of their own, allowing an extensive 
hierarchy to be displayed in a neat and concise manner without permanently tying up screen 
space (this is why these menus arc often referred to as "walking" menus for the step-like 
method used to display them). 

Actual algorithm names arc at the bottom end of the menu smcture, and are 
separated by lines within their menus. Once the desired algorithm is selected (highlighted) 
within this bottom-level menu, releasing the mouse menu button now sets the actual 
algorithm name for that method on the Conml Panel. This remains in effect until explicitly 
changed later. This menu selection process is similar for all menus in the SunView 
environment 

Then is a menu structure for each of simplificarion, smoothing, and measuremenr, 

independent fiom each other, that is, setting the simplification method has no effect on the 
smoothing method, etc. 

B.2.2 Executing the Desired Algorithm 

Once set using the walking menus, the desired algorithm is executed by pointing to 

the method button (in the oval) and selecting it with the mouse. Again, executing one has 
no effect on the other methods; that is, selecting the Simplify button strictly performs the 
simplification with no smoothing and no measurements. In the case of S impl i fy  or 
Smooth, the results arc displayed, after automatically clearing any previous output, on the 
Display and Coordinates Windows' output sides. Some algorithms require user input for 
parameter vaIues,.such as a tolerance. If so, a "pop-up" window is displayed to allow e n q  

. 



of the required value. Then select the OK button to continue. In the case of Measure, the 
results arc shown at the bottom of the Con001 Panel. 

B.2.3 Reset and Quit Buttons 

Selecting the Reset button resets the three method names to their respective 
default. Selecting the Quit button exits the shell. 

B.2.4 Show/Hlde and Overlay/No Overlay Buttons 

If either the Display or the Coordinates Window is not visible on the screen, 
selecting the appropriate Show button on the Control Panel displays that window. Once 
either window is shown, its Show button then toggles to Hide, so you can conml what is 
being displayed on the scrcen.at any time. Of course, thcsc windows behave in othtmise 
standard SunVicw fashion by providing the standard "window" menu shown when 
pressing the mouse menu button anywhere along the window's frame. 

The Overlay button is provided to allow you to examine the modified line 
overlaid on top of the original line. Once the lines an overlaid, this button toggles to No 
Overlay, allowing you to reset the input display. 

B.3 The Displays Window 

As mention4 above, this window allows graphical representations for the original 
and modified lines. This window is made up of two "canvases" on which the lines are 
drawn, each of which is fully scrollable. Currently, they default to lo00 x loo0 pixels in 
size, partially shown in a window So0 x 500 pixels wide. Thest parameters arc, however, 
easily modified An example of the Display Window is shown below. 



The cursor here is made up of two fine "cross-hairs," shown here in white, which 
allows pncisc alignment while creating input h e s .  

B.3.1 Creating an Input Line 

In addition to loading an existing line f h m  a standard Unix file, you can mate or 
modify the cunent input side of the display by using the mouse? Simply clicking the left, 
or selection, mouse button anywhat in the input canvas aeates a new coordinate. Cnating 
new coordinates then draws vectors between each pair of coordinates, building the line 
segment by segment. You can also "drag" the mouse (while holding the mouse selection 
button down) creating a sequence of man b e l y  spaced coordinates. This method allows a 
smoother line shape, but mates coordinates more rapidly. Notice that each line point is 
drawn enlarged and of a different color than the line segments. These colors can be 
ConrnIlCd as explained below. 

B.3.2 Using the Display Menu 

Then is a menu shared between the left and right sides of the Display Window. 
This menu is shown by pressing and holding the mouse menu'buaon within the borders of 



either display. The av,ailable options, which generally apply to the side where the menu is 
popped up, =: 

Cl08r 
Zoom 
Color 

The Clear option simply clears the appropriate canvas, along with its 
contsponding coodinate ma& in the coordinates Window. If selected on the input side, 
the output side is dditionally cleared. 

The Zoom option allows the capability to zoom in on a small area of the canvas, 
enlarging each pixel in that area. This option does not presently exist in the software, but, if 
it did, could provide for several levels of zooming--such as 2X, 4X, lox, etc. 

The Color option has a pull-right menu which controls the color of Points, 
Lines, A i m s ,  Foreground, and background, each of which has a pull-right for 
stletkg from a set of actual display colors. Note that choosing a calor for the foreground 
(cross-hairs and scrollbars) and background applies to both canvases simultaneously. 

B.4 The Coordinates Window 

The coordinates Window displays the X, Y, and 2 coordinate values far each point 
on the input and output lines. The Z coordinate is provided to accomodate data which 
contains the third dimension. Be aware however that some algorithms arc not affected by 
the 2 values! Each side of the window contains a file and button panel at the top, and a 
spreadsheet-like matrix for the actual coofdinates below. The coordinates Windows consist 
of two parts: (1) the File Panels; and (2) the Coordinate Matrices. An example of the 
coordinates Window is illusuated below. 



Path: 
File: 

Path: 
File: 

1 'I  
2 1  
3 1  
4 1  
5 1  
6 1  
7 1  
8 1  
S I  

10 I 
11 I 
12 I 
13 I 
14 I 
15 I 
16 I 
17 I 
16 I 
19 I 
20 I 
21 I 
22 I 

2s I 

23 I 
24 I 
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I 
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I 
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I 
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I 
I 
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I 

B.4.1 The File Panels 

You can Save and, for the input side, Load the coordinate data using standard 
Unk files. The Load button is shown only when the input side is empty, while the Save 
buttons arc shown only when the appropriate side contains coordinate data. nlac is also a 



C h a r  button, provided for each side when data exists, duplicating the function of the 
Clear menu choice described in Appendix B.3 above. 

In order to load or save data, the appropriate file name (and full or partial Unix path 
name, if applicable) must k entered in the spaces provided. This must k an existing file 
for the input Load option, while it may k a new or existing file for the Save option. A 
short message is displayed klow the fde name indicating the SUNS of the Load or Save 

action when the appropriate button is selected with the mouse. 

B.4.2 The Coordinate Matrices 

. Each coordinate matrix simply displays the X, Y, and Z values for the lines, if any, 
shown in the Display Window. In addition, the input ma& can k used as a standard 
spreadshat to enter coordinate data (this is why the cursor takes the shape of a m s s  in this 
panel). The current cell contains a blinking cam, indicating where data entered from the 
keyboard will be applied. A value is entered by typing it and hitting Tab or Return, 
advancing the caret to the next cell in the matrix. You can also use Shift-Tab or Shift- 
R e m  to "backspace" the cam to the previous cell in the mauix. Finally, you can use the 
mouse cursor by pointing at and selecting any cell in the manix, thus making it the c m n t  
cell. Note also that each coordinate matrix can be scrolled individually in the vertical 
direction. As each set (X-Y-2) of coordinates is c n t d ,  the line segment msponding to 

the line between the new point and the last is drawn on the input canvas. 

B.5 Current System Implementation 

The software shell cunently includes menu support to Simplify, Smooth, and 
Measure lines. The following figure illustrates the overall menu suucture with those items 
that arc currently implemented, shaded.3 



B.6 Conclusion 

The b e  Simplification Shell provides NOS with a mhesive tcstbcdl environment in 
which to design, implement, and evaluate linear simplification and smoothing algorithms 
for application to nautical charting data. This tool provides a platform fkom which an 
intelligent assessment can be made of the performance of generalization algorithms and 
their applicability to NOS products. 



B.7 Endnotes 

'The some code is included at the end of section B.7 of this report. 
2An existing line may have been previously digitized OT entered manually. 
311 should be noted that the breakout of smoothing algoritms dots not parallel that which is 
presented in section 2.2.3.4 (Feature Smoothing) of this report. During the evolutionary 
process of developing this software shell, an initial breakout was used to prepare the menu 
structure. After some further work in the generalization study effort, this decomposition 
was updated and is reflected so in the text. The software, however, remains in the original 
form. 
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4includa <muntool/munviaw.h* 
4includa <muntool/pmal.h, 
4includa <runtool/unvar.h> 
Oincludr <~untool/aerollbar.b 
4 h C l U d O  < 8 t d i O . h +  
4lncluda e ~ f h .  h> 

/* 

4dafina SIl@-NTH-PT 11 

Siwl i f iC8 t ion  l l y n U  COn8fUlt8 
* /  

4dafina SIl@_RWDOM_PT 12 
#dafina SImJJNE-WXDTH 21 
4defina SI~oEUCLIDLcu9 22 
4daf in. SIm-PERPENDIC 23 
bdafina SIl@_MCULIR 24 
4daf in. SIl@-DIST-ANCIS 25 
#def ina SIB@-RETJM&N 31 
4dafino SIl@_ROBER= 32 
4daf in. SIIQ_LANG 41 
4dafina SIt@-JOHANNSW 42 

4dafina SIl@_DOUGLAS 51 

/* 

4dafina SIl@oOPHEIM 43 

* ’  8aaoOfhbg llnU C O n 8 t M t 8  
*/ 

4dafina SnOO-SfkQLE-AVE 11 
4dafina SUW-WEIGHT-AVE 12 
ddafina St4W-FUD-LWR 13 
4dafina SMOO-PPIIULS 21 
4dafha 8nW-BROPHYS 22 
4dafina SHW-CUBIC_SP 31 
4dofina SHWoPARhB-SP 32 
4daf h a  SnW_B-SPLI#E 33 
#&fin. SMOO_BEZIER~CUR 34 

/* 
Control pmnal con8tant8 

*/ 
Odafino CONTROL-UIDTX-1 36 
4 d a f b a  CONTROL_WIDTH-2 30 
4daLina SIrS_rrar 0 

C 
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95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 

102 
a oi 

Idofin. 851OOJlW 1 
'dofino m - R W  2 
idof in0 BUTTa-RW 3 
Idof in0 DIF-RW 0 
Idofin. --RW 1 
Idof ine SIIB-DEFAULT aD~~gl~a-P~~k.ra 
idefino SHOO-DEFAULT *Nono" 
idef in. --DEFAULT a A b e ~ l ~ t o ~ a  
Idofin. SI)B-DEFAWLT-VALUE SIt@-DOUGLAS 
Idofin. SHOOoDEFAULT-VALUE S m - N O N E  
Idofin. m-DEFAULT_VUUE mS-ABS 
Idofin. W - W U R E S  5 
Idofin. 001 87.0 /* roundod # pix018 i n  1 inch (aDotr Per Inch") * /  
Idof in0 TOL-DEFAULT *lo" 

/* 
Graphica CMV86.8 COnlfMt8 

*/ 
#dof in. .CANVAS-W-X 1000 
#dofino CANVAS-W-Y 1000 
#dofino INIT-WIDTH 500 
#dofino INIT-HEIGHT so0 

/* 
Color rrp con~tantr  

#drf inr R 0 
#define G 1 
#dofino B 2 
#define COmR-W-SIZE I) 

#dofino BAQIliROUND , 0 .  
4d.f in. FOREliROUND 1 
#define IN-POINT-COLOR 2 
+dofino IN_LINE-COrXIR 3 
#dofino IN-4REA-COLOR 4 . 
4dmfinm WToPOINToCOIDR 5 
#dofino OUToLINE_COLOR 6 
+dofine OOToAREA~COLOR 7 
/* 

'/ 

. Color -nu conatant6 103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
1.12 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 

*/ 
#dofino WIIITE . 
#define GREEN 
#dofino RED 
#dofino BLUE 
+define - 
#dofino CYAN 
#dofino IBIGENTA 
adofino BLAcI( 
#dofino (;RAY 
#dofino LIGHT_PID 
adofino LIGHT-mN 
# M i n o  WGXT-BLUE 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8. 
9 

11 
12 

i o  
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toloran co-t oxt_itom. 
tolormc8._ok_button; 

r t a t i c  8tmct 
pixroct *rinplify-button_inmgo~ 

*.nroothoobuttonoi~g.r 
*nmrmure-button-inuq, 
+nrotobutton-inugo . 
*quit-buttonoim8ger 
*.how_button-ia18go. 
*hi&-but ton_irnago e 

*ovor l~y~but ton~imrgo,  
*nO-OVerl8y_buftOn-~90* 
*lo8dobutton-im8go, 
clurobut t on-ilargo 

*uvr-button-im8ge; 
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2 s  
254 
255 
256 
2S7 
256 
259 
2 60 
261 
2 62 
2 63 
264 
2 65 
266 
267 
2 68 
269 
210 
271 
272 
273 
214 
275 
216 
217 
218 
279 
280 
281 
2 82 

' 283 
284 
2e5 
286 
287 
288 
289 
290 
291 
2 92 
2 93 
2 94 
2 95 
296 
2 97 
290 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
301 

309 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314  
31s 

)OB 

control_bg_eolor = (255, 215, 25S), /* white */  
control_fg_eolor - (000. 000, 2bb). /* blue 9 /  

popup_,-color - (2SS. 25S, 2551, /* white */  
popup-fg_color = (255, 000, OOO}; P rrd */ 

mtatic 8trUet 
---P 

map; 
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31 6 
317 
318 
31 9 
320 
321 
322 
323 
324 
32s 
326 
327 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
337 
338 
339 
340 
341 
342 
343 
344 
345 
3 4 6  
347 
348 
349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
356 
357 
358 
359 
160 
361 
3 62 

/* Internal procoduna c function8 */ 
doublo , 

void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 

. void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
?Oid 

-Void. . .  - 
DMd-8Otting 
Void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 

void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 

. Void 

. 0; 
0 t 
0 i 
0 t 
0 c 
0 t 
0; 
0 : 
0 t 
0 t 
0 t 
0 t 
0 t 
0 t 
0 t 
0 t 
0 t 
0 ; 
0 t 
0; 
0; 
0 i 
0 : 
0 ; 
0 t 
0; 
0 ; .  
0 i 
0 t 
0 i 
0 ; 
0 t 
0 ; 
0 t 
0 : 
0; 
0; 



~ 
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363 
364 
365 
366 
367 
368 
369 
370 
311 
372 
373 
314 
315 
316 
311 
318 
s79 
?)eo 
381 
382 
383 
384 

I* 
Dmfine umet interfece i t a m  ( ~ l l u i ,  fr-8. panel.. etc. 1 . then k g i n  procesring. 

*/ 

1 /e b i n  */ 
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313s 
3e6 
381 
388 
389 
s90 
391 
392 
393 
394 
3 9s 
396 
391 
398 
399 
400 
4 01 
4 02 
403 
404 
405 ' 

1 /+ oalc-dirtmcm +/  
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4 01 
4 08 
4 09 
410 
4 1 1  
4 12 
4 13 
414 
415 
416 
417 
418 

void 
cloar_coordinapm (itom. .wont 1 

Panol_iton itm; 
Evrnt * .vant i  

/* 

*/ 
Char tho currmt input coordirutom . .  

419 
420 
421 
422 
423 
424 
425 
426 
421  
426 
429 
430 
431 
432 
433 
434 
435. -...- 
436 
4 37 
438 
439 
440 
441 
442 
443 
4 4 4  
4 4 5  
446 
447 
448 
449  - 
4 50 
451 
452 
453 
454 
455 
456 
457 
450 
459 
4 60 
4 61 
4 62 
4 63 
464 
465 
466 
467 ) 
4 68 

PIX-SRC) ; 
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469 
410 
411 
412 
413 
414 
415 
416 
411 
418 
419 
4 80 
4 81 
4 82 
4 83 
404 
465 
486 
481 
488 
489 
4 90 
4 91 
4 92 
4 93 
4 94 
4 95 
4 96 
4 97 
498 
499 

501 
502 
503 
504 
505 
506 
507 
508 
509 
$10 
511 
512 
513 
514 
515 
516 
511 
518 
519 
I20 
521 
522 
b23 
S24 
525 
526 
521 
528 
S29 
530 
531 

500 

manu-create ( 

rimplification-=nu = 
mnu-create ( 
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532 
s33 
534 
535 
536 
537 
538 
539 
540 
541 
542 
543 
54 4 
545 
546 
547 
54 8 
5 4  9 
550 
551 
ss2 
s53 
554 
555 
556 
557 
558 
55s 
560 
5 61 
'562 
5 63 
5 64 
565 
566 
567 
568 
569 
570 
571 
572 
573 
574 
575 
576 
577 
578 
579 
sieo ' 

581 
562 
583 
584 
585 
586 
587 
588 
589 ' 
5 90 
591.  
592 
5 93 
594 

0 ) :  

aParkal'8 k - t r i c  Filtor", 

a'8rophya8 Ep8ilon Filter". 
snoo_l?pIIuLs* 

moo-tmopwus, 
do-maroothing-chic. . 
TRUE. 
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595 
696 
s97 
5 98 
599 
600 
601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
606 
607 
608 
609 

* 610 
611 
612 
613 
614 
615 
616 
617 
61 8 
619 
620 
621 
622 
623 
62 4 
625 

"62 6 
627 
62 a 
629 
630 
631 
632 
633 
634 
635 
636 
637 
638 
639 
640 
641 
642 
643 
644 
645 
a46 
647 
648 
649 
650 
651 
652 
653 
654 
655 
656 
657 

mSinuority", 
~ o s I w ,  
doonmasuromnt~choico . 
Ilhit.", 
U?lITE* 
mRod" . 
RED * 
"Green", 
QIEEN. 
"Blu." 
BLUE. 
mYellou" , 
YELLOW, 
"Cyan" , 
CYAN. 
Wagonfa" , 
IOLGENTA, 
'Bl.ck", . 

BLACK, 
TRm 
d ~ ~ c o l o r ~ ~ o i c o ,  

mUhitow, 
IblITE. 
'Light Rod" , 
LIGHT-RED, 

LIGHTOGREEN, 
%aght Bluo" . 
LIGHT-ELOE, 
"Gray" , 
Q U Y ,  
m'81ack", 
=Cx. 
TRUE. 
d ~ ~ c o l o r ~ c h o i c o  . 

Groan" . 

I 
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658 
659 
6 60 
661 
6 62 
6 63 
664 
6 65 
666 
661 
668 
669 
610 
671 
672 
673 
674 

0 )  i 



676 
677 
67 8 
679 
680 
681 
682 
683 
684 
685 
686 
687 
688 
689 
6 90 
6 91 
6 92 
6 93 
694 
69s 
696 
691 
698 
699 
700 
701 
7 02 
103 
704 
7 05 
706 
7 07 
708 
709 
710 
711 
712 
713. .  
714 
715 . 
716 
711 
718 
719 
720 
721 
722 
723 

.724 
725 
726 
127 
128 
729 
730 
731 
732 
733 
734 
735 
736 
737 

/* 
Dofino n-dod 8unVimw f r m r ,  p n o l r ,  unva r r r ,  otc. 

*/ 

linorhup-icon - /* conttol-fr.w (rholl)  icon */ 
icon-croato ( I c o w - r ~ v  & i c o n ~ i u o c t  , 

0 )  t 
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138 
139 
140  
1 4 1  
142  . 
143 
'144 
745 
146 
741 
148 
749 
750 
151 
152 
153 
754 
75s 
156 
757 
758 
759 
7 60 
161. 
162 
163 
7 64 
765 
766 
161 

. ' l68 
769 
170 
711 
772 
773 
774 
775 
176 
771 
778 
719 
780 
181 
182 
783 
784 
785 

701 
7e6 

tee 
7e9 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
798 
199 
600 
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801 
802 
803 
804 
805 
806 
801 
808 
809 
810 
811 
812 
813 
814 
a15 
816 
817 
818 
819 
820 
821 
822 
023 
824 
825 
826 
827 
82 8 
829 
836 
831 
832 
833 
834 
835 
83 6 
837 
838 
839 
840 
841 
842 
843 
844 
845 
846 
847 
848 
849 
850 
851 
852 
853 
854 
855 
056 
857 
858 
859 
860 
861 
8 62 
863 

_ .  
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864 
863 
866 
067 
868 
869 
870 
871 
872 
873 
074 
07s 
816 
077 
818 
879 
880 
881 
882 
083 
884 
885 
886 
887 
888 
889 
8 90 
8 91 

'8S2 
8 93 
094- 
8 95 
896 
897 
898 
899 
900 
901 
902 
903 
904 
905 
906 
901 
908 
909 
910 
911 
912 
913 
914 
915 
01 6 
917 
91 e 
919 
920 
921 
922 
923 
924 
925 
926 

. t o l ~ r ~ n c o g o p u p  9 

uindw-cro~to ( 

tolormcogopup. PANEL, 
0 ) ;  . 
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927 
928 
929 
930 
931 
932 
933 
934 
93s 
936 
937 
938 
939 
940 
941 
942 
943 
944 
945 
946 
947 
948 
949 
950 
911 
952 
953 
954 
955 
956 
957 
958 
959 
960 
961 
9 62 
963 
964 
965 
966 
9 67 
968 
969 
970 
971 
972 
973 
974 
975 
976 
977 
978 
97 9 
980 
981 
982 
983 
984 
985 
986 
987 
988 
989 

p.th_in_itom - 
p.nol_creato_itom ( 

coor-in-load_button = 
p.nol~creato~itom ( 

coot-in-char-button - 
p.nolocruto~itom ( f i l o o i n p o l v  PANEL-BUTTON, 

Pcwu_LmEL~InnGE, clur_button_imnge, 

PANEL-ITEM-x. 
PANEL-ITEM-Y # 

OMEL-lWTIFY-PROC clear-coordinator , 
0) ; 

PANEL-SHOW-ITEM, TALSE * 
ATTR-COL (1 1 ) e 

ATTR-R- (3 1 e 
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9 90 
991 
9 92 
9 93 
994 
99s 
996 
991 
998 
999 
1000 
1001 
1002 
1003 
1004 
100s 
1006 
1007 
1008 
roo9 
1010 
1011 
1012 
1013 
1014 
101s 
1016 
1017 
1018 
1019 
1020 
1021 
1022 
1023 
1024 
1025 
1026 
1021 
1028 
1029 
1030 
1031 
1032 
1033 
1034 
1035 
1036 
1031 
1038 
1039 
1040 
1041 
1042 
1043 
1044 
104s 
1046 
1041 
1048 
1049 
1050 
1051 
lob2 

cwroout_clurobutton - 
pmol-cruto_itom ( 
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1053 
1054 
1055 
1056 
1057 
1058 
1059 
1060 
1061 
1062 
1063 
1064 
1065 
1066 
1067 
1068 
1069 
1070 
1071 
1072 
1073 
1074 
1075 
107 6 
1077 
1078 
1079 
1080 
1081 

1083 
1084 
1085 

1087 
1088 
1089 
1090 
1091 
1092 
1093 
1094 
1095 
1096 
1097 
1098 
1099 
1100 
u 01 
1102 
1103 
1104 
1105 
1106 
1107 
11 08 
1109 
1110 
1111 
1112 
1113 
1114 
111s 

1082 

1086 

Lcrommgixnet, 
8 ,  a 
O r  
(PIX-SRC I PIX-DST), 
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1116 
11.17 
1118 
1119 
1120 
1121 
1122 
1123 
1124 
1125 
1126 
1121 
1128 
1129 
1130 
1131 
1132 
1133 
1134 
1135 
1136 
1137 
1138 
1139 
1140 
1141 
1142 
1143 
1144 
1145 

1147 
1148 
1149 
11 50 
1151 
1152 
1153 
1154 
1 1 s  
1156 
1157 
1158 
1159 
1160 
11 61 
11 62 
1163 
11 64 
11 65 
1166 
11 61 
1168 
1169 
1110 
1111 
1112 
1113 
1174 
1115 
1176 
1111 
1118 

114.6 
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1179 
1180 
1181 
11 82 
11 83 
1184 
1189 
1186 
1187 
1188 
1189 
1190 
1191 
1192 

I 1193 
11 94 
11 Ob 
1196 
11 97 
1198 
11 99 
1200 
1201 
1202 
1203 
1204 
1205 
1206 
1207 
1208 
1209 
1210 
12 11.- 
1212 
1213 
.1214 
1215 
.1216 
1217 
1218 
1219 
1220 
1221 
1222 
1223 
1224 
1225 
1226 
1227 
1228 
1229 
1230 

WIN-HOUSE-BUTTONS , 
=-DRAG* 
0,  
bandla-cmva 8-w.nt 

CANVASoWUC-X* 
cANvAS-€!luc-Y 
YMSE , 
input-canvas, 
INIT-WIDTH. 
INIT-HE1 (iWT 
draw-cur nor , 
mcrollbar_croatm ( 

BUBBLE-XARCIN 
VERTICAL_LOC, 

ecrollbar-crmate ( 
8CROtZ-EORIZONTAL, 
EORIZONTAL-LOC, 
BWBISMARGIN, 

1231 ) /* dofinm-windoue */ 
' 1232 
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2233 
1234 
1235 
1236 
1231 
1238 
1239 
1240 
1241 
1242 
a z o  
1244 
1245 
1246 
1247 
1248 
1249 
1250 
1251 
1252 
1253 
1254 
1255 
1256 
1251 
1258 
1259 
12 60 
1261 
12 62 
12 63 
12 64 
1265 
1266 
12 67 
12 68 
1269 
1210 
1211 
1212 
1213 
1214 
1215 
1276 
1271 
1218 
1219 
1280 

oolor; 
I 

i n t  
color = (int) mnu-got (mmu-itom, lENU-WUE); 

i f  (lauru-got (mulu, mm-PARErn) - 
unu-find. (color-typ.8--nu, BENO-STRING, a P ~ i n t 8 a ,  0 )  1 

rat-color ( (input) ? INoPOINT~COLOR : OUT-POINT-COLOR, color) ; 
0180 
i f  (m0nu-got (awnu, MEm-PARENT) - 

mu-f ind  (color-typmromnu, mNUJTRING, "Idnor", 0) ) 
8at-color ( (input) ? IkJoLINE-WLOR : OUT-LINE-COLOR, color);  

a180 
i f  (m0nu-got (#nu, NENU-PNlmT) - 

#nu-find (colorotyporolmu, mNP-STRING, "Aroaa", 0 )  1 
mot-eolor ( (input) ? IZJ_ARU_COLOR : OUTJREA-COLOR, color);  

01.. 
LS ~IllUru-g-t (wnu, mEtuvJ?~lm - 

. nnu-find (color~typor_mu,  END-STRING, mFonground", 0 )  ) 
. 8mtocolor .BOREGROUND, color); -"" 
0180 
i f  (Puru-got (suru, Imu-PmEsT) - 

mnu-f ind (color-typo.--nu, mII_STRING, m&ckgroundn 0 )  1 
ut-color  (BACKGROUND, color) ; 

/* 8.t Up nOU COlO-'p fOt -0 CUlV.8 */ 
if (input) ( 

pr-8rtcaunraw ( input-, cm8.caup.n~) ; 
p u s t c o l o a n a p  ( i n p u t p ,  0, COLORoMAP-SIZE, RGBtRl,  RGBtGl, ' R G B D I ) :  

1 
.I.. { 

puu_.otaaanraw ( o u t p u t p .  cru.w-n.l#) : 
prgutcolornmp (outputgw, 0 ,  COLOR_IQLP_SIZE, RCBtRl e RGBtCI , RGBtBll; 

1 

1 /* do_color-ehoico */ 



void 
do-diaplay-choice ( m u ,  wnu-it-, np) 

b n u  Wnu; 
nulu-it .m wnu-itan; 
cad&-t (*np) 0; 

/* 

*/ 
Rrocanr +ha donind dinplay -nu choice 

( 
Event *null_wontt 

m u  gmt (amnu_it.m, W N o _ ~ U E ) ;  /* force .valuation of pullrightn */  
choiga - tint) Imnu_g.t (-nu_item, ~ U _ V A L U E ) ;  
witch (choice) 

eane D I S P - W :  
clear-cootdinatma ( (input) 0 coot-tn-char-button 

bnak; 

/* future capability */ 
break; 

/* nothing nodad */ 

: coor-out_cl.ar_button, null-event); 

-80 DISP-ZOOM: 

cam DISP-COLOR: 

broak: 
dofault: 

broak; . 
. )  /* muitch */ 

1 /* do-dieplay-choice * /  
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1315 
1316 
1311 
1314 
1319 
1320 
1321 
1322 
1323 
1324 
1325 
1326 
1321 
1320 
1329 
1330 
1331 
1332 
a333 
1334 

void 
Uo-donr . ( w i n d o w ,  .wont , Rrg) 

Window windou: 
Evont *.-t : 
c8ddr-t .rgt 

( 
Rural-i tun hutton: 

rindouorot (window,  WINoSROW, FALSE, 0 ) ;  /* clomo'window * I  

button - (window - coordinato_F ram) ? coor-rhou-hido_button 
: dirp_.hou-hido-button; 

panol-rot (button, PANELo~L-IluGE, rhou-button_imgo, 0) t 

t 



/+ 
Potform Dougla8-Pouckor 8iaplifiution 8lgorithm on coordiruto8 

*/ 

( 
int i, cnt, tols 

cnt - (laax-roachod) ? rw+l : sow; 

for (i = 0; i < cnt; i++) ( 

. cnt - Dougla6-Pmuckmr (tole cnt); /* m i q l i f y  it! .*/ 

ocoordtil [el = icoordtil [el; /* Z u i r  not handlod by t h i u  algorithm */ 
.ntor~outocoordirutor t i ) ;  /* draw now lino rogmnt */ 

1 

1 /* */ 
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1335 
1336 
1337 
1338 
1339 
1340 
1341 
1342 
1343 
1344 
1345 
1346 
1347 
1348 
1349 
1350 
1351 
1352 
1353 
1354 
1355 
1356 
1357 
1358 
1359 
1360 
1361 
1362 
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1363 
1364 
1365 
1366 

1368 

1370 
1371 
1312 
1313 
1374 
131s 
1316 
1371 
1378 
1379 
1380 
1381 
1382 
1383 
1384 
1385 
1386 
1387 
1388 
1389 
1390 
13 91 
1392 
1393 
1394 
1395 
1396 
1391 
1398 
1399 
1400 
1401 
1402 
1403 
1404 
1405 
1406 
1401 
1408 
1409 
1410 
1411 
1412 
1413 
1414 
1415 
1416 
1417 
1418 
1419 
1420 
1421 
1422 
1423 
1424 
1425 

la67 

1369 

void 
do~~~m~ruro-abmolutmr () . 
/* 

Horruro nulakt o i  coordinatoa, tot81 longth, t o t a l  L U L I ~  of a lino 
*/ 

( 
8mtiC 
int i, iaht, oalt; 

dwblo ilur, olur: 

c&r 

C 

8 f 8 f i C  
rasur-t  [ 80 1 , 
n u a k r  181 i 

r in~&uo~ot  (nwamunnmtmjunol, WIN-RWS, 3, 0 )  ; 
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1426 
1427 
1428 
1429 
1430 
1431. 
1432 
1433 
1434 
1435 
1436 
1437 
1438 
1439 
1440 

, 1441 
. 1442 
1443 
1 4 4 4  
1445 
1446 
1447 
1448 
1449 
1450 

uindow-f i t -bight  (nmarut.arurtr~uro1) ; 
window-fit (control-franw) ; 
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14S2 
1453 
1494 
1455 
1456 
1451 
1458 
U S 9  
1460 
1461 
1462 
1463 
1464 
1 4  65 
1466 
1 4  61 
1468 

1410 
1471 
1472 
1413 
1 4 1 4  
1415 
1476 
1 4 1 1  
1418 
1419 
1480 
1 4 8 1  
1482 
1483 
1484 
1485 
1486 
1481 
1488 
1489 
1490 
1 4  91 
1 4  92 
1 4  93 
1 4  94 
1495 
1 4  96 
1497 
1498 
1499 
1500 
1501 
1502 
1503 
1504 
1505 
1506 
1501 
1508 
1509 
1510 
1511 
1512 
1513 
1514 

1469 

void 
&-ma murooangularity () 

/e 

*/ 
h a a u r a  angularity of a l i n a  

i f  (icoord[Ol[Xl * 0 )  ( 
moaaurm (icoord. Lbmam) ; 
i f  (0c00rd[01 tx1 0 )  

moaauro (ocoord. Lomoam); 

/e total  angularity */ 
mamur.awrrt[O) = * \ O * ;  /* r a i m t  e/  
rtrcat (ramurwmnt. ' T o t a l  Angularity: = I ;  
mtrcat (ramurwmnt. IN -> "1; 
mprintf (numbar. 'b8.2f". iaaur.totalO.ngularity) ; 
a t r ea t  (aamuramnt. numbat) ; 
i f  (ocoord[ol[xl +r 0 )  ( 

mtrut ( 0 . 8 . U t . I M t r  =; OUT -> =j;  
mprintf (riuakr. =W.2fW. -am .total-aiigularity) ; 
mtrut ( a u m u r m n t .  numbar) ; 

1 
p m m l O m m t  (mmmunant-lhafOJ . PANELoIABEL-STRINC, 8mamufunant . 0 )  ; 

/e r igh t  angularity e/ 
ramuramnt[OI = * \ O ' ;  /e raaat */ 
mtzcat (ramurwmnt . 'Right Angularity: =); 
a t r ca t  (aamurwmnt. Ils -> 9; 
mprintf (numbar. mW.2f", iaaum.right-mgularity) : 
I f r ca t  (aaauramant . numbar) ; 
i f  (ocoord[Ol[Xl * 0 )  ( 

mtrcat (numuraant .  =; OUT -* 
mprintf (nunbar. =68.2f". oaram.right-urgularity) ; 
mtrut (111~8urqmnt. mumbar) ; 

1 
pmml-mat (mmmuramnt-lhm [ 11 . PAIQELoIABELo~NG. aaauraxmnf . 0 1 ; 

/e l a f t  angularity e/ 
ramurwmnt[O] = *\Om; /e ramat */ 
a t r ca t  (na8u-t. .Uf t  Angularity: =); 
mtrcat (mamurwmnt. ' X i  -> "1; 
aprintf  (mumbar.  =%8.2fm, imonm.laft-mgul8rity) ; 
atrcat (ramuramnt.  numbat) ; 
i f  (OCoordtOl [XI  * 0 )  ( - mtrut (aumuroamnt. OUT -> =); 

mprintf (numbat. =@8.2fm. oaam.lmftO.ngularity) ; 
mtrut (mmmurm-nt. aumbar) ; 

1 
. p m m l - m m t  ( m m ~ r a 1 m n t ~ l i n ~ t 2 1  . PAIQEL-IABEL-STRINC. mamurunant. 0 )  ; 

/e .furdrrdirad angularity par inch */ 



/* tot81 -8 */ 
nraaurenmnt101 - * \ O * ;  /* t.8.f */ 
mtrcat (araauronmnt, "Total Run8 : "1 ; 
rtrcat (waaur.arurt, I N  -> "1; 
q r i n t f  (numkr, a t 8 ~ m ,  ( in t )  immr.totrl_runs) ; 
a t r c a t  (aaauranont ,  numbor) ; 
i f  (ocootdtOltX1 * 0 )  ( 

rtrcrt (wrruranwnt, "; OUT -> "1; 
mprintf (numbor, m Q 8 ~ * ,  ( i n t )  o a a a  .total-runa) ; 
mtrut (moarunnwnt, numbor) ; 

1 
pmnol-rot (nmarur.nwnt-lino [ 4 I , PMEL_LABEL-STRXNG, swaaurumnt , 0 ) ; 

1 

nrarur.murt[01 - * \ O * ;  /* n r o t  */ 
mtrcat (nraauranmnt, aStandnrdirod Angularity/Inch: "1 ; 
a r c a t  (aramuranmt, a I N  -> "1; 
rp r in t f  (numbor, "68.2fa, innas.rtd-Mgularity_inch) ; 
mtrcat (araaur.murt, numbor) ; 
i f  (ocoord[Ol[Xl * 0) { 

mtrut (moaruroant, "; OUT -> "1; 
mprintf (nulakr, "Q8.2fn, oaaa.mtd_.ngulArity_inch) ; 
mtrkat (nmamurumnt, nwbor)  ; 

1 
pmol_mot (nmaruranmntJino 131, PANEL-LIBEL-mING, araauramnt ,  0 )  ; 
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1515 
1516 
1517 
1518 
1519 
1520 
1521 
1522 
1523 
1524 
1525 
1526 
1527 
1528 
1529 
1530 - 1531 
1532 
1533 
1534 
lS35 
1536 
1537 
1538 
1539 
1540 
1541 
1542 
1543 

windou-f i toheight (nwaauronmntaganol) ; 
w indou-f i t (cont rol-f ram 1 ; 

1544 ) /* do-aaauro-angularity */  
1545 
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1546 
1547 
1548 
1549 
1550 
lSSl 
lS52 
1553 
1554 
1555 
1556 
1557 
1558 
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lSS9 
lS60 
1561 
1562 
IS63 
lS64 
1565 
1566 
1567 
1568 
1569 
1570 
1571 
1572 
1573 
1574 
1575 
1576 
1577 
1578 
1579 
1580 

void 
do-nmaaure~nent-choico (monu, monuOitm, ap) 

Nmnu n u ;  
Menu-it an mu_item: 
caddrt (*np) 0; 

/* 
Sot up the deaired measurement method 

*/ 

( 
umnu-wt (monu-itan, IIENU_VALUS)t /* Force evaluation o f  pullrighta */ 
maaaurmnmntovalue - (int) monuoget (menu_itrm, ~NIl_vALVE) ; 

/* &lay -e rraaur.lmnt mathod on tho control panel */ 
panel-rot (curront~nwarutemmnt, PANEL-LABEL-STRING, 

1 .  

menu_get (awnu-itom, ~ W - S T R I N G ) ,  0 )  t 

) /* do_nwaauroment_choice */ 
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1585 
1586 
1587 
1588 
1589 
asgo 
m i  
1592 
1593 
1594 
1595 
1696 
1597 
lS98 
1599 
1600 
1601 
1602 
1603 
1604 
1605 
1606 
1607 
1608 
1609 
1610 
1611 
1612 
1613 
1614 
1615 
1616 
1617 
1618 
1619 
1620 
1621 
1622 
1623 
1624 
1625 
1626 
1627 
1628 
1629 
1630 
1631 
1632 
1633 
1634 
1635 
1636 
1637 
1638 
1639 
1640 
1641 
1642 
1643 

Evont - *.vurt : 

/* 
Pr0co.a tho coordinator according to tho eurront control mmthod wttkrgr 

*/ 
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1644 
1645 
1646 
1647 
1648 
1649 
1650 
1651 
1652 
1653 
1654 
1655 
1656 
1651 
1658 
1659 
1660 
1661  
1662 
1663 
1664 
1665 
1666 
1667 
1668 
1669 
1610 
1671 
1672 

b r u k ;  

bruk; 

break: 

break: ' 

bruk; 

cam. snw_PARA8~sP: 

came SMW-8-SPLINE: 

c m e  SHOO_BEZIER_COR: 

dmf ault  : 

1 /* muitch */ 
1 /* .aaooth. */ 
e l r e  
i f  ( i t e m  - moaruro_button) 

r w i t c h  (nmarur.nnnt_oalue) { 
came W - A B S :  

do-marure-abroluter 0 ; 
break; 

do-maa8uro-angularity 0 ; 
break: 

&-moaruro_rinuosity 0 ; 
break; 

break; 

care W - M G :  

care --SI#: 

d.f ault  : 

1 /* rwitch */ 



~~ 
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1673 
1614 
1675 
1616 
1671 
1670 
1619 
1680 
1681 
1682 
1683 
1684 
168s 
1686 
1687 

{ 
/* quit with war confimmtion */ 
uindouo&stroy (control-f rum) ; 

c 
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1689 
1690 
1691 
1692 
1693 
1694 
1695 
1696 
1697 
1698 
1699 
1700 
1701 
1702 
1703 
1704 
170s 
1706 
1701 
1708 
1709 

/+ 
+ 

+/ 
hoot tho control m~thod ~ottingm to tho dofault valuoa, torot mmaeuronwntr 

{ 
p.nol-rot (currontoefmplification, PANELoIABEL-STRING, SIW-DEFAULT, 0) ; 

panel-mot (curront0nwa8ur.murt , PANEL_LABEL_STRING, --DEFAULT, 0 )  ; 
mimplificationovaluo - SIhQ-DEF'AOLT_VALOE; 
mmoothing_v8luo = SMW_DEFAOLT-VALUE; 

.I amaauronwnt_valuo - ~_DEFAULT-VALOE; 
p.nol-mot (currontommoothing , PA#EL_IABEL-STRING, SHOO-DEFAULT, 0) ; 



~~ 
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1710 

1712 
1713 
1714 
1715 
1116 
1717 
1718 
1719 
1720 
1721 
1722 
1723 
1724 
1125 
1126 
1727 
1128 
1729 
1130 
1131 

m a  
. -  
void 
do-mimplif ication_cboica (arnu, mmnu-itm, np) 

Iluru n u :  
Manu-item amnu-i tam; 
cad&,+ Pnp) 0: /. 
Sat up the do8ir.d rimplific8tion mmthod 

*/ 

t 
wnu-wt (wnu-itam, ENU-VUUE) : /* Fore. evaluation of pulltightr */ 
rimplif ication-value (int) mnu-get (amnu-item, I U-VALUE) i 

/* &.play tho r irp l i f iu t ion  method on the control pm.1 */  
pmelorat (currant-riaplification, PANELJABEL_sTRI#G, 

~mu-got (mnu0item, !ENU_srrUWG) 0) t 

) /* do-riaplifiution~choice */ 
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1732 
1733 
1734 
1735 
1736 
1737 
1738 
1739 
1740 
1741 
1742 
1743 
1744 
1745 
1746 
1747 
1748 
1749 
1750 
1751 
1752 
1153 

w i d  
do-  moo thing-choico ( m u ,  m u - i t a ,  np) 

Honu WnU; 
uonu_it.m wnu_itom; 
C8ddr-t (*np) 0 ;  

/* 
Sot up tho doairod rlaoothing mothod 

*/ 

/* dirplay tho moothing r thod  on tho control p o l  */ 
pmol-rot (curront_rmoothing, PMEL_IABEL_STRING, 

awnu_got (awnu-itom, mNU-STRING), 0 )  ; 

t I 
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3154 
1163 
1156 
1151 
1158 
1150’ 
1160 
1761 
1162 
1163 
1764 
1165 
1166 
1161 
1168 
1169 
1110 
1711 
1772 
1113 
1114 
1175 
1116 
1117 
1118 
1179 
1780 
1181 
1782 

wid 
draw-canvas (pw, input) 

Pixwin *pw; 
int input; 

( 
if (input) 

for  (i = 0; i < IQu(-COORDS l l  i c o o r d I i l [ X l  h . 0  ii 
~~00rd[il[r] >- 0; A++) { 

drawgoint (pu, icoordtil [XI ,  icoordtil [Yl, INoPOINToCOLOR~~ 
ii (i > 0) 

pw-voctor (pu, icoord[i-ll [XI,  icoordfi-11 [Yl  , 
icoordti I [XI ,  i e o o r d f i  I tY1, 
o1xosXlc, IRoLI#E_COfXIR) ; 

1 
01.. 

f o r  (i - 0; i Iou(oCOORDS 64  o c o o r d I i I t X 1  * 0 i i  
#oordfil[Y] W 0; i++) { 

draw-int (pr, ocoord[i] [X I ,  ocoordtil [ Y l  , OUT-POINT-COLOR) ; 
i f  (a > 0 )  

pwovoctor (pu, ocoord t i-1 I [XI  , ocoord I i-1 I IY  I , 
oeoordti I [X I ,  ocoordfi I [ Y l  , 
PIX-SRC, ouT~LmEOcoLoR, ; 

1 
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1783 
1784 
178s 
1786 
1787 
1788 
1789 
17 90 
1791 
17 92 
17 93 
1794 
1795 
1796 
17 97 
17 98 
17 99 
1800 
1801 

void 
d r a w p i n t  (pr, x, y, color) 

Pixwin *Pl: 
ant x, y, color: 

/* 
DrFw 8 3x3 pixel rquarr of color 8 t O u n d  x , y  on p w  t o  h i l i t m  8 googr8phic point 

*/ 



- -  
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1803 
1804 

, 1805 
1806 
1807 
1808 
1809 
1810 
1811 
1812 
1813 
1814 
1815 
1816 
1817 
1818 
1819 
1820 
1821 
1822 
1823 
1824 
1825 
1826 
3827 
1828 
1829 
1830 
1831 
1832 
1833 
1834 
1835 
1836. 
1837 
1838 
1839 
1840 
1841 
1842 
1843 
1844 
104s 
1846 
1847 
1848 
1840 
1850 
1851 
1852 
18S3 
1054 
1855 
1856 
1891 
1858 
1859 
1860 
1861 
1862 
1863 
1864 

Panol_mmtt ing 
ontmr_coord-&ar ( i t a n ,  want) 

P.nol-itom i tmm; 
Svmnt +.vent; 

/* . 
+ Road c proemaa tho l a t a r t  coordinata cb.ractmr.ontmrmd by tho uamr 
*/ 
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1865 
1866 
1867 
1868 
1869 
1870 
1871 

default: 
roturn (PANEL_IRONE); /+ Ignoro it! +/ 
broak : 

) /* . w i t c h  */ 

) /+ ontor-coord-char +/ 
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1813 
1874 
1875 
1876 
1877 
1818 
1819 
1880 
1881 
1882 
1883 
1884 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902' 
1001 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1507 
1908 
1 BOB 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1515 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1910 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
192s 
1926 
1927 

1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934, 

1928 

/* 
*/ 

htor a cootdimto raluo in m input coordinato e011 

if cj - Y LL i * 0 )  
if (ieoordti] [XI - icoordfi-11 [XI 4C 

r a l w  - icoord[i-l][Y]) { /* dupliuto coordinato - oliminato it! */  
p.nol_mot_valuo (coord-in_col~ [ i I [X 1 a ) i 
p m ~ l ~ ~ o t ~ v a l u o  (coord_in_coll til (21, ; 
p m o l ~ ~ o t  (coord-inpol, PANEL_CARET_ITE?f, coord-in-coll[ i 1 [X 1 , 0) ; 

tow-; 
eo1 = x; 
rat-; 

' icoordfi] [XI  -1: 

1 

if (!aur-roachod) ( /* mtor it */ 
orvotkl = icoordtil [kl; 

for (k - X: k <= t i  k++) 

. .--. . ... , - icood.[i] [ j l  - +au.: 
/* provide right-justifiod foodback to u n r  * / '  
aprintf (atring, -85ua, raluo) : 
p~nol_mot~valuo (coord_in-eoll [i I [ j I , firing) : 

pu-lock (Snputgu, Lunvaa-roct) i 

i f  (mavofX] h 0 i L  wvofy] * 0 )  /* oram old point */  
drawgoint (imp, ma*. (XI , a v o  (Y] , BAc11GROUND) i 

i f  ( i c o o ~ [ i l f X l  * 0 64 icoord[i][Yl s- 0 )  /* draw now point * /  
drawpint (inputp, icoordtil (XI, icoord[il tY1, IN_POINT_COLOR) ; 



i f  (icoord[i][Xl * 0 66 icoord[i)[Y] b 0) 
pu-vmctor (input-, icoord[ i ] [XI ,  icoordfi  J [Yl  , 

icoord[i+l] [XI ,  icoord[i+ll  [ Y l ,  
PIX-SRC, IN-LINE-COLOR); 

1 

prounlock ( i n p u t 9 1  ; 

i f  ( tint) po l -g . t  (cwroinJoad_button, PANEL_SnOW-ITEH) 1 1 
/* olinrinate input .load" option, allow aclear* and %avoa options */ 
panolomot (coor_in_load_krtton , PANU_SHOWoITEM, FALSE, 0 ) ;  
plm~l~mot (cwr-in~cloar_buteon, PANEL_SHoW_rTEM, TRUE , 0); 

1 
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1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 

1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 

, 1945 
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1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
l9S9 
1960 
lB61 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1961 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1913 
1914 
'1915 
1916 
1977 
1978 
1919 
1960 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 

void 
mntor-nowpint (otnnt 1 

Evont *onnt ; 

/* 
Sot tho Icoordtrau] mllr to th. X i 'I coordinator o f  tho paint picltmd 

'/ 

mtoroin-coordinato (row, X, wantox (ov.nt1 1; 
mt~r~in-coordinato (row, Y, ovont2 (w.nt1 1; 
mntoroinocoordinato (row, t ,  0 ) ;  

i f  ( row  - rax_CooRDS-l) 
muoraachod - TRUE; 
eo1 = Xr 
purol0mt ( c o o r d o i n ~ o l ,  OANELoCARET-ITEt4, coord-in_coll [++row] [col] , 0 )  ; 

a180 ( /* Advmco tho unt to fb. nutf pur.1 l ino * I  

1 
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1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 

2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 
2010 

-. 2011 
2012 
2013 
2014 
2015 
2016 
2017 
2018 
2019 i f  ( ! (int) pur.1-got (coor_out~cloar~button, PANEL-SHOW-ITEM) 1 ( 
2020 /* allow output a~loara m d  %avoa options */  
2021 panol-rot (coot-out-clur-button, PANEL SHQOO_ITEM, TRUE,, 0 )  : 
2022 panol-rot (coor_aut-aa~-button , OANEL~SH~J_~TEH, TRUE, 0 )  ; 
2023 1 -  
2024 
2025 ) /* antor-out-coordinatos * /  
2026 

. 2000 

void 
ontor~out~coordinato~ (i) 

int i; 

/* 

*/ 
Entor coordinate raluor i n  output caordiruto colla 

pw-lock (outputgw, Lc8nvar-xmct) ; 

if (ocoord[il[Xl * 0 CL ocoord[iltYl W 0 )  /* draw tho point */ 
drawgoiht (outputgw, ocoordtil [XI , ocoordti] [Y] , OUT-POINT-COLOR) ; 

if  (i > 0 )  
/* chock i f  a lino can bo drawn ktwoon tho provious two coordinates * /  
if ( (ocwrdti-ll[Xl * 0 LL ocoordfi-llpl * 0 )  LL 

(ocoord[i ][XI * 0 LL ocoordfi ] [ Y ]  * 0) ) 
pw-voctor (outputgw, ocoord ti-1 J [XI , ocoord ti-1 I [YI  , 

ocoordti J [XI, ocoordti I [ Y l ,  
PIX-SRC, OUT-LIm-com) ; 

pw_unlock (outputgw) ; 

/* provido right-jurtifiod foodback to urox in coordinate pan01 * /  
for ( j  - X; j e- 2; j++) ( 

.-. mprintf (rtring,. -Q5ua, ocoordfil t j 1 )  ; .. . 
panol~oot (coord-out_cill t i l  [ j l  , PANEL-LmEL-STRIlC, rtring, 0 )  ; 

1 
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2021 
2028 
2029 
2030 
2031 
2032. 
2033 
2034 
2035 
2036 
2031 
2038 
2039 
2040 
2041 
2042 
2043 
2044 
204s 
2046 
2047 
2048 
2049 
2050 
2051 
20s2 
2053 
20S4 
20SS 
2U56' 
2057 
2058 
2059 
2060 
2061 
2062 
2063 
2064 
2065 
2066 
2067 
2068 
2069 
2010 
2071 
2012 
2013 
2014 
2015 
2016 
2011 
2018 
201s 
2080 
2081 
2082 
2083 
2084 
200s 
2086 
2087 
2088 
2009 

void 
filo-i-o ( i tmu,  ovont) 

Pmol_itom i t a m :  
Evont *ov.nt; 



1 
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2090 
2091 
2092 
2093 
2094 
2095 
2096 
2097 
2098 
2099 

21  01  
21  02 
2103 
2104 
21 05 
2106 
21  07 
-21 08 
2109 
2110 
2111 
2112 
2113 
2114 
2115 
2116 
2117 
2118 
2119 
2120 
2121 
2122 
2123 
2124 
2125 
2126 
2127 
2128 
2129 
2 1 3 0 ,  
2131 
2132 
2133 
2134 
2135 
2136 

' 2137 
2138 
2139 

2aoo 

' 2140 1 /* tilo-i-o */ 
2141 
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2142 
2143 
2144 
2145 
2146 
2147 
21 48 
2149 
.2150 
2151 
2lb2 
2153 
2154 
2155 
2156 
2157 
2158 
2159 
21 60 
21 61 
21 62 
21 63 
21 64 
21 65 
2166 
21 67 
21 68 
,2169 
2170 

void 
bandle_c~va8-event (CMV.8, eVent a-1 

CUlV.8 CUlV.8; 

Event . *event ; 
uddr-t rrg: 

c 



~ ~ ~ ~~ 1 
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2171 
2172 
2173 
2174 
2175 
2176 
2177 
2118 
2179 
2180 
2181 
21 02 
21 83 
21 84 
2185 
21 86 
2187 
2188 
2189 
21 90 
21 91  
2192 
21 93 
2194 
21 95 
21 96 

m i d  
locate-item ( i t e m ,  .vent) 

Panel-itam . item'; 
Event *.vurt; 

. .  

/* 
Leeate nowly picked input coordinate cell, 8et row and col to  i t 8  p a i t i o n  

i/' . 

f 
/* porform mtandard proceming f irat  */ 
purel_&fault_hurdle-ev~t (item, ovent ) ; 

i f  (event-id (ovont) - NS_IS€T) 
for (row - 0;  r o w  < 18u(_cooRDS; row++) ( 

for (col - X; col <= 2: col++) 
if  (item - c o o r d ~ i n ~ c o l l  t r o w ]  [col] 1 

break; 
i f  ( i t e m  - coord-in-cell trow] Icol] ) 

bruk; 
1 /* for row * /  

1 /e locate-itom */ 
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21 91 
-2198 
21 99 
2200 
2201 
2202 
22 03 
2204 
220s 
2206 
22 01 
2208 
2209 
2210 
2211 
2212 
2213 
2214 
2215 
2216 
2211 
2218 
2219 
2220 
2221 
2222 
2223 
2224 
2225 
2226 
2227 
2228 
2229 
2230 
2231 
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2232 
2233 
2234 
2235 
2236 
2237 
2238 
2239 
2240 
2241 
2242 
2243 
2244 
2245 
2246 

void 
ok-button (itom, ovont 1 

. ' Evont 
Panol-itom itrm: 

+ov.nt; 

/* 

+/ 
OR button has boon prorrod in tolor.nco popup 

( 

1 
window-roturn ( puaol_got_valuo (toloranco_toxt_~t~m) 1; 

d 
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2248 
2249 
2290 
22% 
2252 
2269 
22S4 
2255 
2256 
2251 
2258 
22S9 
2260 
22 61 
2262 
2263 
22 64 
22 65 
2266 
2261 
2268 
2269 
2270 
2271 
22 72 
2273 
2274 
2275 
2276 



wid 
mot-color (index, color) 

int indox, color; 

f4fW 1 1 :02 AM linesimp.c Page 54 
2277 
2278 
2279 
2280 
2281 
2282 
2283 
2284 
2285 
2286 
2287 . 2288 
2289 
2290 
2291 
2292 
2293 
22 94 
22 95 
22 96 
22 97 
2298 
2299 
2300 
2301 
2302 
2303 
2304 
2305 
2306 
2307 
2308 
2309 
2310 
2311 
2312 
2313 
2314 
2315 
2316 
2317 
2318 
2319 
2320 
2321 
2322 
2323 
2324 
2325 
2326 
2327 
2328 
232 9 
2330 
2331 
2332 
2333 
2334 
2335 
2336 
2337 
2338 
2339 

{ 
.witch (color) { 

c a n  WH1m: 
. R=[R](in&x] - 255; 

Ra[G][in&x] - 255; 
R=[B] [index] - 255; 
braak; 

ea.. RED: 
RG8(R](indu] = 255; 

R~(B][indul - 0; 
broak; 

R=[R] [indrx] - 0; 
RGB[G][index] - 255; 
R=[B] [index] - 0; 
bnak; 

RGBfGI(indox1 = 0; 

C A I 0  GREEN: 

cam BLUE: 
RG5[R] (index] - 0; 
RGB[C][indexI = 0; 
Rc;B[B][index] - 255; 
braak; 

ea.. YELLOW:  
RGB[R] [index] - 255; 
R=[C][index] - 255; 
broak: 

.-. 
. AcB[9]tind.x] - 0; 

Ca.0 CYAN: 
RCB[R] [index] - 0;  
RGB[G][indr%l - 255; 
RCe[B] [index] = 255; 
brmak; 

carno MAGENTA: 
RGB[R][in&xl - 255; 
RGB[C] [index] - 0; 
RGB[B] [index] - 255; 
RQ)[R)[indoxl - 2SS; 
-[GI [index] - 225; 
Rat81 [indutl - 225; 
braak ; 

-[R] [in&xl - 225; 
RGB[C][in&xl - 2b5; 
RGBtB] [indaxl = 225; 
broak; 

RGB[R](indax] - 225; 
RCa[G] [index] - 225; 
RGB[B] [indmxl - 255; 
brmrk ; 

RGB(R1 [index] - 128; 
Rca[G][indmxl - 128; 
H I 8 1  [ h d u l  = 128; 
broak; 

. braak; 
a m .  LIGHT-RED: 

came LIGXT-GREEN: 

carno LIGHT-BLUE: 

C8.o m y :  
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2340 
2341 
2342 
2343 
2344 
2345 
2346 
2341 
2348 
2349 
2350 

C8.0 
RmfR] (indoxl = 0; 
RGBtGl [indoxl = 0; 
R ~ [ B )  [indmxl = 0: 
bro8k:  

brm8k: 
def rul t : 

1 /* B U i t c h  */ . 

) /* mot-color * /  
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2351 
23S2 
2353 
2354 
2355 
2356 
2357 
2358 
2359 
2360 
2361 
2362 
23 63 
2364 
2365 
2366' 
2367 
2368 
2369 
2370 
2371 
2372 
2373 
2374 
2375 
2376 
2377 
2378 
2379 
2380 
2381 
2382 
2383 

void 
rhow_button-~nu (itom, want) 

Panol_itom i tom:  
Evont *ovont i 

/* 

*/ 
Diaplay appropriate controa par101 menu upon RIGHT ~muao button down 

( 
if (ovont-id (ovont) - MS-RIGHT) 

i f  ( i t e m  - oinlplify-button I I 
i t e m  - rinlplification-nrmthod I1 

.- i t o m  - currant-riaplification) 
wnu-rhow (rimplifiation--nu, cont ro lganol ,  wmt, 0 )  ; 

01 bo 
i f  ( i t o m  - rmootho-button ' I I 

i t e m  - rmoothing_nrthod I I 
itom - curront-rmoothing) 

nrmnu_rhow (rmoothing--nu, eontrolg.no1, ovont, 0 )  ; 
01 80 

if ( i t o m  - ~maauro-bu+fon I I 
i tom - earurwmnt-nrthod I I 
A t o m  - currant-mmaaurmont) 

amnu-rhow (aaauromont--nu, controlg.no1, ovont, 0 )  i 

panel_dofault~handle~ovont (itom, w e n t  1 ; 
01 a0 

018. 
pano lodo f ault_hndlo-ovont (it om, .vans 1 i - 

) /* rhow_button-manu */ 
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2385 
2386 
2381 
2388 
2389 
2390 
2391 
2392 
2393 
2394 
2395 
2196 
2397 
2398 
2399 
2400 
2401 
2402 
2403 
2404 
24 05 
2406 
2407 

void 
rhow-hide-coordtnatar (f tern, e&t 1 

0 urel_i tern item: 
Event *avant: 

/* 

*/ 
Shew or hide the coorbhater am currmntly appropriate 
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2409 
2410 
2411 
2412 
2413 
2414 
2415 
2416 
2417 
2418 
2419 
2120 
2421 
2422 
2423 
2424 
2425 
2426 
2427 

void 
8how_hido_diaplay8 () 

/* 
+ 

+/ 
Show or hid. tho dimplay canvaaoa aa currontly appropriato 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
21 
12 
13 
14 
15 
1 6  
17 
18 
1 9  
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
2 6. 
27 
28 
29 
30 

32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
4 1  
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
41 
48 
49 
50 
S l  
I2 
s3 
54 
u 
56 
57 
58 
5B 
60 
61 
62 
63 

/* 
S i a p l i f i u t i o n  rrnu conrtantm 

*/ 
#dofino SIW__pT 11 
bdof in. SIB@-RANDOHJT 12 
Odofiao SI?D_LINE_WIDTH 21 
4def in. Sf MP-ZUCLIDW 22 
Wetine SIUP~PERPENDIC 23 
#dofino SIWolrmtGULhR 24 
#dafino SIHPoDIST_A?lGLE 25 
adofino BIBSJEQMAN 31 
#define SIm_ROBERQ 32 
4dofino SIBS-LANG 4 1  
4dafino SI~oJOU,NNSPJ 42 

4drfine SIrS-DOOczrrS S i  
Odof in0 srm_oPHEIn 43 
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64 
6s 
66 
61 
68 
69 
70 
7 1  
12 
13 
1 4  
1s 
16 
11 
18 
19 
80 
81  
82 
03 
84 
85 
86 
81 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
9s 
96 
91 
S 8  
99 

100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
1 05 
106 
101 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
1: 13 
1 1 4  
11s 
116 
111 

' 118 
11s 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 

bdof i n m  '&IW-Rm 1 
bdofino kSAS-RCU 2 
bdof i n m  BUTTON-R- 3 
bdofino DISP-RW 0 
bdofino C00R-R- 1 
bdofino SIt@_DEFAOLT DDougla8-P.uckor" 
bdofino SHOO-DEFAULT ?Nono" 
bdofino W - D m A U L T  m'Ab801Uf08a 
bdofino SIt@_DEFAULT~VALOE SIB@oDOUGUS 
bdofino SBIWoDEFAULT~VALUE SHOO-NONE 
bdof in0 !SASoDEFAULToVALUE nUSJBS 
bdofino MW-mvREs I 
bdofino DPI 01.0 /* roundod b pix018 In 1 inch ('Dot8 Por Inch") * /  
bdofino TOLODEFAULT m 1  0" 

/* 
Cr8phiC8 CIIIV88.8 C O n 8 t 8 n t 8  

*/ 
bdof in.' CANVASOWOX 1000 
#dotino W A S - W _ Y  1000 
adofino INIT-WIDTH so 0 
#dofino INITJiEIGHT 500 

/* 
Color mp conrtantr 

* /  
bdof in0 R 0 
bdofino G 1 
bdofino B ' 2  
bdofino C O I B R ~ ~ o S I Z E  8 
bdofino BAmQIOUND 0 
bdofino FOREGROUND 1 
bdof in0 IN-POINToCOLOR 2 
bdofino IN0LfWE-WWR 3 
#dofino INoAREA~COLOR 4 
ddofino OUTJOINT-COLOR 5 
tdef in. 001_LXNE-COLOR 6 
Odofino OUT_ARU_COLOR 1 
/* 

Color a n u  conrt.nt8 
*/ 

bdofino WHITE 1 
bdofino GREEN 2 
bdofino RED 3 
+dofino BLUE 4 
4dofino 'YuLOw S 
bdofino CYAN 6 
bdofino IQLaNTA 1 
bdofino B U C X  8 
bdofho GRAr 9 '  
bdmf in0 LIQ1TJED 10 
(dofino LIQlT--N 11 
ddafino .LICHT-BLOE 12 
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127 
128 
129 

' 130 
131 

133 
134 

a 32 

a35 
a36 
137 
138 
139 
140 
2 4 1  
I 4 2  
143 
1 4 4  

146 
1 4 1  
248 
149 
150 
151 
152 
1S3 
154 
155 
156 
147 
158 
130 
160 
1 I1 
142 
t 63 
164 
165 
166 
a 67 
168 
16s 
110 
171 

173 
174 

176 

a 45 

an 

a73 

a n  
a78 
a79 
180 
181 
182 

' 183 
1 Q4 
18s 
186' 
187 
188 
aas 
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190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
191 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
2 OS 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
211 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
22s 
226 
221 
228 
22 9 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
231 
238 
239 
240 
2 4 1  
242 
243 
244 
24s 
246 
241 
248 
219 
250 
251 
252 

to1 ormcoot ut_it m, 
tolormco~ok_button; 
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zs3 
254 
255 
256 
251 
2b8 
259 
260 
2 61 
262 
2 63 
2 04 
2 6s 
266 
2 61 
2 68 
269 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
211 

219 
2 80 
281 
- 282 
2 83 
284 
285 
286 
281 
288 
289 
290 
2 91 
2 92 
2 93 
294 
2 9s 
296 
291 
298 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
30s 
306 
301 
308 
309 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
31s 

l i e  

mtatic 
Icon 

Ant 

B t 8 t f C  
c h r  

. t N C t  

float 

controlobg~eolor - (255, ? I S ,  2S51, /* Ut. */ 
eonttolofg-color - (000, 000, 25S), /* blum */ 
popupobg-eolor - (255, 255, 25J). /* uhita */ 
papup-fg-Flor - (255, 000, 000) ;  /* rod */ 

mutic D t N c t  
co1orrprpm.g 

clar: 



~ ~~ ~~ 
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316 
317 
318 
31 9 
320 
321 
322 
323 
32 4 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
337 
338 
339 
340 
341 
342 
343 
3 4 4  
34s 
346 
347 
348 
349 
350 
3% 
352 
3s3 
354 
35s 
356 
357 
358 
3s9 
360 
361 
3 62 

void 
void 
void 
Panrl-matting 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 

0; 
0 I 
0 I 
0 t 
0 t 
0 t 
0 : 
0 I 
0 i 
0 i 
0 t 
0; 
0 t 
(1 c 
0 t 
0 ;  
0 t 
0; - 
0 t 
0 t 
0; 
0; 
0 i 
0 t 
0: 
0 : 
0 t 
0 ; 
0 ;  
0 t 
0; 
0 t 
0 i 
0 i 
0 ; 
0 i 
0 t 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
0 

10 

12 
13 
1 4  
1s 
16 
11 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
21 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
31 
38 
39 
40 
4 1  
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
4 1  
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
b3 
54 
b5 
56 
51 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 

a i  

/* Maawn routino by Rake 8. IdCnaatar, pCI& April 1981. */ 
/* Adaptad from FOR- by Yvon Porraault, PAR Gov’t Sya. Cow., Hay 1981. */  

ddafino X 0 
4dafino Y 1 

1; 

a t a t i c  
f lo8t 

f loa t  
f l o a t  

t o td -hng th ,  
t o t a l r g u l  ax i t y  , 
right-angularity, 
l o f t~angu la r i ty .  
rtd-angularity-inch, 
num-coordinatar , 
t o t  al-run a : 

pi  - 3.1415927; 

void 
umaauro (coord. ma81 

in+ coordtl-[a’l; /* coordinato art89 */ 

maauraa *nraa; /* ruruxanwnta t o  k -tad */  
8 t N C f  

/* 

- Total longth - Total angularity - Right i l a f t  angularity 
I - NUmbar of cOOrdin8t08 

*/ 

Computa the  following laaaurmnmnts on fha l ino  i n  array coord: 

- Standardirad angularity par inch 

- T o t 8 1  -8 
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64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
10 
11 
12 
13 
74 
15 
76 
17 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 

86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
1 os 
106 
107 
1 08 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 

as 

/* ~ 1 ~ 1 1 t e  urd mccuamlatr both lmgthm i n  tho tr iad */ 
totJon *.I get-lmgth (pl, p2): 

tot-len +m diat2: 

. 
di r t2  - got-l-gth (p2, p a t  

1 /* Sor A */ -- I 



. 
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121 i +r 2; /* adju8t aftor loop */ 
121) 

L J 
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B8 
99 

100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
1 os 
106 
101 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
a t 3  
124 
125 
126 

/* 
Calculate pmrpmdicular dimtmce from p2 t o  line a.gnmnt bat- pl urd p3 

*/ 

pr f Y + l l *  
a. b. c. d. e. f ;  



~~ 
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129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
136 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
1 4 4  
145 
146 
1 4 1  
148 
149  
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 

,157  
- 158 

159- 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
161 
168 
169 
170 
111 
112 
113 
174 1 
175 



/* 

* /  
Conpato tho mg10 of chango k t w o m  two connoctod voctorr 

/* chock fox negative inf inity */ 
i f  (p4[X] mm 0.0) 

if (p4[Yl - 0 . 0 )  

i f  (p5[X] - 0 . 0 )  

i f  (p5tYl - 0.0)  

p4 [ X I  - 0.000000001; 

p4 [Y l  - 0.000000001; 
p5 [XI - 0.000000001; 
p5 [Y 1 - 0.000000001; 

/ *  computo mglo  */ 
anglo - atan2 (p4 [Yl e p4 [XI 1 - atan2 (p5 [Y] e p5 [X I  1 ; 
anglo =-(uiglo 0 . 0 )  ?--pi - angle : pi - mglo; 

[ 6/4/87 10:45 AM measure.c Page 5 

177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
2 05 
206 
201 
208 
209 
210 

212 
211 ) /* get-angle */ 
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213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
229 

' 226 
' 227 

228 
229 
230 

1.n t2l i 

L 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
0 
9 

IO 
11 
a2 
13 
1 4  
15 
1 6  
17  
18 
1 9  
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

-3a 
32 
33 
34 
3s 
36 
31 
38 
39 
40 
4 1  
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
41  
48 
49 
SO 
51 
52 
s3 
b4 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 

200 
0 
1 
2 

4includ. <nu-. h> 

/* mtack mite */ 

/* tolerurcm (pixalr) */ 
/* input point eount * /  

/* 
Dougla8-Reucker line mimplification algoritbm 

*/ 

if (icoord[OI [ X I  - icoordtat-11 [XI LL 
icoord [ 01 [Y I - icoord t at-1 I [Y I 1 

n t u r n  (-1); 

uhil. (f) ( 
amchor [X I  - ._.tack 1.-11 [XI : 
anchor [Y I = a-mtaek [a-1 I [Y I ; 
f l o a t r t X 1  = f-mtacktf-11 [XI; 
f l o a t r t Y 1  - f~mtack[f- l l  [Yl;  

curront anchor point */  
currmnt f loa t e r  poin t  * /  
anchor mtack */  
f loa t e r  BWCk */ 
point k i n g  -t88t8d */ 
anchor mtack pointer */  
f l o a t  rrack pointmr * /  
gurrral  index * /  
anchor index */  
f1oat.r indmx */  
point i n d u  with =x p r p  distance * /  
a u i m u m  p r p  distancm cdculatmd * /  
p.rp d i D t m C 8  calculated (pixels) * /  

/* Check that urdpointr are difformrit * /  

/* adjumt in& f o r  currant f loa te r  */ 
for (fi - .ai+l; icoord[fi)  [XI I- f l o a t r l X 1  I I 

i f  (f loatr[Xl  - ieoord[ai+l] [XI LL 
f l o n t r f Y 1  - icoord[ai+l] [Y])  { 

[a*] [Y] 0 f-8f.d [ 

icoordtfil IYI I- floatrtY1; fi++); 

/* anchor and flomter arm adjacmnt * /  
/* pap floater onto anchor mtack * /  momtack [a 

ai*: /* anchor index */  
1 [XI - f-muck [-f I [XI ; 

. f 1 [yl; 
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64 
65 
66 
61  
68 
69 
10 
11 
12 
13 
74 
75 
16  
11 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
81 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 

1 
0180 ( /* not 8dj8COnt */ 

w_di8t. - 0: 
f o r  (i - ai+l: icwrdtil [XI I- floatrtX1 I I 

icwrd[il[Y] 1-  floatr[Y]: i++) ( 
i p t  [XI - icoordfi]  [XI ; 
i p t t Y 1  - icoord[i] [Y]; 
dist - prp-dist (anchor, i p t ,  f loa t r ) :  
i f  (dirt * mu-dirt) ( /* point has maximum porp distance! * /  

. m i - i ;  
1 

) /* f o r  i */ 

IYX-di8t - dirt; 

i f  (-_dirt <- t O l )  ( 
a_rtack[a 1 [X I  - f_rf8ck[-f) [XI: 

a i  - f i :  

/* pop f loa tor  onto anchor rtack * /  

/* adjur t  anchor indur t o  now floatmr */ 
8_.f8Ck[8++] [Y] foSt8ck[ f ]  [Y]: 

1 
018. ( 

f-rt8cktf 1 [XI - icoord[nri) [XI; 
f-8tack If++] [Yl - icoord[mi] [Y] : 
f i  - mi: 

) /* not adjacmt */ 

/* now f loa tor  point */  

/* 8djurt  f l oa t e r  index * /  
1 

1 /* whilo */ 

for (i = 0; i < a; it+) I 

1 
roturn (a): /* roturn t h m  count of output points * ,  

O C W r d [ i ]  [XI m 8*8taCk[iI [XI i 
ocoordtil [Yl - a-rtaek[irIY]; 

/* ro t  up output points */ 

' 96-  1 /* Douglar-Pouckor */ 
97 




